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Abstract 
As the result of the studies， itwas found that a significant unconformity s巴paratesthe so.called 
Setana from the older rocks of the N巴ogeneSystem in both the Setana and Kuromatsunai areas in 
southwest Hokkaido，出atthe so-called Setana of authors actually included rocks ranging from early 
Miocene to late Plioc巴nein age. The distinguished formations and members are characteristic in 
thier lithological and paleontological characteristics且swell as in geological structure. 
Correlation of the formations in the two areas is made with northern Honshu， esp巴ciallyof the 
oil五eldregion and with important localities in Hokkaido. Comparison of the formations correlated 
revealed signi五cantsimilarity in lithology and paleontological features， which suggests their having 
b巴endeposited in a similar or same sedimentary basin influ巴nced.
Besides interpretation of the geological history of the Setana and Kuromatsunai areas， paleorト
tological analysis of the molluscan and brachiopod fauna resulted in the distinguishing of a total 
84 species of Mollusca and 4 of Brachiopoda. Among the former， 51 species are Pelecypoda (32 
genera) and 33 are Gastropoda (27 genera). Among th巴 molluscs，五vespecies or subspecies are 
new to SClence. 
From the molluscan fauna it is inferred that the age of the Chinkope and Nakanokawa forma-
tions is Pliocene and of the Kuromatsunai， Yakumo and Kunnui formations is Miocene. 
From th巴 uppermostmarine formation in the Kuromatsunai area there were discovered fossils 
of molluscs suggesting either latest Pliocene or possibly earliest Pleistocene age. 
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Introduction 
Although stratigraphical and paleontological studies of southwestern Hokkaido 
have progressed in recent years there stil remain problems concerning the strati司
graphical subdivision of the so-called Setana Series， previously accepted as of Pliocene 
age and of the paleontology. Since the Setana and Kuromatsunai areas are the 
main region of distribution of the so司calledSetana Series and where details of its 
stratigraphical relationship with subjacent and superjacent stratigraphical units can 
be studied， they have been selected for interpretation of the problem. 
Stratigraphical and paleontological studies show that the so-called Setana Series 
comprises rocks ranging from early Miocene to late Pliocene， and that the series 
includes two group with a signi五cantunconformity between them. 
In the present work clear cut stratigraphical subdivisions and the molluscan 
paleontology of the respective units were undertaken and the results are described. 
(2) 
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Since pa1eontologica1 works have been carried out by other authors， their results 
are mentioned and compared with the author's and corre1ation is made with pre-
vious1y pub1ished stratigraphica1 classifications. 
Based upon the corre1ation from stratigraphica1 re1ationships， fauna1 ana1ysis 
and 1itho10gica1 simi1arity， the writer made an attempt to interpret the physica1 
conditions of the separated areas during the mentioned chronological range. 
Because the nature of the chronological boundaries， particularly of the Mio-
Pliocene and Plio-Pleistocene are of prime importance in the given interpretation， 
some remarks are given concerning them. 
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Historical Review on the Geology and Paleontology 
The works concerning the geology and paleontology of the Tertiary strata in 
southwest Hakkaido are given in this section. 
A. Geolθgy. 
In 1892， Jimbo suggested th乱tthe diatom deposits in Setana包un，Shiribeshi 
province may be Pliocene in age. 
Watarase (1929) wrote on the tectonic 1ines in Hokkaido， with special attention 
to the ones in western Hokkaido. The Hakodate-Chiretsu Line of roughly north 
to south direction is the extension of the geosynclinal zone of North Japan. He 
notes that the structure of the Paleozoic rocks on both sides of the tectonic lines 
are remarkab1y di旺errent，and those of the Tertiary are parallel with the above-
mentioned. This line developed at the end of the Neogene and the stress was 
from the north or northwest. 
Nagao (1932) proposed a number of new stratigraphic names. He finds that 
upon the basement of granitic rocks， there is developed the Miocene Kunnui and 
(3) 
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Yakumo formations unconformably covered with the Pliocene Kuromatsunai and 
Setana formations. He correlated the Kunnui formation to the Innai group， the 
Yakumo to the Ogasima group and the Kuromatsunai to Yuri group of the Akita 
Oil-五eldsin northeast Japan. He listed the fossils from the Setana formation and 
correlated them with the Takanosu group of the Akita Oil-五eldand the Daishaka 
formation of Aomori Prefecture. 
Nagao and Sasa (1933-34) in their work on the Cenozoic strata and recent 
geological history of southwestern Hokkaido， gave details on the stratigraphic units 
making up the Neogene System. The fossils from the respective horizons are listed 
and correlation is undertaken between the different areas. They discussed the rela-
tion between diastrophism and volcanism in the present area as related with the 
stratigraphic subdivision and geological ages. 
Fukutomi， Yajima and Rikugawa (1936) reported on the economical resources 
of Hokkaido and appended a geological map in the scale of 1: 50，000. 
Yajima and Rikugawa (1939) published an explanatory text to their geological 
map of the Oshamanbe Sheet in the scale of 1 : 100，000. 
Matsui (1955) reported on the Neogene deposits in the vicinity of Pirika in 
Imagane-cho， and classified the Miocene Kunnui formation into seven parts desig-
nated as KI to K7ラ andstates that KI， and K2 belong to the Yoshioka formation. 
This is covered with conformably by the Yakumo which is covered with the Kuro-
matsunai formation which he divided into three parts called M1-M3. 
Fujie， Tanai， Matsui， Matsuno， Kakimi and Uozumi (1957)， studied the sedi-
mentary basins of the Cenozoic deposits of Hokkido. They claim that there is no 
evidence for an unconformity between the Yakumo and Kunnui formations， and 
that the Yakumo is conformable with the Kuromatsunai formation. 
Uozumi and Fujie (1958)， in their work on the correlation of the Neogene 
strata in Hokkaido mentioned the problems existing in the stratigraphy of south-
western Hokkaido. 
Hashimoto (1958)， in the explanatory text to the geological map of Hokkaido in 
the scale of 1: 200，000， correlated the Setana Series with other parts of Hokkaido. 
Minato and Hasegawa (1959)， in their work on welded tuffs of Neppu， stated 
that the tuff beds of Nagao and Sasa are welded tuff and that the tu旺wasde-
posited at about 25，000 years ago. 
Shimada and Yazaki (1959)， described the geological structure and distribution 
of the rocks in the vicinity of Oshamanbe. The Kuromatsunai formation shows 
small folding with north to south axis of the anticlines and synclines. The next 
younger Setana shows smaller dip angles. 
Kanno (1960)， classi五edthe rocks in the Setana紅白 into，in ascending order， 
the Kunnui formation， Yakumo formation， Tanekawa formation and Setana forma-
tion. Of these， the upper part of the Yakumo is called the Meppu sandstone， and 
the upper part of Tanekawa formation is named the Tanekawa gray mudston 
member. He distinguished from the so-called Setana formation fossils belonging 
(4) 
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to the Y込山mo，Tanekawa and Setana formation (proper). He made pub1ic the 
1ist of the fossi1 Pe1ecypods and Brachiopods from seven 10ca1ities in the area. 
B. Pα~le偶鴎Ology・
Matsumoto (1916) described the occurrence of Desmostylus japonicus from the 
Toshibetsu， Kunnui-mura， Iburi province， Hokkaido. 
Yokoyama (1931) studied the Neogene shells collected from Karafuto and 
Hokkaido by Jimbo and Watarase. He 1isted 48 species from 12 10ca1ities in 
Karafuto and 63 species from 27 10ca1ities in Hokkaido， and 33 species from two 
10ca1ities of Kuromatsunai-mura and Tarukishi-mura in Suttu-gun， Hokkaido. 
Nagao and Sasa (1933-34) 1isted 18 species of molluscs from the Kunnui for司
mation， seven p1ant fossils， 22 of diatoms from the Kuromatsunai formation and 
54 species of molluscs from the Setana formation. 
Nomura and Hatai (1936) discussed the environments of the Nakanokawa beds 
of Setana series at Nakanokawa and Kaigarasawa， Kuromatsunai-mura， Suttu-gun. 
Asano (1936) reported on the foraminifera from Kuromatsumai-mura， Suttu-
gun， Hokkaido 1isted 102 species and subspecies from the Setana group at Kai司
garasawa and Nakanosawa in Kuromatsunai-mura. 
Asano (1937) studied the foraminifera from the Setana Beds of Kuromatsunai， 
Hanaishi and Setana districts in the southwestern part of Hokkaido. 
Asano (1937) presented the detai1s of the Pliocene foraminifera from the Setana 
Beds which was studied in 1936， he 1isted 121 species from 21 10ca1ities in the 
Kuromatsuhai， Hanaishi and Setana districts， and described seven new species. 
Kanehara (1942) studied some molluscan remains from the Setana series of 
Hokkaido and from the Taga series of the Joban coal-五eldof Iwaki. In his work， 
he described and五guredfour species， a new form of Cr，φ争atella，a new variety 
of Pododesmus， Tellina and Chlamys which were collected from one 10ca1ity， 
Yunosawa， Kuromatsunai-mura， Suttu-gun， Shiribeshi province， Hokkaido. 
Kubota (1950) illustrated 17 species of pectinids from the Setana series in the 
Setana and Kuromatsunai ar伺 s，and described one new species and three new 
vanetles. 
Shirai (1960) made a geological survey of the Setana series distributed in the 
Kuromatsunai region and studied the foraminifera from 21 10ca1ities. He listed 95 
species of foraminifera. 
Kanno (1960) listed of the fossil Pelecypods and Brachiopods from seven 10-
ca1ities in the Setana area. 
Masuda (1960) stated that the geo10gical age of the so-called Setana formation 
in part is Early Miocene. 
Masuda and the present writer (1961) studied the Tertiary pectinids from the 
present area and discribed and figured five new species of Chlamys. 
(日)
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Part 1. Geology 
In this section the geology of two separate areas， namely， the Setana area and 
the Kuromatsunai area situated in the central part of Southwestern Hokkaido are 
described. The former area is the environs of Setana which occupies the central 
part and extends across the Oshima Peninsula in east or west directions， and the 
latter from Kuromatsunai in the central part and also extends across the peninsula 
in south to north direction as above-mentioned. 
Fig. 1. INDEX MAP 
1. Geology of the Setana area 
The Setana area in which is the type locality of the so-called Setana series 
(Nagao and Sasa， 1934) has been studies both geologically and paleontologically， 
yet there remain problems stil unsolved. It is not yet known what the Setana 
really comprises， the stratigraphical subdivision of its various parts， the chronologi珊
cal range of and kinds of fossils it yields， and the geological age is yet in question. 
In the following the stratigraphy will be described from the older to the younger 
units (Table 1; Figs. 2-3). 
A. Pre-Tertiary 
The rocks comprises granodiorite， hornfels and black slate; the latter is older 
than the former. The latters are of hornfels and black slate， the former a meta-
morphic facies distributed in the marginal portions of the intruded granodiorite. 
The distribution is along the upper course of the Toshibetsu River in the northern 
central part of the area on the eastern side of the intruded granodiorite. The 
black clayslate is intercalated with layers of graywacke， the general strike is almost 
N-S with the dips of about 700 towards the west. The clayslate is crushed and 
shows schistosity. No fossils are known from it. 














Table 1. Stratigrnphical Classifieation of the Rocks Distrihuted 
in the Setana Area. 
Formation Lithological characteristics 
AJluvial deposits Gravel， sand and c1ay. 
unconあrmity
Lower terrace deposits Gravel， sarid and clay. 
unconformity 
Higher terrace deposits Gravel， sand and clay. 
unconformity 
MinamI.toshihetsu Brownish gray五nesandstone intercalated with medium 
formation to coarse sandstone. 
Upper with bluish gray五neto medium sandstone with 
gray siltstone and pebbly conglomerate. 
Chinkope formation Lower with thick alternation' of gray siltstone and gray 
medium to coarse sandstone， intercalated with con巨lonト
erate. E匙
JcoFngloJnHl示erat;eshEinezn. ber Conglomerate of pehble to cobble size， intercalated with medium or coarse sandstone. 
unconfocmity 
Upper with gray lapi1i tu妊， gray tilffaceous siltstone 
Kuromatsunai 
and ，Jight yelJowish tuf. 
formation Lower with gray tuffaceous massive siltstone， dark 
brownish gray scoria sandstone and light yellowish gray 
andesitic fine tuf. 
Upper with alternation of gray tu妊aceousshale interca・
lated with gray tuffaceous medium grained sandstone 
and greenish gray siltstone， bluish gray tuffaceous silt. 
stone and dark gray shale with gray tu任aceoussiltstone 
Iayers. 
Middle with alternation of dark gray shale， tuffac回 us
Yakumo formation siltstone and tu妊ac印 ussandy siltstone; the lower with 
several thin gray hard shale layers. 
Lower with alternation of dark greenish gray tuffac印 us
shale， green tuffaceous medium grained sandstone and 
dark greenish giay tuffaceous siltstone with dark gre-
enish gray lapili tuff and light yellowish gray fine tuff 
益基弘 Coarse arkose sandstone and RhyoJite conglomerate. 
Blackish brown rhyolitic tuf breccia; alternation of dark 
green coarse tuf， light greenish gray fine compact tuf 
and alternation of gray siltstone and gray tuffaceous fine 
sandstone; alternation of light green tuff， brownish green 
laminated medium tuf with gray tu妊， siltstone and gray 
hard shale， hluish green五netuf and brownish green 
pumiceous coarse tuf ; alternation of dark greenish gray 
Kunhui formation medium grained sandstone and dark greenish gray fine 
sandstone with light green tuff， and sandy siltstone; 
alternation of green tuff， medium grained to coarse 
grained sandstone and greenish tu妊breccia;dark green 
andesitic tuf hreccia with greenish gray tuffaceous me-
dlUm grained sandstone， 瓦百ヨー 亘瓦ヨ吾訂ti己一証言言lomerate;
alternation of green rhyolitic tuf breccia and light green 
tuffaceous medium grained sandstone with gray tuf-
faceous siltstone and ahdesitic agglomerate. 
百ξh萱u2nkzptE-Z Upper with dark gray or black augite andesitic agglo・merate and lower with porous dark or hlack augite 
andesitic lava altered hy hydrothermal actions. 
EミちKimtBeizrawtea meoenmgb1e0r ・ Conglomerate and arkose coarse sandstone， 
unconformity 
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side of the Toshibetsu River and in the high hilly region in the north of the same 
river. There is an unconformity at the contact with Tertiary formations， but where 
in contact with the black claystate there is a homfels zone. The granodiorite is 
also distributed in the east of the Hanaishi Station along the Setana Railway. 
B. Neogene Tertiary formations 
B-l. KU1制 uif01'例。~tioね. The type locality of the Kunnui formation is 
the clif between the Chayagawa and Pirika Stations along the Setana Railway， but 
the original name is taken from Kunnui Station at the junction of the Setana Railway 
and the Hakodate Main Line. Here the formation is about 1，150 meters in thickness 
and the base is not exposed. It is overlain with conformity by the Yakumo for-
matwn. 
The lowermost part of the formation is named 'Kitai'Zawa conglO1nerαte 
例制nber. This member has its type locality in the upper reaches of the Kitaizawa 
about four kilometers northeast of the Hanaishi Railway Station， 1maganecho. 
1t is about 80 meters in thickness， and consists of an altemation of conglomerate 
and coarse grained sandstone. The conglomerate comprises rounded to subrounded 
pebbles to cobbles of andesite， granodiorite， homfels and slate with a 1.5 to 2.0 
meters thick granodiorite boulder conglomerate at the base. This altemation becomes 
thinner towards the upper part. The member is distributed along the eastem margin 
of the granodiorite in the east of Hanaishi Railway Station. 
Ohi'}乱lwpe-gαwααndesiticαgglοωm'αte制 ember. This member has its 
type locality in the upper reaches of the Chinkope River about two kilometers east 
of Chinkope， 1magane-cho. 1t is about 200 meters in thickness. 1ts base overlies 
with conformity the alternation of sandstone and siltstone of the formation， which 
in turn overlies the above mentioned member of arkose sandstone and conglomerate， 
al with conformity. The andesitic agglomerate consists of auginte andesite and 
the breccia range from ten to about 30 centimeters in diameter being cemented with 
andesitic tuf. This member forms an anticlinal structure at the type locality. 1ts 
distribution is con五nedto the eastem part of the五eld，south and east of the Setana 
Railway. The member grades laterally into the main part of the Kunnai formation 
and is local in distribution and development. 
Upwards the member is covered with dark green andesitic tu旺 brecciainter-
calated with three to four meters thick greenish gray tuffaceous medium grained 
sandstone and two to two and a half meters thick augite andesite agglomerate. 
1t is underlain with two to four meters thick thin alternation of green tu旺breccia
and light green tu百aceousmedium grained sandstone intercalated with gray tu百acous
siltstone and one to one and a half meters thick andesitic agglomerate. 
The green tuff， sandstone and tu旺brecciaform an alternation of thick bedded 
and thin bedded layers and comprise the major part of the Kunnui formation; the 
details are shown in Fig. 5. This part of the formation is superposed on the 
Chinkope-gawa member with conformity and overlain by the K，αyano '}仇yolite
制仰~ber in the eastern part of the五eldalong the Setana Railway. The latter is 
(7) 
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distributed in north to south direction. 
The major part of the formation attains about 700 meters in thickness and 
occurs only in the eastern part of the field east of the Toshibetsu River and west 
of the Kayanoγhyolite制 C1nber. The general structure is of two anticlines in 
the areas south of Setana Railway and of faults in the northeast to northwest parts of 
distribution. The trends vary from northwest to southeast to east-west or northeast 
to southwest， and the dips vary from about 10 to less than 50 degrees and their 
directions change according to places. 
The major part of the formation is covered in part with extruded rhyolite 
flows called the KI仰刷。 γhyoliteωeJnb似 Thelocality of this member is the 
clif of the Setana Railway about one kilometer east of Kayano. The rhyolite is 
gray， compact， and shows a metamorphic contact with the green tuff breccia below 
and is covered with conformity by the lower part of the Yakumo formation. The 
rhyolite extends in north to south direction and is cut by a fault of northwest帽
southeast trend along its rr.iddle part in longitudinal direction. This rhyolite is 
estimated to measure about 300 meters in generaL 
Kaigcu"αbashi sαndstone 1nen乱ber. This member has its type locality in 
the cli旺ofthe Meppu River about three kilometers from the mouth in the central 
area， and the lower is an arkose sandstone and conglomerate measuring about 80 
meters in thickness. The arkose sandstone is coarse grained with sporadic distribu-
tion of andesite pebbles which are rounded to subrounded， being massive in the 
lower and laminated in the upper. The conglomerate comprises round to subround 
pebbles to cobbles of andesite， granodiorite， hornfels and slate with a 1.5 meters 
thick granodiorite boulder conglomerate at the base. The arkose sandstone and 
conglomerate form an alternation which become thinner towards the upper part. 
Molluscan fossils have been collected from the lowest part of the member along 
the Meppu River above mentioned. The fossils distinguished are， Chlamys 
araka叩 ai(Nomura)， Ch. kumanodoensis Musuda， Ch. otukae Masuda and Sawada， 
Patinopecten kagamianus (Yokoyama)， Placopecten setanaensis (Kubota)， Pl. 
wakuyaensis Masuda and Nanαochlamys notoensi・s(Yokoyama). 
B-2. Yaku11乱。 1'0γl1wtion. The type locality is the vicinity of Yakumo-cho 
in the south of the present area. In the present area the Yakumo formation is 
de五nedby the rocks typically exposed along the Daishibunnai River about two 
kilometers east of Shibunnai， Imagane-cho in Setana-gun. Here it measures 750 
meters in thickness， itis lies without break upon the Kunnui with conformity and 
underlies the Kuromatsunai formation. In the present area the rocks of the 
Yakumo comprise from the lower a thin alternation of greenish gray tu旺aceousshale， 
green tuffaceous medium grained sandstone and dark gre日lIshgray tu旺aceoussilt-
stone intercalated with dark greenish gray lapi1li tuff and light yellowish五nean-
desitic tu旺 layers. The middle part consist of a thin alternation of dark gray 
shale， gray tuffaceous siltstone and gray tu旺aceoussandy siltstone intercalated in the 
lower part with gray hard shale layers. The upper comprises a thick alternation 
(8) 
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of gray tu旺aceousshale， bluish gray tuffaceous siltstone and dark gray hard shale 
intercalated with gray tuffaceous medium grained sandstone and gray tuffaceous 
siltstone layers. Makiyama chitanii occurs from the middle and upper parts， 
especially from the hard shale and siltstones. The formation in this locality strikes 
N 100-300 E with dips of 200-300 towards the west. 
The distribution of the formation is wider than that of the underlying :Kunnui， 
being found in the eastern part of theたldin north.south distribution immediately 
west of the Kunnui Station at the junction of the Setana Line and the Hakodate 
Main Line， a small area in the northeast of the Pirika Station on the Setana Line， 
and in the east of the Toshibetsu River also in longitudinal extension. 1n the 
eastern area the formation has strikes of N 200-300 E with dips of 300-400 towards 
the southeast， however N 200 W with 400 eastward dips are also found. 1n the 
northern part of the Pirika Station the strike is N 100 E with dips of 300-350 
westwards on the eastern wing and of N 160 E with 200 eastward dips of the 
western wing. 1n the area west of the Toshibetsu River the strikes are almost 
N-S with dips of 250-300 eastward along the eastern wing of the anticline and N 
50_60 W and dips of 80_100 northwest along the western wing. 
This formation overlies the granodiorite basement in the area about五vekilo-
meters northeast of Kami-meppu with unconformity and also with the same relation 
in the northwest of the Kami-hakaimappu River and also at about three kilometers 
northwest of Pirika Station. Elsewhere the formation is superposed upon the 
Kunnui with conformity. 
Fossils from the formation are only the planktonic sponge called Makiyαma 
chitα'nU. 
s-3. K'l仰削ats'lnaiforJncltion. The type locality is along the Soibetsu 
River northwest of Kuromatsunai and two kilometers east of the same along the 
Shubuto River in the Kuromatsunai area. 1n the present area the typical exposures 
of the formation is the cli旺ofthe Shimo-hakaimappu River at about three and a 
half kilometers northeast of Kami叩 eppu. Here it comprises in the lower， gray 
tu旺aceoiussiltstone intercalated with a thin scoria sandstone and light yellowish 
gray andesitic fine grained tuf layers. The upper part comprises gray andesitic 
lapili tu旺intercalatedwith gray tu妊aceoussiltstone and light yellowish gray tuf 
layers. The strike at this locality N 80 E with dips of 60 northwest in general 
and the formation here is cut with a fault trending N 350 W with the western side 
thrown down. Only Makiyαma chitanii was found from the siltstone. 
The formation is distributed from the easternmost part of the studied area in 
the north of the Kunmii Railway Station， on both sides of the Toshibetsu River， 
between Pirika and Shibunnai， and in the vicinity of Kami-hakaimappu in the cen-
tral part and also in the north and south of 1shibuchi， Kitahiyama-cho in the eastern 
part of the area. 1n the western part of the area the general strikes N 170-250 E 
with dips of 380-500 SE， inthe vicinity of Kami-hakaimappu the trends of N 70_ 
100 W with dips of 60_100 SW occur， and along the Toshibetsu River between 
(9) 
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Pirika and Shibunnai the strikes aτe N 160-200 E with dips of 130-200 N羽Tfor 
the eastern wing， the western wing strikes N 180 E with dips of 600 SE， and in 
the easternmost locality the strike is N 220-330 E with dips of 300-400 SE. 
The Kuromatsunai is conformable to the subjacent Yakumo but is succeeded 
upwards with cunconformity by the basal conglomerate of the Hα幼αishiconglo-
制 J仰 αte制仰ゆerof the Chinkope formation， and terrace deposits. 
s-4. Ghinkope 1'orn乱αtion. The type locality is the cli旺sof the Babagawa 
about four kilometers south of Imagane-cho. Here it is superposed with uncon-
formity upon the Kuromatsunai and is covered with Minami-toshibetsu with con嗣
formity. At the type locality the Chinkope is about 150-180 meters in thickness 
and consists of two parts， the lower half begins with the Hjα純αishiconglO1nerαte 
制 mnb仰 followedupwards with a thick alternation of gray siltstone and gray me-
dium to coarse grained sandstone intercalated with pebbly conglomerate， which are 
rounded to subrounded pebbles of andesite and hard shale. The upper half com-
prises bluish gray五neto medium grained sandstone intercalated with gray siltstone 
and pebbly conglomerate， which are of rounded to subrounded andesite and har辻
shale. The strike in the type locality is N 600 E and dips of 50 SE. No fossils 
have been found from the type locality. 
The formation is distributed in the western half of the五eldin its larger part 
but is also found along the Toshibetsu River between Pirika and Shibunnai and 
along the easternmost marginal part of the field in the north and south of Kunnui 
Station. In the latter two regions the lower part or the Hanaishi conglomerate 
member only is distributed with the upper part missing. In the first mentioned 
area al parts of the formation are well developed and found on both sides of the 
Toshibetsu River. 
The formation covers the Kuromatsunai with erosion unconformity and also 
the Kunnui where the Kuromatsunai is lacking. In places the unconformity is 
angular and elsewhere it is structural as will be mentioned in later. 
Fossils of molluscs are found between Pirika and Shibunnai along the Toshi-
betsu River in the central part of the field. The stratigraphic position of the 
fossils are shown in Fig. 5， from which it can be noticed that their horizons are 
almost equivalent or nearly so where they occur. 
s-5. Minα削ふtm;hA・beti喧u1'0γnuttion. This formation is superposed on 
the Chinkope with conformity and is covered with unconformity by terrace deposits. 
The type locality is the road side cuttings between Minami-toshibetsu and Imagane-
cho. Here it attains about 150-200 meters in thickness and comprises light brownish 
gray fine grained sandstone intercalated with brownish gray medium to coarse 
grained sandstone and with cross-lamination structures in its middle part. The 
strike at the type locality is N 300 W with dips of 60 SW. 
The distribution of the formation is restricted to the small area south of 
Toshibetsu River with Ocharappe in its central part south of Imagane-cho. The 
structure in this area is a broad syncline with the western wing trending N 150 
(10) 
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220 W with dips of 20_100 toward the east and the eastern wing strikes N-S to 
N 80-200 E with dips of 30_50 NW although slight deviations due to local dis-
turbances are found and the strike changes to N 710 E with 40 NW dips， N 15。
E with 100 SE， N 600 E， 50 SW， N 300 v¥ん 560SW， and N 400 E with 40 N羽r
dips. This shown the existence of undulating structures， probably reflected from 
an older preexisting structure. No fossils have been found from the formation. 
C. Quarternary formations 
Tm・2・α<;edeposits. Theses consist of sand and gravel sometimes with inter-
calated clay and are distributed at two levels here called the Higher terrace deposits 
and Lower terrace deposits. The deposits attain about 10-15 meters form the 
higher one and. 10-15 meters for the lower one in thickness. 
The higher terrace compirses gravel， sand and clay. The gravels are of pebble 
to cobble size， rounded to subrounded， andesite， slate， hornfels， quartzite， green tuff 
and hard shale. The distribution is at about the 70-220 meters level， extending 
from along the eastern side of the Toshibetsu River between Pirika and Shibunnai 
westwards to the vicinity of 1magane-cho and in the north where they become 
100-150 meters in height above sea-level. Near the ]apan Sea they are about 70-
150 meters in height， their lower limit being higher along the coast than inland， 
which also is an evidence of some movement. 
The lower terrace measures about 20 meters along the Funkawan and along 
the Toshibetsu River it attains about 15 meters in height， in the north and south 
of 1magane-cho it measures 15-50 meters in height， whereas in the south of Setana-
cho it measures 15-60 meters in height. The sediments comprise gravels sand and 
clay， the gravels are pebble size， rounded to subrounded andesite， slate， hornfels， 
quatzite and hard shale. 
D. Geological st四 cture
The geological structure of the Setana area can be classi五edinto unconfor-
mities， folding and faults as the major ones (Fig. 4). 
D-l. Unconfornvlties. These are found between the basement of grano-
diorite and the Kunnui formation (inclusive of the Kaigarabashi sandstone member and 
Kitaizawa conglomenate member)， between the granodiorite and the Yakumo forma-
tion， between the granodiorite and the Kuromatsunai formation and the Hanaishi 
conglomerate member of the Chinkope formation， between the Kuromatsunai forma-
tion and the Hanaishi conglomerate member of the Chinkope formation， between 
the higher and lowest terraces and the Tertiary rocks. 
1n al cases the unconformity represents an erosive phase， whereas between the 
basement and Tertiary rocks it is also structural as it is between the Miocene Kuro-
matsunai formation and the Pliocene Chinkope formation and the same can be said 
for the one between the Pliocene Minami-toshibetsu and Chinkope formations and 
the deposits of Pleistocene age. Within the Cenozoic rocks the most signi五cant
structural unconformity occurs between the Pliocene and Pleistocene that is to say 
it is post-Chinkope and pre-higher terrace in age. 
(11) 
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D-2. Folds. The folding structures compries anticlines and synclines aside 
from the homoclina1 ones. 
D-2-1. Anticl似伺 Threeanticlines are found in the present五e1d，two in 
the distribution area of the Kunnui formation and one in the area of the Yakumo 
formation. 
Yα11事αdαyα官鈎ααnticline. This occurs in the western part of distribution of 
the Kunnui formation. This trend a1most in north to south direction with slight 
divergence towards the east. Taking part in this fo1ding are the Chinkopegawa 
andesitic agglomerate member of the Kunnui formation， the major part of the 
Kunnui and a part of the Yakumo formation. The eastern wing dips at about 
10-20 degrees towards the east whereas the western wing at about 15-40 degrees 
towards the west. Southwards the axis of the anticline grades into the green pyro-
clastics of the Kunnui formation and northwards it is 10st in the northern exten-
sion of the Chinkopegawa andesitic agg10merate member of the formation. 
ぜJhαyagαwααnticlit初・ This occurs in the centra1 part of distribution of the 
Kunnui formation a1most paralle1 with the Setana Rai1way Line. The axis trends 
NWW -SSE and dies out it its northwestern and southeastern extensions， being 10st 
in the green pyroclastics of the Kunnui formation. Taking part in the fo1ding is 
the major part of the Kunnui and its Chinkopegawa member. The eastern wing 
dips at about 23-34 degrees towards the east or northeast whereas the western 
wing dips at about 24-26 degrees towards the southwest. 
K(iω~i-hαkaií刷αppu anticline. This extends a1most parallel with the Toshi-
betsu River between Pirika and Kitasumiyoshi Station a10ng the Setana Railway Line， 
trending in NNE-SSW then to SSW， its northern and southern extremities dies 
out into the homoclina1 fo1ding of the Yakumo formation. In the northern part 
of the anticline the eastern wing dips at about 25-30 degrees eastwards whereas 
the western wing dips at about 8-12 degrees westwards， the central part of the 
anticline has its eastern wing dipping at about 30 degrees eastwards and the west“ 
ern one at about 8 degrees westwards， whereas in the southern part of the anticline 
the eastern wing dips at 10-15 degrees eastwards except near the Hanaishi fault 
where the dip become 60 degrees， and the western wing dips at 10 degrees towards 
the west. The Yakumo， Kuromatsunai formations and Hanaishi conglomerate mem-
ber of the Chinkope formation are fo1ded. 
工)-2-2. Synclines. Four synclines can be recognized in the present五e1d.
A syncline occurs in the Kunnui area between the Yamadayama and Chaya-
gawa anticlines. Its axis trends northwest to southeast with divergence in the 
southern part towards the southwest. 
Tsuribαshi syncline. This occurs in the longitudinal valley incised by the 
Toshibetsu River between Pirika and Shibunnai. The axis is a1most parallel with 
the Yamadapama anticline in its east and the Kami-hakaimappu anticline in the 
west. However， since its western side is cut by the Hanaishi fault of NNE-SSW 
trend the dips become steep near it measuring about 60-80 degrees. 
(12) 
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M伽αmi-kl例 aharαsynd伽e. This occurs in the southern part of the west-
ern area， extending in a1most north to south direction with its northern extremity 
extending under or ob1iterated by the alluvia1 deposits and the southern extension 
has not been traced. The eastern wing dips at about 3-5 degrees westwards and 
the western one at about the same towards the east. Taking part in the movement 
are the Chinkope and Minami-toshibetsu formations. 
Meppu syncline. This occurs in the immediate east of Imagane-cho and ex-
tends in southeast-southwest direction with the southern extremity extending under 
or ob1iterated with the alluvia1 deposits and the northern one into the homoclina1 
fo1ded Kuromatsunai formation. The southeastern wing dips at about four degrees 
westwards and the western one at about five degrees eastwards. Both the Meppu 
and Minami-kanahara synclines are broad1y fo1ded and seem to be more of a 
warping than a true synclina1 fo1d because the dip ang1es are very 10w and itis 
even di白cultto determine the position of the axis in the五e1d.
D-3. Faults・ Faultsare rather common in the present area and the major 
on白 havebeen named because of their importance in the structure of the area. 
K unn:ui f(tult. This reverse fau1ts occurs in the eastern part of the fie1d west 
of the Kunnui Station on the Hakodate Main Rai1way Line. The strike is N 200-
250 W， with dip of 800-850 NE and the western side is thrown down. This cuts 
both the Kayano rhyo1ite member of the Kunnai formation and the Yakumo for-
mation. The alternating 1ayers of the Yakumo formation are crushed， making a 
crushed zone of about four meters where the Yakumo is in contact with the 
rhyo1ite and where the fault cuts on1y the rhyo1ite the fau1t zone consists of 
brecciated and crushed vo1canics measuring severa1 meters in width. This fault 
shows that the Yakumo originally covered the Kayano rhyo1ite. 
Kl事例4・kunnuijiα，ult. This reverse fault occurs whithin the Kunnui forma-
tion at Chyagawa， its strike extending in N 350-450 羽Twith dips of more than 300 
degrees with the southwestern side thrown down. Northwards the fault extends 
beyond the surveyd area and southwards it is 10st in the massive green pyroclastics 
which show homoclina1 fo1ding. 
Shibunnai jiαult. This reverse fau1t occurs on the eastern side of the Toshi-
betsu River extending in N 150-200 E in the northern part and a1most N-S in the 
northern part the dip is 800-850 E， whereas in the southern part the dip is a1most 
the same with the western side thrown down. By this fau1t the Kunnui， Yakumo， 
and Kuromatsunai formations and granodiorite are cut. Where the granodiorite 
and Kunnui formation are in contact， there is a near1y two meters wide crushed 
belt in which the Kunnui rocks are sheared with the shearing nearly paralle1 with 
the direction of the fault. Where the Yakumo and Kunnui are in fault contact， 
there is deve10ped a crushed zone severa1 meters in width in which the alternation 
of gray sha1e and siltstone of the Yakumo and the green pyroclstics of the Kunnui 
are radomly mixed， being crushed. Northwards the fault extends into the boundary 
between the Yakumo and Kunnui formations， whereas southwards the fault extends 
(13) 
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beyond the surveyed area. 
H1α"“ishi fault. This is a fault extending longitudinally a1most paralle1 with 
the Toshibetsu River between Pirika and Shibunnai. The strike in N 150-200 E 
with dips of 800-900 W and is a reverse fault with the western side thrust upon 
the eastern. This faults cuts the Yakumo， Kuromatsunai， and Chinkope formations 
and is situated near the core of the Tsuribashi syncline. The fault has a nearly 
30 centimeters thick fau1t clay or a simi1ar1y thick crushed belt following its genera1 
trend. 
Shi例。-hαkai制 α'Ppufiαult. This fault extends from the Meppu Mine south-
westwards to the south cli妊ofMeppu， therefrom westwards to beyond Kasugai in 
Imagane-cho. The strike changes from N 400-500 E with unknown dip in the 
western part. By this reverse fault the Yakumo， Kuromatsunai， and the Chinkope 
formations join in the movement. The fault has a n田 rlyten meters wide crushed 
zone in which siltstone and hard shales are deformed. The northern extension of 
the fault is 10st into the homoclina1 structure of the Kuromatsunai formation and 
southwestwards it is covered in party by the alluvial deposits. 
To刷 αy(ahifiωult. This fault occurs in the western part of the fie1d in 
the vicinity of Tomayachi， Kitahiyama-cho・ Thestrike is N 300-400 W with dip 
a1most vertica1 and the western side is thrust upon the eastern. From that the silt-
stone of the Kuromatsunai formation are distorted， cracked and show di旺erences
in dips it is judged that is or the western side was thrust upon the Chinkope for-
mation which does not show such features. Southeastwards the fault extends into 
the homoclina1 structure of the Chinkope formation and northwestwards the fau1t 
extends under the alluvia1 deposits. 
Mctko1nαnaノifault. This fau1t occurs in the northwest of the one just men. 
tioned， extending from Nabezaka in Kitahiyama-cho southwards in the same town-
ship， the trend being N 300-350 E with dips almost vertica1 and is thought to be 
a normal fault with the eastern side thrown down. This fault cuts the Kunnui 
and Kuromatsunai formations and the Yakumo formation is missing here. The 
northwards extension is covered with terrace deposits and the southern part is 
covered with alluvial deposits to reappear near Ishibuchi in Kitahiyama-cho where 
the Kunnui and Kuromatsunai formations without the development of the Yakumo 
are in contact. Further southwards the fault extends under the alluvia1 deposits. 
The fault is determined from the di旺erencesin strike and dip， the missing of the 
Yakumo formation which is superposed on the Kunnui formation with conformity 
in other areas， and by the abrupt change in rock facies near the contact. 
The ages of folding of the anticlinal and synclina1 structures and judged to be 
pos坑t
on the other hand ar陀ejudged to be pr悶e-Kuroma批ts叩una叩幻i，and post-Minamitoshibetsu 
in age or Mio-Pliocene and Plio-Pleistocene. The homoclinal bedding may be 
associated with both folding and faults， so far as the dips near the latter are con-
cerned. 
(14) 
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E. Igneous activity. 
The oldest ingeous activity in the present area is represented by the large 
masses of granodiorite rocks exposed in di百erentparts of the五eldas already stated. 
These are batholithic rocks which intruded the clayslates probably of Paleozoic age 
and formed at the contact areas hornfels. 
'11te Ch'inlwpeg刷むa側同esi;北:icagylmn併 ate働側曲げ ofthe Kunnuも
fo抑制a;&ωn. The next ingeous activity is the andesite agglomerate intercalated in 
the Kunnui formation， which occurs in the lower part. 1ts distribution is restricted 
to the eastern part of the五eld. 1t is associated with augite andesite lava flows and 
also tuff-breccia. 
Z正ayanογhyolite. This flow occurs in the upper part of the Kunnui forma噌
tion in the eastern part of the field and is distributed in roughly north to south 
direction. A small dike of rhyolite occurs at about 2.5 kilometers north田northeast
of the Hanaishi Station along the Setana Railway Line cutting the lower part of 
the Kunnui formation. This is thought to have been formed at the same time as 
the Kayano rhyolite although the areas of distribution are different. 
Du，;es of削 tdesitectnd bαsaU are found in the western part of the五eld，
and both cut the lower part of the Kunnui formation. These dikes trend in almost 
north to south direction， the andesite one occurring about 500 meters north of 
Setana-cho and at about 600 meters south of Soikoshi in Kitahiyama-cho， and the 
basalt dike is found at about 300 meters east of 1shibuchi in the same township. 
From the above it is evident that the period of igneous activity can be dated 
as pre-Tertiary (granodiorite)， post-Kunnui or Kunnui (Kayano rhyolite and rhyolite 
dike)， post-Kunnui (andesite and basalt dikes) or late Kunnui time. 
F. Summary of the geological history of the Setana area. 
After batholithic intrusion of the granodiorites into the pre-existing clayslates 
and the development of hornfels along the contact zone， the pr回 entarea was up司
lifted and subjected to a long period of subaerial denudation. It is upon the eroded 
surface that the Tertiary sediments were deposited. 
The deposition of the Miocene rocks in the present area commenced with the 
first marine transgression. This first penetration of marine waters was associated 
with violent volcanic eruptions in the eastern part of the島ldof thick accumula-
tions of green pyroclastics intercalated with augite andesite flows and their agglom-
erates as well as tuf breccias. 1n the eastern part of the五eldthere was periodic 
invasions of the sea which deposited siltstones and sandstone layers in which the 
planktonic sponge Makiyamαchitanii (Makiyama) occurs sporadically. 
Continued volcanic eruptions resulting in the thick accumulations of pyroclastic 
deposits ended with an eruption of rhyolite flows and dikes. And this period is 
considered to have been one of gradual subsidence leading to the flooding of the 
whole area and the deposition of the Yakumo formation， which although not fos-
siliferousフyieldedsome fosils. Continued sinking of the area and the development 
of siltstone， sandstone and tuffaceous layers of the Yakumo also preserved such 
(15) 
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planktonic sponges as j_Wakiyama chitω1ii (Makiyama) and some benthonic foram-
inifers， although molluscan fossils are not common. 
During deposition of the Yakumo formation it is thought that the center of 
the sedimentary basin was subjected to change， that is to say， the central area was 
gradually uplifted and the basin migrated both westwards， the maximum subsidence 
being in the west， and this period of instability continued throughout the Miocene 
as may be seen from the distribution of the Kuromatsunai formationラ which五nds
its area of distribution chiefly in the west of the areas of distribution of the older 
formations with which it is conformable. 
Gradual subsidence continued throughout the larger part of the Kuromatsunai 
time being continuous with that of the earlier stages and the basin shifted slightly 
westwards although the one occupied by the Yakumo was stil flooded. During the 
latter part of the Kuromatsunai time the whole area seems to have commenced 
gradual uplift leading finally to complete uplift whereby the land surface was eroded 
and this marks the Miocene to Pliocene break in the present area. 
During the uplift of the Kuromatsunai deposits and regression of the seas it 
is inferred that considerable crustal movements occurred in association such as 
tilting and faulting although no intense folding seems to have taken place at this 
tlme. 
Upon the eroded surface of the Kuromatsunai and worn out areas adjacent to 
the granodiorite mountains there occurred another marine transgression by which 
the initial phase of the Chinkope formation was deposited， being represented by 
the Hanaishi conglomerate member of the formation. The areas in which the 
Chinkope formation was deposited is considered to have extended over the whole 
are from the present day Japan Sea to Funka-wan， but whether the area in which 
the Kunnui formation is distributed was entirely covered with the Chinkope seas 
is questionable because that area may have been retained as a land at that time， 
being the source of the sediments making up the formation. 
This Pliocene sea brought into the present area a rich marine fauna repre-
sented by many scallops (Tables 2-5)， foraminifers， brachiopods and others. How-
ever， this sea was not long-lasting because there seems to have occured gradual 
emergence .of the flooded area soon after the deposition of the Hanaishi conglom-
erate member in the east-central part of the field gradually towards the western part， 
that is to say， the central eastern part was emerging whereas the western part was 
stil submerged and subjected to sedimentation leading to the development of the 
major part of the Chinkope formation and the whole of the Minami-toshibetsu 
formation， which is also of marginal origin. Throughout the Pliocene the seas were 
of neritic nature as may be deducted from the molluscan fauna， excellent d'2velop-
ment of cross-bedding structures and coarse grained sediments which al reveal the 
instability of the area the nature of the source rocks and the depth of the seas. 
Gradual uplift and regression of the seas was beginning at the time of deposi-
tion of the Minami-toshibetsu formation， which appears to be a regressive facies. 
(16) 
Table 2. List ，of the Molluscan Fossil from the Setana and Kuromatsunai areas. 
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Tecto畑 t.岨 janthos toma (De sh吋es¥
Tro~onopsis (-1ust刊 tr叩han)てandelab叩mReeve .. 
Tropho町 p.，is(DfJr四 trophon)sasae Sawada n. sp 
Nucella. cf. freyri間ItiCDesh町es)
Mit同 1.(Kit叫t.，bu町 hardi(Dunker) ‘白 6・ 6・
Plici{1旧制四nam;i(Yokoyama)ー
N叩 ul制 eaiwaii Ha加，Masuda and Suzlki 
Barbitonia 8rtAritica (Bernardi) 
Barbitonia arthriiica hirosakiensis (Iwai) 
B前 cinumleucostoma Lischke 
Hinia (Trito間 lIa; ，japo間四 (A，Adams) ・・・ "， ・
Latiγus (予 sp
Volut個別trah ataii Sawada n. sp 
-1dmete ja~ic8.. lisc_hkei _CYokoy四 a)・-
G同町向ma-ko臼kaeSawada九 sp・・・ -
Ant哩白耐. co叫rar~a (Yokoyama) 
.4 nt~面白Re._ (Rectip1.剖削 "anctiioannis (Sm陥)・・・・・・・・・・ 一......・・・・ h
Oenijpota kagana toyots附則isSaw&.d.a n. subsp ・
0.陶開ta.of'omals酬日制iJS開 a血 n.SP 
Kocilic1!..酬 sash師時(T品四!I!')"，，;・一一一....
Ac品(Tト聞叫ci/al耐igrI.iJ(Gould.) 
Ac曲 (Tr楓叫cila)町k.開 .iOtuka ". 
Yoilia (C憎 d酢.....)10":剛 iDall "" 
A問 ab.o世 a吋iJ由自由団施・・・・
P.e叫o)'rammato由曾 d.臨 (Smith)
(;lyc棉肘お (G/Ycym肝 is)yesso開回 (s欄 erby)・一一一一一一一・・・.....…"
L即時時 lok.肺s~_Yokoyama . 
ModiOi回 4(J司，}lis品目出 ar吋 Ha出)
M吋晶ssr.y，訓削 Dunker .ー.........




Cゐitm押 daiJhaka.間iIMasuda肌 dSawada ' 
Chla旬y.i>land配aerythrocomata (Dal) 
ç~!a..;.' k醐刷出doeruisMasuda .. 
Chitmj，. ni>岡田制お Kurala・
Chia町 .o.暗証Kubo臨 ・
Ch晶働..otukae Masuda and Sawada .，.. 
Chitm戸tam1'raeMasu也叫 Sawada.'" ， 
Plac唱Jecleftut旬開，is(Kubota)・ー・一一.....一・・・......…・・…一........….....






















M抑 . mac刊 .<h間同 (Deshayes)
M師団剛c".o~ch;.，由 e叩a同 (Kanehara)
M仰怠酬巾畑白 (Gould)
A'.lartef 作動叫).Ia.kerl， iJ Dan 
Astarte fT".idon臼)bore1l.lis (Schunacher) ・
f_enericard_ia (çyc(Qcat~剖 crebricostata (Krause) 
Vene，. icllrd地 (Cý~lo~'_rd阻}戸配剛山ta {Krause) 
F.I.同 'elau.ta ¥Gou1d)・・・ ・・・ 6 ・・
L町 a制帽..棚ulat棚 (Reeve)
(<1陶 cs，.di棚 californiense(Deshayes) 
l'申yrid.(Fulo;a) ku何 da.i_ Hatai and Nisiy町na'
E制~":.{lista brefJisirho帽臼 (Carpenter)・s.，ば帥岨 pur四四加 ¥Soweroy)
Li<J.，闘 ρ町 S脚.(Gouk!)・ぃ・ ・・・・・・こ:・・ T' ._. #.. ・




Maco咽s(Maco四 ) t.k~oe附i6 Makiyama 
P四叩ejaponica A~ _.Adar:ns 
M四，rIo. a Pr.~im. (Smith) ・ ・
Plectotl酬 (Plectodon)ligula (Vokoyama)・
H棚 a品川6psittacea削 d刷出 (A.A也ms)・
Terebra白liscorea削 ca(AJa.ms and Reeve) ・・・・・・-
Tereb~aI.li. gouldii (Dal) 
ωp凶YfsraYl¥D.世田n)
Frequency (lndivi由aI5):R (Rare).I; F (Few) 2-5; C (Comm凹)， 6-10; A (Abu団副，). more th肌 1.
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Continued uplift resulted in the wドoleonce自oodedarea becoming land w hose 
surface was incised and drained by several streams or rivers. These land drainages 
are considered to have resulted in the formation of the terra白 depositsand also 
of the alluvial deposits now extensively distributed along the drainages of the 
present streams in the Setana area. 
During the Miocene stage the 五回tmajor sinking or sedimentary basin was 
developed in the eastern part of the area whereafter it gradualy migrated westwards， 
shifting finally to the present coast lines of the Japan Sea and of Funka-wan， the 
former in the west and the latter in the east. The major migrations seem to have 
been accompanied with uplift of the previously water covered area and also as司
saciated with crustal disturbances as faults. 
Crustal disturbances in the present area seem to have命stcommenced with 
marine transgression and subsidence associated with volcanic activity which indicated 
the opening of the Miocene in the present area. The next crustal disturbance seems 
to have been at the end of the Miocene when marine regression associated with 
relative uplift of the land occurred and this was associated with faulting but not 
intense folding. However， atthe end of the Pliocene or after the deposition of the 
Minami-toshibetsu formation there occurred marine， regression associated with rela-
tive uplift of the land and faulting as well as intense folding by which the entire 
once flooded area become land with high relief and may have made a complex 
mountainland. Although evidence of crustal movement continuing to the present 
day could not be found， itis evident that erosive and depositional forces are stil 
active as shown by the development of extensive alluvial deposits and broad shores 
facing the Japan Sea and of a narrow but probably upbuilt shore fringing Funka-
Th巴 Geologyand Paleontology of the Setana and Kuromatsunai Areas 
Pliocene Scallops from the Setana and Kuromatsunai Areas 
(17) 
Table 3. 
ベごと一二二こご一一一一一 A竺~I~竺竺竺ー_I_~urom…ai Area 
f竺!竺竺L二二二竺担土二_1H一三L
Polynel仰仰おZ仰 alaルnsis(D丘l) * * 1 * 
Chlamys chinkoρensis Masuda and Sawada >i< 
Chlamys印 5必ensis(Y okoyama) >1< 
Chlamys d，ρishakaensis Masuda and Sawada >.'<: 
C!，山:rnysislandica erythrocomαta (Dal) * 
Chlω刀ysnitponensis Kuroda 
Chlamys osugii Kubota 
Chlarnys tamurae Masuda and Sawada 
Swφopecten swiftii (Bernardi) 
Patinotect印 toku阿部i(Yokoyam呂)
Patinopecten tokyoensis (Tokunaga) 
一土竺竺竺竺空竺?己!竺_)______I土iJ1ト空-上ー ヰ三一一一
Ha: Hanaishi conglomerate member of the Chinkope formation; Ch: Chinkope forma-
tion; Kab: Kaigarabuchi conglomerate member of the Nakanokaw呂formation;Na: Naka 
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何
Table 4. Molluscan fauna from the Chinkope formation in 
the Setana are乱 andthe Nakanokawa formation in 
the Kuromatsunai area. 
ー--.:ごとご一一二二ごっdf告
一、ー -ー一一ー Loc訂古?で..""LFossils 一『ーーー孟二;ょ， y flillber 
Amathina nobilis A Aclams.' 
Homalopoma amusitafum (Gouldi 
Turntella (Neοhaustatoγ)町四刊iCaYokov:lma 
Cerithium kochi Phi1ippi 
Scala (Boreoscala) yabei echigonum (Kanchara" 
Cingula cingulala (Ounker) 
A刷 thinanobilis (A. AJams i 
Cγepidula grandis M iddendorff 
Teclonatica janihostoma. (Deshaveぉ}
Trophonopsis (Auslγ01>町 honlCandelabrumHe出 Fド
NuceUa cf. fγeydinettiu (Deshaye'3 i 
M itrella (M ir_clla) hur，chaγdl iDunkcri 
Plicifusus y，1I1amii (Yokoya町a)
/ Nepuhl町 ril.Nui日atai，M aSlJda and Suzuki 
Barbitonia art!!γitica (Bernardl)' 
Hinia (Trifοnell:J.) japo1l1ca {A. Adamsi 
Latげ us (つ 1ぉp
Adamefe 旬開lcalischkei (Yokoyama) 
Granoto市akotak出 Sav¥-:"aclac. sp 
Antiplanes cυntraria (Yokoyarna i 
Oenopota kurom.atsuno.iensis Sawada n. sp' 
正orylichnam.usashiensis (TokwlUga i 
Acila (Tγuncacila) insignis (Gould) 
Acila (1'γuncacila) nakazimaI Otuka. 
Yoldia (Cne3teri町制 fohanniDall 
Aγca bouca吋i.J ousseaumc 
Pseudogrammatodon da!li (Smithl 
Glycymeγis (Glycymeris) yessoensis (Sowerby) 
L'mopsis tokaiensis Yokoyama 
Mytilus graヴa削 sDunker . 
Polyηemamuss!ωη alaskensis (DalJ) 
Chlamys cosιbensis (Yokoyama) 
Chlamys daishakaensi3 M asuda and Sawada 
Chlamys islandiciJ eγythrocοmata (Dall J 
Chlamヴstamurae M asuιa and Sawada 
SU'iflopecten swiftii (Bcrnardi) 
Patιnopecten tokunagai _ (Yokoya同)
Patinopf'cten ."i'essoensls (Jay) 
M onIa 1瑚 Cγoschrsma (Deshayes) 
M onia macrnschi8ma ezo.ana (Kanchara) 
M onia u1Tbοnata (Gould) 
Astaγte (Tridonta) alilskensis Dall 
Astarte (Tridonla) l 'Jrealis (Schumachcr) 
Venericaγdia (ι'yc/ocardia) cγebricostata げくrausc)
Veneγ>eaγdia (Cyclocaγdial paucicostata (Kral】se)
Felaniella 叫 ta (Gou¥d) ー・
Lucinoma annulatum (Reeve)・ 0
Clinοcardium cali[orn山 lse (Deshayes) 
Papyγidea (Fulvia) kもtrodaiHatai and Ni si yama 
J:;zocallista bγ<lvisiphonata (Carpcntcr) 
~axidomus purpuratus (Sowcr刷、
Liocyma fulctuosa (Gould) 
C，allithaca (Prot_ocallithacaJ adamsi (Ree刊)
f_samacola cfr. kazusaensis (Yokoyarna) 
Spisu{a) sachalinensis (Schrcl1ck) 
M acoma、(Macoma) incongrua (V. M artcns) 
M acoma (M acoma) fokyoensis ~1 akiyama 
M.yado_γa prοxima (.smith) .ー..
Hel刑 th'Yrisρsittacea'WDο出vardl (A. Adams) 
Terebra.lalia. CGγea削 ca (Adams and fか何日)
Terebratalia gouldii (Dall) 
Sctana arca -Chincnpe formation 
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20 Y oshio Sawada 
wan. From these features it is considered that uplift may stil be continuing in 
the present area. 
1. Geology of the Kuormatsunai area 
The township of Kuromatsunai occupies the central part of this area which 
stretches roughly northwest to southeast with Funka-wan in the former to the 
Japan Sae in the latter. This area， called Kuromatsunai area， was chosen particu-
larly because it includes the type locality of the Kuromatsunai formation and shows 
the distribution of most of the stratigraphic units already described in the Setana 
area. In the Kuromatsunai area the following stratigraphical units have been re-
cognized (Table 6)， and their descriptions are given below. 
A. Pre-Tertiary basement西
The basement rocks in the present area comprise granodiorite， which is dis-
tributed in the northeastern part of this五eldwhere it is overlian with unconformity 
by the Garogawa andesitic agglomerate member of the Kuromatsunai formation on 
its eastern and western sides， and with the Kaigarabuchi conglomerate member of 
the Nakanokawa formation on its northern and southern sides also with uncon-
formity. 
B. Neogene Tertiary formation 
B-l. K~tnnu'l form仰，tion. The rocks of the Kunnui formation consist of 
rhyolitic tu任 brecciaand andesite flows and its agglomerate. The type locality of 
the Kunnui formation is in the Setana area and typical rocks such as the thick 
accumulations of green pyroclastic with interbedded siltstone and sandstone layers 
so not occur in the present area. However， the Kayano rhyolite in the uppermost 
part of the Kunnui in the Setana area is represented by rhyolitic tuff breccia below 
the Yakumo formation with conformity in the upper reaches of the Soibetsu River 
west of the Nakanokawa in Kuromatsunai-cho; this has been given no formal name 
in this area. 
Fut仰削ataノ仔mdes'Ite. The type locality is the clifs along the Futamata River 
in the west of Futamata in Osham乱nbe-cho. Here the andisite consists of dark 
greenish gray augite-andesite flows and agglomerate more than 200 meters in thick-
ness. This andesite continues from about one kilometer southwest of Inaho pass 
in slightly arcuate from southwards to near Furano along the eastern side of the 
Futamata fault. 
The Futamata andesite is refered to a part of the Kunnui and is thought to 
correspond to the Chinkopegawa andesitic agglomerate in the lower part of the 
Kunnui formation in the Setana area. 
B-2. Yαkunw fm'nuttuxn. The type locality was already mentioned and wiU 
not be repeated in this place. In the present field the Yakumo comprises from the 
lower a thin alternation of dark gray hard shale and gray tu旺aceoussiltstone in司
tercalated with light greenish gray andesitic tu旺andlight brownish green medium 





Table 6. Stratigraphical Classification of the Rocks Distributerl 
in the Kuromatsunai Area 
Formation Lithological characteristics 
Alluvial deposits Gravel， sand and clay. 
unconformity 
Lower terrace deposits Gravel， sand and clay. 
unconformity -
Higher terrace deposits Gravel， sand and c1ay. 
unconformity 







IaPli0cm&3i13Et f0.1lBrownishzray ane sandstone，lHownlR11Rray I1eflit1n i 1909M 
te Pliocene 1 Soibetsugawa tormatlOn I to coarse sandstone， and cross-Iaminae. 一日
| 恥 r川川一WI州i託t山 h 問 S臼il… m制dlignite 1，仇 a叩nd
NaKanokawa fo lowerofait-fmtionof bluish gray siltstone withliznlte 
rmatlOn 
EZafTy Pliocene 
layer. hluish gray medium sandstone and conglomcrate 
beds. 250 -2RO 
ぐぐJ-dr-coJnkgaloigmameraea1m3t1e 1bC1e1r i Conglomerate of pebhle to cobble sIze. 
uncG時間iw i-一一
f}drk gray of black two-pyroxene andesitic a民京glomerat巴
G鍛a-sozglaowmaE andssitic with light yellowish gray andesitic抗日etuf beds， dar k 
rate member gray or black 'coarse scoria sandstone and dark gray 
andesitic tuff br牢cciabeds. 
よ二 Upper with alternation of dark gray or black scoria Late sandstone and bluish gray tuffaeeous siltstone with dark Mioeene gray tuffaceoむsshale and light yellowish gray andesitic 160一品目。fine tuf beds. Middle with alternation of gray or black seoria sand-
formation stone and bluish gray tuffaceous siltstone with light 
yellowish gray andesitic岳netuff deds. 
Lower with alterna士ionof dark gray or black seoria 
|sand…and bluish gray t蜘四ussil…
gray hard shale heds. 
Upper with alternation…y hard叫伊yi
tuffaceous siltstone and 、darkbrownish gray medium 
scoria sandstone. 
Middle with alternation of gray tuffaceous siltstone and 
'Yakumo formation 
dark gray hard shale and gray tuffac初出 siltsto田 with
400+ light greenish gray andesitic fine tuf beds. 
Early B4ioc 
Lower with alternation of dark gray hard shale and 
ene gray tuffaeeous siltstone with light green gray andesitic 
五netuff and light brownish green medium tuffaceous 
sandstone. 
Kunnui formation 
Light greenish gray tuff breceia with brownish gray 
medium sandstone beds. 260+ 
fault 
Futamata andesite Greenish gray altered augite andesite. 
uneonformity 
Pre-Tertiary Pre-Tertiary basement Granodiorite. 
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thin alternation of dark gray hard shale and gray tuffaceous siltstone intercalated 
with light greenish gray andesitic五negrained tu旺， and the upper of a thin alter-
nation of dark gray hard shale， gray tu旺aceoussiltstone and dark brownish gray 
medium grained scoria sandstone. The siltstone in the middle and upper have 
yielded Makiyama chitanii (Makiyama) only. 
The formation lies upon the rhyolitic tuff breccia of the Kunnui formation in 
the southwestern part of the field and is in fault contact with the Futamata andesite 
which is referred to the Kunnui formation. The distribution of this formation is 
rather limited， being the northwestern part of the五eldfrom about 5.0 kilometers 
southwest of Nakanokawa from where it is distributed in southward direction， being 
covered in places with the Shamanbedake volcanics. Its southern limit of distribu句
tion in this northwestern area is about五vekilometers southwest of Kuromatsunai-
cho. Here the formation has a strike of N 200 W for the anticlinal axis and the 
eastern wing dips at about 200-230 E and the western one dips at about 120-140 
towards the west. On its eastern flank the Kuromatsunai Is superposed with con-
formity. 
1n the southwestern area of distribution the formation is in fault contact with 
the Futamata andesite of the Kunnui formation and the Garogawa andesitic ag-
glomerate member of the Kuromatsunai formation. 1n this area the general strike 
in N 200-220 W with dips of 240-260 NE and of N 100-200 E with dips 250-40。
SE， showing that the area is disturbed by the faults bounding it from other units. 
Only Makiyama chitanii has been found from the siltstone of this formation. 
B-3. KU1"Onιαtsunαi f01"1}乱cttion. The type locality is the clif of the Soi-
betsu River at about 4.5 kilometers southwest of Kuromatsunai-cho in Suttu-gun. 
Here the formation is about 120 meters in thickness and lies upon the Yakumo 
with conformity and is covered with unconformity by the Nakanokawa. At the type 
locality the formation is subdivided into two parts， the upper consisting of the 
Gαrogawαα狗desitiθαググ印刷e1"ate制 CJnber<・andthe lower of normal sedimenta-
ries. The rocks in the type locality consist of in the lower part of the thin alternation 
of dark gray scoriaceous medium grained sandstone and bluish gray tu百aceous
siltstone intercalated with dark gray hard shale， the middle part of a thick alterna-
tion of dark gray to black scoria medium grained sandstone and bluish gray tu百M
aceous siltsone intercalated with light yellowish gray andesitic五negrained tu旺， and 
upper part with a thin alternation of dark gray to black scoriaceous medium grained 
sandstone and bluish gray tu百aceoussiltstone intercalated with dark gray tu百aceous
shale and light yellowish gray andesitic五negrained tu旺 Thisis overlain with 
conformity by the Garogawa andesitic agglomerate member， which is dark gray to 
black， two pyroxene andesitic agglomerate intercalated with light yellowish gray 
andesitic五negrained tu旺， dark gray to black two pyroxene andesit.e lava， dark gray 
to black scoria coarse grained sandstone and dark gray andesitic tu百breccia.
At the type locality there is a synclinal structure with the axis trending N 
150-200 v¥ん andthe western wing strikes N 300 W with dips of 200 NE and the 
(21) 
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eastern wing strikes at N 300 E with dips of 350 SW. 
This formation， especially the lower half is distributed from the type locality 
southwards in belt form to 4.5 kilometers southwest of Kuromatsunai-cho， but is 
cut at two places and covered by the Shamanbedake volcanic detritus. Along this 
area it is covered with the Garogawa andesitic agglomerate member. 1t is also 
found about two kilometers northeast of Kuromatsunai-cho from where it extends 
southwards to one kilometer north of Kamiutasai forming there an anticlinal struc咽
ture whose axis trends NNE-SSV¥に itseastern wing strikes N 350 W with dips 
of 300-350 NE and the western wing strikes at about N 200-220 E and dips at 
about 650-700 NW. The Garogawa member shows belt form distribution along 
the southern part of the western wing whereas along the eastern wing the Garo-
gawa member is missing and the Nakanokawa is superposed upon the Kuromatsunai 
with unconformity. 
1t is also distributed from about 700 meters north of Shimobabasawa from 
where it extends southwards to 1.5 kilometers south of Toyohoro， its eastern side 
being limited by the Toyohoro fault and the western one dipping under the Nakano-
kawa with unconformity. The general strike of the formation in this area N 
100_200 W with dip of 250-300 SW. The Garogawa member is missing in this 
area. 
The Kuromatsunai is also found in the southwestern part of the五eldfrom 
1.5 kilometers north of Kurioka from where it extends southwestwards to 4.5 kilo圃
meters southsouthwest of Oshamanbe-cho but is interrupted by the Futamata fault. 
Here the formation makes an anticline with axis trending roughly northeast to 
southwest. The strike along the eastern wing is N 100-350 W with dip of 500-600 
SE， the western wing trends N-S with deviation towards the west and the dip is 
about 200-500 W. 
Only Mαkiyαma chitanii has been found from the siltstones of the formation. 
1n the just mentioned area the Garogawa andesitic agglomerate member occurs on its 
western side whereas on its eastern the Nakanokawa is superposed upon it with 
unconformity. 
B-4. .NaJ'u削帥l'uluvafOl'nιation. This formation is subdivided into two 
parts， the lower consisting of the Kaigarabuchi conglomerate member and the upper 
of the major part of the formation. This formation overlies the Kuromatsunai with 
unconformity and is covered with Soibetsugawa with conformity. The just men-
tioned unconformity is a significant one as will be mentioned later. 
The type locality of the Nakanokawa is the cli百 ofthe Soibetsu River， 3.5 
kilometers southwest of Nakanokawa. Here it is about 230 meters in thichness and 
is divisible into two partsラ ofwhich the lower comprises the Iiaigt:t1Nαbuchi 00ル
glo制仰仰阿川刷nbCT'. The type locality of the member is the cli旺ofthe Shubuto 
River about 500 meters southwest of Kaigarabuchi， Kuromatsunai-cho. Here it com戸
prises a 150 meters thick alternation of conglomerate of pebble to cobble size rounded 
to subrounded andesite， siltstone and hard shale with brownish gray medium to coarse 
(22) 
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grained sandstone. In the lowermost part is a three meters thick boulder conglom-
erate of rounded to subrounded boulders of andesite about one meter in diameter. 
At the type locality of the formation the Kaigarabuchi conglomerate member 
occurs in the lower part， being superposed upon the Kuromatsunai with uncon-
formity. The major part of the formation or that above the member begins with 
an alternation of bluish gray siltstone， bluish gray medium grained sandstone and 
pebbly conglomerate of rounded to subrounded pebbles of andesite and hard shale， 
this is overlain with bluish gray siltstone intercalated with one lignite layer. This 
formation is overlain with the Soibetsugawa with conformity at the type locality. 
The general strike of the Nakanokawa at the type locality， N r_lOo W with 
dips of 100-120 NE. From the type locality the formation is distributed in belt 
from southwards to the Futamata fault at about 2.5， kilometers southsouthwest of 
the Inao pass. By this fault the formation is displaced northwards from where it 
is distributed slightly in arcuate form southwards to 3.5 kilometers s0uthsouthwest 
of Oshamanbe-cho. Throughout this belt like area of distribution the formation 
shows strikes of N 100-300 羽Twith dips of 100_150 NE in the northern part， of 
N 200-500 W with dips of 150-200 NE in the northern part of the southern area， 
N 200-400 E with dips of 100-350 SE. Although the dips are generally homoclinal 
the strikes show some divergence. 
The formation is also formed in the eastern central part of the五eldforming 
there anticlinal and synclinal structures with axis trending northwest to southeast. 
The general strikes of the formation in this area confIrm almost with the trends 
of the folding axis and the dips of them vary within the range of 10-20 degrees 
in general except near the fault. Nearing the fault the strata dip at angles as high 
at 70 degrees. 
In the just mentioned area the Nakanokawa and Soibetsugawa formation are 
both found and these lie upon the Kuromatsunai formation either with unconformity 
or with fault contact， in the former case the Kuromatsunai formation forms the 
core of the anticline and in the latter it is in fault contact with the Nakanokawa， 
in the western and eastern parts of this area respectively. In the northern part of 
this central area the Nakanokawa and Soibetsugawa formations are covered with 
unconformity by the terrace deposits under which they dip with trends of about 
N 300-100 W and dips of about 150-300 NE， although the former vary according 
to places and become N 200 E with westwards dips of about 300 because of being 
near a faulted area. 
The Nakanokawa formation is also distributed in the northeastern part of the 
fIeld where its Kaigarabuchi conglomerate member lies directly upon the granodiorite 
and also upon the Garogawa andesitic agglomerate member of the Kuromatsunai 
formation. The Nakanokawa formation and its member trend about N 100 W in 
the south and N 200 E in the north， showing a shallow synclinal structure and 
the dips in both north and south are about 10-20 degrees. Eastwards the Nakano-
kawa formation is covered with unconformity by the terrace deposits. 
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Fossils of molluscs and others occur from the Nakanokawa formation as shown 
in Tables 4 and 7. 
s-5. So'ibetsugctWαj'm'rnation. The type locality along the Soibetsu 
River at about 1.5 kilometers southwest of Nakanokawa， Kuromatsunai-cho. 1t is 
about 90 meters in thickness and comprises brownish gray fine grained sandstone 
intercalated with brownish gray medium to coarse grained sandstone in the lower 
and with crosslaminated sandstone in the middle part， and of fine grained sandstone 
in the upper part. Fossil molluscs occur from the upper part of the formation as 
shown in Table 5. 
This formation is distributed only in the vicinity of its type locality and is 
superposed upon the Nakanokawa with conformity and overlain with unconformity 
by the terrace deposits. The trend of its rocks are N 350-400 W with dips of 
about 50 in the southwestern part， but change to N 50_300 E in the northern part 
with dips of about 50_100 towards the northwest， thus showing a small basin 
structure. 
Table 7. Molluscan fauna from th色 Soibetsugawaformation 
in the Kuromat剖maiarea. (Loc. No. 1) 
llmathina nobiんA.Adams . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . R 
Glycyrneris (Glycymerω) yessoensis (Sow己rby). . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . A 
Polyn印刷削川川 alaskensis(Dal) . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . A 
Chlamys nitρonensis Kuroda. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . C 
S，ω[toρe:，'fen s [C)1~βii (B己rnardi). . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . A 
n叫 nopectentokyoensis (Tokunaga) . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . A 
[V[on叫 macroschisρ1:l(D2shayes) . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . A 
i¥l. m:Lcroschism必 eW:Lna(Kanehara) . . . . . . . . . . .・・ • • • • • • • • • • R 
M. ，'nboJla{a (G::mld) . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . R
J1starte (Tridonta) borealis (Schnmョch巴r). . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . C 
Venerμardia (ι7yclocardia) paucicostaω(Kra凶 e) . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . R 
E.zocalista brevisi{Jhonata (Carp己ロt巴r). . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . R 
Panopa jaρonica A. Adams . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . F 
Plectodon (Pleごtodon)ligula (Yokoyama) . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . R 
Fr巴qu己ncy(lndividuals): R (Rare)， 1; F (Few)， 2-5; C (Commo日)， 6-10; A (Abundant)， 
more than 11. 
c. Quarternary formations 
C-l. Shct消鵬首tb吋~ftli鵠側同 Kur01nCtts~t:附:idalì鵠匂olc澗vtics. τ'hese vc九
canics are distributed in the areas of their type localities. The Shamanbedake is in the 
western central part of the present area and the Kuromatsunaidake is in the south田
eastem part. The former and latter comprise the same kind of two-pyroxene andesite 
flows and its agglomerate and volcanic ash. The Shamanbedake volcanics cover in 
part the Futamata andesite member of the Kunnui formation in its southern part， 
the Yakumo and Kuromatsunai formations along the eastern border and also in part 
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the Garogawa andesitic agglomerate member of the kuromatsunai formation. The 
Kuromatsunaidake volcanics cover the Garogawa andesitic agglomerate member ρf 
the Kuromatsunai formation， a part of the major part of the same formation， the 
Nakanokawa formation and its Kaigarabuchi cong10merate member， but not the 
Soibetsugawa formation. The Shamanbedake and Kuromatsunaidake volcanics are 
not covered with any sedimentaries， even by the higher terraces. 
C-2. 'l_Terrace depοs'lts. The terrace deposits are classi五edInto lower and 
higher， the latter being about 80-180 meters and the former 10-60 meters in heights. 
The higher one comprises grave1， sand and ca1y measuring 10-15 meters in thick帽
ness. The grave1s are pebb1e to cobb1e size， rounded to subrounded， andesite， slate， 
hornfe1s， quartzite and hard sha1e. The 10wer terrace comprises grave1s， sand and 
clay， about 10-15 meters in thickness. The grave1s comprise pebb1e to cobb1e size， 
rounded to subrounded andesite， slate， hornfe1s， and hard sha1e. 
The higher terrace is distributed in dissected form on the southern slope of the 
Kuromatsunaidake， sporadically at 1nao pass in Kuromatsunai-cho and at about three 
ki10meters southeast of Kuromatsunai-cho. 1t a1so occurs sporadica11y in the north 
of Shiraigawa， extensive1y in the north of Kami-babasawa from where it extends 
northwards a10ng the western slope of the Horobetsudake in the northern pa:rt of 
the五eld，and a10ng the western slope border of Taiheizan where it a1so has broad 
distribution. The areas of distribution of the higher terraces and the 10wer terraces 
are not the same. 1n the southern part of the fie1d the 10wer terraces are developed 
in the north and northwest of Oshamanbe-cho， in a narrow area on1y a10ng the 
western part of the Hakodake Main Rai1way Line both north and south of the 
Futamata Rai1way Station， sporadically a10ng the southwestern and northern slopes 
of the Kuromatsunaidake， more extensive1y in the area from 1nao pass northwards 
to the Suttsu bay being more extensive and continuous a10ng the western than the 
eastern side of the broad va11ey through which the rai1way line passes. 
The a11uvia1 deposits are now found bordering the drinages or filling the va11eys 
distributed within the present area. 
D. Geological structures 
The geo1ogica1 structures of the present area comprise faults， fo1ding and un-
conformities. 
D-l. Unconj'o川純白J仰 Theseare found between the granodiorite basement 
and the Garogawa andesitic agg10merate member of the Kuromatsunai formationヲ
between the granodiorite and the Kaigarabuchi cong1omerate member of the Nakano-
kawa formation， between the Kuromatsunai formation and the younger Nakano-
kawa formation (inclusive of the Kaigarabuchi cong1omerate member)， between the 
Shamanbedake and Kuromatsunaidake volcanics and the Tertiary rocks， and between 
the valcanics and higher terraces and the 10wer terraces. 
1n a1 cases the unconformity represents an erosive phase， whereas between 
the granodiorite and Tertiary rocks it is a1so structural as it is between the Miocene 
Kuromatsunai formation and the Pliocene Nakanokawa formation and the same can 
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be said for the one between the Pliocene Soibetsugawa and Nakanokawa forma勾
tions and the deposits of Pleistocene age. Within the Cenozoic rocks the most 
signi五cant structural unconformity is post-Soibetsugawa and pre-Shamanbedake 
Kuromatsunaidake V olcanics in age. 
D-2. Folds. Folding structures are anticlinal and synclinal folds which may 
be rather broad to somewhat narrow aside from the homoclinal foldings. 
Z奇妙バ拘置lsyncline. This occurs in the southeastern marginal part of the五eld.
The axis trends northeast to southwest with the dips of the eastern wing being 
about 15 degrees towards the west and ones of the western wing dipping at about 
10 degrees eastwards. The norhtern extenslon is covered with the high terrace 
deposits and its southern one is covered with the alluvial deposits. 
J如'kctibαT'(~ anticline. This small anticline occurs in the immediate west of 
the one just mentioned and almost with similar trend of its axis， the dips of its 
wings are about 10 degrees， but become stεeper in the northern part where it is 
thought to plunge and southwestwards it may flare upwards. 
Fu何事ねo((，t乱t'lcli鈍e. This occurs in the northwest of Oshamanbe-cho and its 
axis like the Kyoritsu syncline is northeast to southwest with the Kuromatsunai 
formationヲ itsGarogawa andesitic agglomerate member and the Kaigarabuchi con四
glomerate member of the Nakanokawa formation partaking in the folding. The 
eastern wing dips eastwards at 18-68 degrees whereas its western one at 15-60 
degrees westwards， being steeper in general near the axis. The northern extension 
is cut by a small northeast-southwest directed fault and its southern one is thought 
to be cut by the Futamata fault， which is a major reverse fault. 
K~wriok(t syncUne. This occurs in the west of the just mentioned anticline 
and with axis quite parallel. The northern and southern extensions of this axis 
become obliteratedヲ thenorthern dying out into the agglomerate facies and the 
latter probably cut by the Futamata fault. The eastern wing dips at about 35 to 
64 degrees westwards whereas the western at 300-600 eastwards， the dips being 
stronger than the aforementioned anticline in general. 
Waγαbitl~i syncline. This is of sigmoidal trend along the margin of the 
valley between Futamata in the south and the south of Kuromatsunai-cho in north 
although it is cut by the Futamata fault in the west of the 1nao pass. Being 
sigmoidal the trend changes from northwest to southeast in the north then to 
southwest. 1ts northward extension is covered with the lower terrace deposits and 
its southern one is covered with the Shamanbedake volcanics. Throughout its 
distribution on the eastern wing dips at 10-20 degrees and the eastern one at 8-
:30 degrees eastwards， the dips changing locally due to local crustal disturbances. 
The Nakanokawa formation is folded by this syncline. 
Nal.~(tnok(tuJ[/' syHcUne. This occurs in the northwest of the just mentioned 
sync1ine. 1ts axis trends in northnorthwest to southsoutheast almost parallel with 
the southern part of the just mentioned syncline and the northern extension is 
covered with the lower terrace deposits and its southern one is cut by the Futamata 
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fault. The east wing dips at about 10-15 degrees westwards while the western 
one at 20-28 degrees eastwards because of disturbances. 
及、ppuanがcline. This occurs in the northeast of the syncline just mentioned 
and east of the Futamata fault ancl of the town of Kuromatsunai. 1ts axis trends 
in northnorthwest to southsoutheast almost parallel with the northern part of the 
aforemented syncline and the dips of its western wings are stronger than the 
eastern one. The eastern wing dips at about 20-30 clegrees eastwards while the 
western one at 65-70 degrees westwards because of disturbances. 
Nα!cCttu:tto syncUn.e. This occurs in the immediate east of the syncline just 
mentioned and almost with similar trend although of linear extention because the 
latter is covered in its north by alluvial deposits and the former by the lower 
terrace deposits. However， southwards the extends of both syncline and anticline 
are covered with alluvial deposits. The eastern wing of the Nakazato anticline 
dips at about 10-20 degrees westwards and the western one at about the same 
towards the east. By the syncline and anticlines just mentioned the Kuromatsunai 
formation and its Garogawa andesitic agglomerate membεr and the Nakanokawa 
formation and its Kaigarabuchi conglomerate member are folded， whereas the higher 
terrace deposits are not a長ctedby the movement. 
A 刻銘aUCf.11，ticl心W of northwest-southeast trend and western wing of 10 and 
the eastern of about 20 degrees to the west and east respectively is found in the 
western marginal part of the west of Kuromatsunai.cho. The southern extension 
is covered by the Shamanbedake volcanics and the northern one has not been 
traced. 
Synclinal and anticlinal foldings are found along the upper course of the 
Soibetsu River with trends of northwest-southeast， but coulcl not tracecl for any 
noteworthy distance. The syncline with dips of about 250-300 for its wings occurs 
in the Garogawa andesitic agglomerate of the Kuromatsunai formation， and the 
anticline also in the s紅nemember but with the next younger Kaigarabuchi con-
glomerate member also a旺ected. The anticline has lower dip on its eastern side 
and steeper ones on its western， the latter being about 25-30 degrees westwards 
and the former about 20 degrees eastwards， thereon eastwards the structure becomes 
homoclinal. 
A shallow basin like structure occurs in the area of distribution of the Soi司
betsugawa formation and th1S is thought to have had relation with the folding of 
post-Pliocene-pre-Pleistocene age. A similar shallow or another broadly downwarped 
partially synclinal structure occurs in the northeastern part of tl児島ld，the Nakano-
kawa formation being folded. 
All of the folding structures show nearly the same trends at least in the 
northern half of the五eld，whereas in the southern half of the五eldthey are 
characteristically northeast-southwest in general and al are thought to have been 
developed penecontemporaneously. The shallow synclinal structure in the south-
eastern part of the :fielcl has its axis trend similar to the ones in the southern part 
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of the五eldand dissimilar with those in the northern western half of the五eld.
The interrelationship of these trends， where similar or dissimilar may be of signi五-
cance in attempting interpretation of the tectonic of the area. 
D-3. JietuU:s. Minor faults in the present area are generally associated with 
the major ones which have been named as shown in the annexed map. 
Ji1utαn'tatαfaJult. This fault extends from the southern to northern extr百 nl-
ties of the present五eld. Throughout its extension the strike change considerably 
because it is a reverse fault with angles of 60-65 degrees towards the west. The 
stratigraphic units a旺ectedby this fault aa the Futamata andesite member of the 
Kunnui， the Garogawa andesitic agglomerate member of the Kuromatsunai， the 
major part of the same formation， the Yakumo， the Nakanokawa and its Kaigara-
buchi conglomerate member and the Soibetsugawaラ whereasa1 deposits younger 
than the Tertiary deposits are undisturbed， showing that the age of this fault is 
post-Soibetsugawa and pre-Shamanbedake and Kuromatsunaidake volcanics and the 
terrace depotits， thus being post-Pliocene-pre-Pleistocene in age. The Futamata fault 
accompanies a 15-20 meters wide crushed zone of rocks along its extension. The 
Futamata fault cuts the Kuromatsunaigawa fault in the central western part of the 
field at about 1.7 kilometers southeast of Warabitai. The fault trends in N 500-
600 W with dips 60-65 degrees to the northeast and is a reverse fault with the 
northeastern side thrust upon the southwestern one. There is a nearly 20 meters 
wide crushed zone. This fault is covered in its northwestern extension by the 
Shamanbedake volcanics and its southeastern extremity is cut by the Futamata fault 
as already mentioned. 1t may be added that the Garogawa andesitic agglomerate 
member of the Kuromatsunai formation is also deformed. 
Z汐arashifault. This fault occurs in the northern part of the field at about 
one kilometer west of Igarashi in Kuromatsunai-cho. The general strike of this 
fault is N 200 W with dips almost vertical with the eastern side thrown down. 
By this fault the Garogawa andesitic agglomerate member of the Kuromatsunai 
formation， the Nakanokawa formation and its member are disturbed whereas the 
terrace deposits cover the southeastern extension of the fault. The fault is pre-
terrace and post-Nakanokawa in age. 
笠Toyohoγθ fault. This one occurs in the central part of the field at about 
500 meters west of Toyohoro in Kuromatsunai-cho. 1ts trend is N 200-250 W 
with dips of 800-850 Sv.に itsnorthern extension is covered by the Kuromatsunai-
dake volcanics. The fault cuts the Kuromatsunai， Nakanokawa and its member 
and is almost parallel with the axis of the anticlines and synclines developed in 
this area. There is a nearly ten meters wide crushed zone along the fault. 
d鈍other'lnぬゅrfctult which is indicated in the geological map but not 
named occurs in the southern part of the field at about 2.5 kilometers northwest 
of Kurioka， Oshamanbe-cho. 1ts trend is N 600 E with dips almost vertical and 
with the northern side thrown down. The northeastern extension of this fault is 
covered with alluvial deposits and its southwestern extension is lost in the Garo-
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gawa andesitic agglomerate member of the Kunnui formation. There are several 
meters wide crushed zone along this fault. The Kuromatsunai and its Garogawa 
member and the Kaigarabuchi conglomerate member of the Nakanokawa are cut 
by this fault. 
All of these fault are judged to be post-Pliocene to pre-Pleistocene in aεe， 
being developed probably at nearly the same time as the anticlinal and synclinal 
foldings and prior to the eruptions of the Shamanbedake and Kuromatsunaidake 
volcanics. 
E. S司lmmaryof the geological history of the Kuromatsunai area 
The basement granodiorite rocks occupy only a small area in the northeastern 
part of the五eldand have only the Futamata andesite member of the Kunnui for-
mation as the Tertiary formations in this area. 
Following the intense volcanic activity which lead to the deposition of the 
Futamata andesite member of the Kunnui formation cover almost the entire south-
western part of the field， there seems to have been a gradual westward tilting of 
the area which was transgressed by shallow seas. These shallow waters五lledand 
formed the basin of deposition of the marine Yakumo formation which had free 
connection with the open sea as may be judged by the occurrence of the plank-
tonic sponge called Ma長zyamαchitanii(Makiyama). 
The marine transgression was interrupted by another more intense volcanic 
eruption leading to the development of the widespread Garogawa andesitic agglo-
merate member of the Kuromatsunai formation nearly throughout the entire area， 
covering in part even the Yakumo formation. This agglomerate which interfingers 
in its upward parts with the lower part of the major portion of the Kuromatsunai 
formation was followed by continued subsidence of the area in which the major 
part of the Kuromatsunai was deposited. The Kuromatsunai yields abundant fo蝿
raminifers， the planktonic sponge already mentioned but is very poor in its mol-
luscan fauna. During this stage the center of the sedimentary basin is thought 
to have been near the central part of the present五eldand to have extended in 
southwestward direction where it may have been shallower. 
After a short period of uplift of the sedimentary basin and associated with 
minor crustal disturbances， the whole area was subjected to subsidence with the 
center of the sedimentary basin being formed in the area previously occupied with 
the basin of the Kuromatsunai formation. With the transgression of the Pliocene 
sea there was deposited the Kaigarabuchi conglomerate member， the basal part of 
the Nakanokawa formation. In the conglomerate member there have been found 
abundant molluscan remains particularly of the pectinids， which shows that the 
seas were not only shallow but also with clear bottom. Continued subsidence of 
the sedimentary basin lead to the buiding of the major part of the Nakanokawa 
formation. 
During the deposition of the upper part of the Nakanokawa formation in the 
sedimentary basin which is considered to have been near the central part of the 
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present field， there had already commenced shifting of the basin towards the north-
west and it is in this newly formed basin that the Soibetsugawa formation was 
deposited. During shifting of the sedimentary basin there had already commenced 
uplift of the southern area and southern parts of the五eldwhere the Soibεtsugawa 
formation is missing. 
After deposition of the Soibetsugawa formation there occurred extensive uplift 
associated with folding， faulting and extensive erosion of the entire area. This 
period of crustal disturbance is dated at post戸Pliocene-pre-Pleistocenein good ac-
cordance with the geological history of Southwestern Hokkaido and Northeastern 
Honshu. This eroded 紅白 wassubjected to violent volcanism of the Shamanbedake 
and Kuromatsunaidake volcanics and almost at the same time there had already 
been brought into existence some drainages on the land surface. These drainages 
are considered to have resulted in the deposition and construction of both the high 
and lower level river terraces. From the distributions of the heights of the higher 
and lower river terraces it appears that some warping had continued to the present 
day. 
III. Summary of the geological history of the Kuromatsunai 
and Setana areas in southwestern Hokkaido 
The geological history of the two areas， both of which are situated in the 
central part of southwestern Hokkaido may be as given in the following lines. 
1. Gradual submergence of the peneplaned land surface which exposed the 
Paleozoic clayslates and hornfels intruded with younger granitic rocks. 
2. Partial marine transgression indicated by marine scallops near Meppu of 
the Kunnui formation， and extensive volcanism resulting in deposition of thick 
pyroclastic deposits interbεdded with fiows and andesite lava and agglomerate as 
well as of their tu旺breccia.
3. Continued subsidence of both areas leading to deposition of the Yakumo 
formation which had free connection with the open seaラ theseas were with islands 
and some barriers of older rocks. 
4. Second period of intense volcanism of andesitic agglomerate in the lower 
paτts of the Kuromatsunai formation in both areas and continued subdidence re-
sulting in deposition of siltstone， sandstone， and tu旺aceoussediments forming the 
major part of the formation. Free connection with the open sea stil continued. 
5. Uplift of both areas and withdrawl of the seas and a short disturbances 
(faults) particularly in the Setana area and less so in the Kuromatsunai area. 
6. Subsidence of the land and marine transgression bringing into both areas 
a very rich scallop fauna associated with many other kinds of univalves and bi-
valves. These shallow waters had many islands and barriers of preexisting rocks 
by which the distributions of the marine fauna was diHerentiated and the sediments 
subjected to considerable lateral variations in facies as well as vertically in thickness. 
7. Gradual uplift of the two areas and shifting of the sedimentary basin 
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northwards resulting in small sedimentary basins as mere relics of the major de-
velopments of the Nakanokawa and Chinkope formations in the Kuromatsunai and 
Setana町easrespectively. 
8. Uplift of the entire region of both areas associated with strong folding， 
faulting and followed with subaerial denudation by which the land surface of proba-
bly high relief was again lowered. 
9. Intense outbursts of volcanic activity and the development of Shamanbedake 
and Kuromatsunaidake in the Kuromatsunai area and of tuffaceous depotits in the 
Setana area where are also found volcanic rocks having good development and 
rather extensive distribution. 
10. Continued uplift of the areas resulting in the formation of the higher and 
lower level river terraces. This uplift was accompョniedwith local warping resulting 
in the differences in heights of the two terraces levels within their areas of distribu-
tlOn. 
IV. Geological Age of the Stratigraphic Units and 
Correlation with Northeast Honshu 
In this section the geological ages of the basement rocks of clay slate， hornfels 
and granodiorite are left out of consideration and emphasis is given only to the 
rocks refered to the Tertiary System of the Setana and Kuromatsunai areas. Since 
the same stratigraphic names can be used for the formations in the two areas they 
will be treated together whereas because the Pliocene formations have been given 
di旺erentstratigraphic names they will be dealt with separatley. 
The geological age of the Kunnui formation which is the lowest stratigraphic 
unit of the Tertiary System in the two areas can be determined only in part because 
the major part of the formation comprise pyroclastic sediments interbedding ag-
glomerate or lava :flows of andesite. From the basal part of the formation just 
above the unconformity separating it from the granodiorite basement there have 
been discovered many scallops (Table 8) among which characteristic and important 
Table 8. Molluscan fauna from the Kaigarabashi sandstone member 
of the Kunnui formation in the Setana area 
Loc. no. 
40 41 
ChZ，αmys arakawai (Nomura) . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . R 
Ch. kumanodoensis Masuda . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . A A 
Ch. otukae Masuda and Sawada. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . C 
Patinopecten kagamianus (Y okoyama) . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . C 
Placopecten setanaensis (Kubota). . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . A A 
PI. wakuyaensis Masuda . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . C 
Nanaochlamys notoensis (Y okoyama). . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . C 
Frequency (lndividuals): R (Rare)， 1; F (Few)， 2-5; C (Common)， 6-10; A (Abundant)， 
more than 11. 
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ones for age determination are recognized. 
From these scallops (Table 8) and their distributions in the Tertiary System 
of Japan and from their situations in the geo1ogica1 co1umn it is evident that they 
indicate the ear1y Miocene Series. For this reason it may be safe to say that the 
Kunnui at 1east its 10wer part is ear1y Miocene in age， whereas its unfossi1iferous 
g陀 aterpart has yie1ded no pa1eonto1ogica1 evidence by which the precise age can 
be determined. 
The green pyroca1stic facies interbedding flows of 1ava and agg10merate of 
andesites and with marine fossi1s at its 10wer part is a characteristic feature found 
in many ear1y Miocene formation of the Japanese Is1ands， particu1ar1y of Northeast 
Honshu， where Kitamura (1959) has done extensive work. 
The Yakumo formation which is superposed upon the Kunnui formation with 
conformity is a1so of pyroclastic nature so far as its origin is concerned， but di旺ers
considerab1y from the Yakumo formation in having abundant norma1 sedimentaries 
as sandstones， si1tstones， which may be tu百aceous，conglomeratic， muddy or cal-
ca1eous according to p1aces and horizons within the formation. However， un1ike 
the Kunnui formation which yie1ded abundant scallops， the Yakumo is a1most 
devoid of megafossi1s. 
The Kuromatsunai formation in both areas yie1ded foraminifers and the p1ank-
tonic sponge Makiyama， but no other megafossils have been found by the writer. 
Although the 10wer part of the formation stil shows evidence of subsidence， the 
upper part is a regressive phase ending with the up1ift of the formation and regres-
sion of these as form the two areas. The foraminifers from this formation have 
been described by several persons and the age is considered to correspond to the 
Kitaura formation of the Oga Peninsu1a in Akita Prefecture， Northeast Honshu， 
or to be 1ate乱1iocene.
Separated with unconfomity from the Kuromatsunai formation is the Nakano-
kawa formation in the Kuromatsunai area and the Chinkope formation in the Setana 
area. Both of these formations are fossi1iferous and their yie1d of scallops is note-
worthy. From the fossi1s (Table 4， Table 7) of these two formations which have 
simi1ar relation to their under1ying stratigraphic units as we11 as with the superjacent 
ones， itis inferred that the age is P1iocene. 
Based upon these fossi1s it is quite evident that their mo11uscan fauna may 
be equiva1ent with the Daishaka fauna in southwestern Aomori Prefecture， the 
Hamada fauna in the Shimokita Peninsu1a in the same Prefecture and probab1e 
a1so with a part of the Wakimoto and Shibikawa formations in the Oga Peninsu1a 
in Akita Prefecture， a1 in Northeast Honshu. Detai1s of the correlation between 
centra1 Southwestern Hokkaido and Northern Honshu will be given 1ater. 
From the ear1y P1iocene age of the Nakanokawa and Chinkope formations 
which are superposed upon the Kuromatsunai formation with unconformity， itis 
certain that the 1atter is older than the formers and therefore pre-Pliocene in age. 
A1so from that the Kunnui formation is ear1y Miocene and Yakumo and Kuro四
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matsunai formations are inserted between the Kunnui and Nakanokawa formations 
and its correspondents， itis evident that those two formations are of Miocene age. 
Because of the foraminifers from the Kuromatsunai formation indicating a late 
Miocene age， itcan be inferred that the Yakumo formation may belong to a 
horizon near to the middle Miocene. 
Because the molluscan fauna of the Soibetsugawa formation and its correspon-
dent in the Setana area yielded Patinοtecten tokyoensis (Tokunaga)， itis judged 
that those two formations may belong to late Pliocene if actually not to the Pleis-
tocene. They are considered to belong to late Pliocene for several reasons， one of 
which is the signi五cantunconformity between those two formations and the younger 
deposits in the areas. The crustal disturbance indicated by the unconformity is 
signi五cantnot only in Southwest Hokkaido and Northeast Honshu， but also in 
other areas within the Japanese Islands. Another reason is that the fully mature 
specimens of Patinopecten tokyoensis date back to late Pliocene and range up into 
the Pleistocene， and is known to occur from the Shibikawa formation in the Oga 
Peninsula in Akita Prefecture， in sediments situated below the significant unconfor-
mity already referred to. 
Thus as already mentioned above， the geological ag'田 ofthe respective forma-
tions or members distinguished in the two areas can be determined from paleon-
tological evidence， stratigraphical position within the geological column of the area， 
geological structure and interstratigraphical relationships and from the signi五cance
of the unconformity within Southwestern Hokkaido and also in Northern Honshu. 
The writer made an attempt to correlate the Tertiary strata developed in the 
southwestern part of Hokkaido with those in the northern part of Honshu. Since 
the northern part of Honshu consists of Tertiary sediments such as geosynclinal 
and epicontinental， direct comparison is rendered de伍cult.
Neogene deposipts are well developed in Southeastern Hokkaido， and these 
correspond to the those well developed in Northern Honshu and extend farther 
southwards to Kyushu. 
In southern Honshu the Neogene deposits may be classi五edinto two major 
groups of geosynclinal and epicontinental environments. The former are typically 
developed along the eastern borderland of the Japan Sea and those of the latter 
occupy the western borderland of the Paci五cOcean. 
It is thought best to treat the geosynclinal and epicontinental sedimentary 
envilonments separately and then correlate them with one another based upon con. 
trol sections. 
A. Geosynclinal sedimentary environment 
In Akita Prefecture which is one of the important centers of the oil-fields in 
Northwest Honshu， opinions have diverged to some extent concerning the stra-
tigraphical sequence and their grouping. Recently Huzioka (1959) established for 
the strata developed on the Oga Peninsula， Akita Prefecture， the sequence shown 
in Table 9. 
(33) 
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Table 9. Stratigraphic Sequ巴nceof the Cenozoic Deposits of the Oga 
Peninsula， Akita Prefecture (after K.日uzioka，1959i 
Geological age Stratigraphy Crustal movements 
Recent Alluvial deposits 
unconformity 































羽Takimoto form. (780 m) 
Kitaura form. (40 m) 




Late Mi山 ene Onnagawa form. (195-300 m) Geosynclinal 
Nishikurosawa form.ρ0-150 m) 
Middle Miocene Daijima group --- unconformity 
Daijima form. (250m+) 
unconformityア
Monzen form. (90 m) 
Shinzan rhyolite (30 m) 
Shiosenomisaki conglomerate 
sandstone (60 m) 




Early Miocene Monzen group 
Kuriiwa lava (250 m) 
Akashima form. (20 m) 




1t may be added that previously the Geological Survey of Japan (1956) used 
the name of Takanosu group to include the Shibikawa formation， the name of 
Yuri group for the Wakimoto and Kitaura formations， the name of Ogashima group 
for the Funakawa-， Onnagawa-， and Daijima formations， and the name of 1nnai 
group for the Monzen group given in the above table. Huziokaヲsclassi五cationis 
interesting in that he makes no reference to the subdivisions of previous workers， 
removes the Wakimoto and Kitaura formations from the Y uri group which he does 
not recognize and refers them to his Funakawa group regardless of that the groups 
contains the Funakawa formation. He proposed a new group called the Daijima 
and includes into it the Nishi kurosawa and Daijima formations which are separated 
by an unconformity and retain the same name as that of the group. This procedure 
causes considerable confusion in stratigraphic terminology. 
1n 1959， Kitamura classi五edthe Neogene strata of the Oga Peninsula into eight 
(34) 
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stages， each of which is numbered. His classi五cationdi百ersconsiderably from that 
of Hujioka (1959) in that he recognizes no unconformity between the Daijima and 
Nishi-kurosawa formation， inserts a new unit called the Minami-hirasawa tu旺(50m)
between the Onnagawa and Funakawa formations， and uses the name of Nishioga 
group for what Huzioka calls the Monzen group. 
With regard to the strata developed in the Oga Peninsulaフ Akita Prefecture， 
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Correlation of the Tertiary Formations Developed in 
Akita and Yamagata Prefectures with their Stages 
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the Wada Basin and Y okote Basin also in Akita Prefecture， and in the Shonai 
Area and Sin jδBasin in Yamagata Prefecture， the present writer follows Kitamura 
(1959) and reproduces his correlation table as shown in Table 10. 
The characteristic features of the Neogene formations developed in the Pre-
fectures of Akita and Yamagata， which also are found in Aomori and Niigata 
Prefectures are briefly outlined in the following lines. 
Everywhere the lowest of the Neogene formations are found to be uncon-
formable to basement rocks which may consist of granite as in parts of Yamagata， 
Akita and Niigata Prefectures， of unknown Paleozoic sedimentaries as in parts of 
Aomori and Niigata Prefectures， or of rocks of unknown geological age as the 
pyrocalastics in Sado Island， Niigata Prefecture， the sediments of doubtful age in 
parts of Akita and Aomori Prefectures. 
It is upon this basement that the五rstmarine transgression took place to de-
posits conglomerate， sandstones with interbedded siltstones accompanied with thick 
pyroclastic deposits and volcanic effusives with which they may inter五ngerin part. 
These sediments， distinguished into formations are referred to the Stages 1 and I 
of Kitamura (1959). These formations are characterized with Lφidocyclina 
japonica Yabe， L.katoi Hanzawa， Miogypsinαkotoi Yabe， Echinolampas yoshiwαrai 
P. de Loriol， Chlamys kαneharω(Y okoyama)， Nanaochlamys notoensis (Yoko-
yama) ， Dosinia chikuzenensis Nagao， Vicarella tyosenica Yabe and Hatai， and nu-
merous other marine molluscs. The Compton砂hyllum-Liquidambαr flora of wide 
distribution in J apan also belongs here. The Eostegodon ρseudo-latidens (Yabe)， 
Stegolophodon miyakoαe Hatai and other mammals also occur in this position. 
Stage III of Kitamura is not rich in fossils， but五shscales are common through-
out， foraminifers of such genera as Martinottiella， Cyclammina， the sponge 
Makiyama， molluscs as Flavamussium and others are characteristic because of their 
wide and rather uniform distribution. Marine diatoms have been recorded by 
Kanaya (1959) from this stage. 
In the next stage designated by the number IV， there occurs such fossils as 
Cαrdium i'ωashiroense Nomura， Serripes yokoyamai Otuka， Thracia hitosaoensis 
Nomura， Cultellω izumoensis Y okoyama， 1¥そyacuneiformis (Bδhm) and others. 
Conchocele nipponicαYabe and Nomura， Yold;叫 んurukutiensisNomura and Zinbo， 
Yoldia aokii Nomura and Zinbo may also be mentioned. 
In the kitaura formation and its equivalents along the eastern borderland of 
the Japan Sea which in stage V of Kitamura (1959) there occur Lucinomα 
hanezawaensis Nomura and Zinbo， abundant species of SerγiPes， many Buccinids， 
Linthia yoshiwarai P. de Loriol， many foraminifers， and the correspond plant 
fossils inclued Acer pictum Thumb.， Glyptostrobus europaeus Heer， Fagus 
amer・lDωzaSweet， Liquidambar formosana Hance， besides many others. 
The Wakimoto and its correlative formations have yielded abundant fossils at 
several well known localities and correspond to Stage VI of Kitamura. Forami-
nifers are abundant almost everywhere and the molluscan fossils a.re such as Acila 
(36) 
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insignis (Gould)， Anadara ommaensis (Yokoyama)， Turr古ellasaishuensis Y 01王0-
yama， besides many others. Plant fossils corresponding to this stage are such as 
Alunus ja)うonicaSieb. et Zucc.， Car)うinushonsyuensis Endo， Fagus japonica 
Maxim.， Juglans cinerea L. and others. 
In stage VII， which is the Shibikawa formation， foraminifers， molluscs and 
other fossils are at places commonly found. 
Being of geosynclinal character the sediments deposited in the environment 
show rather uniform distribution although there exist change in the sedimentary 
facies， but within recogniziable limits. Further the fossil fauna of the respective 
stratigraphic units show fairly wide distribution. Most intense change in the 
lithological facies and faunal elements occur in the marginal parts of the geosyncli司
nal environment as already pointed out by Kotaka (1958). 
As pointed out by Hatai and Kotaka (1961)， the evidence for distinguishing 
between the Miocene and Pliocene may be arranged into several categories as of 
volcanism associated with marine regression and transgression which are intimately 
related with uplift and subsidence， differences in the faunal elements composing the 
di旺erentassemblages， and local diastrophic movements. Such features are mutual 
to al of the areas of the geosynclinal sediments. These differences can be recog-
nized even where no unconformity separates the formations brought into considera-
tion as on the Oga Peninsula， Akita Prefecture， where the boundary of the Miocene 
and Pliocene fals between the Kitauτa and Wakimoto formations. Although no 
stratigraphical break is observed there， evidence for uplift of the Kitaura and 
subrequest subsidence of the Wakimoto without appearing above sealevel is a good 
example of local diastrophism in the form of gradual uplift followed by subsidence 
and a renewed marine transgression associated with the westward migration of the 
sedimentary basin. Where unconformities exist and a sharp break in the faunal 
assemblage occur as in part of the marginal areas of the geosynclinal seas， distinc-
tion between the ages and evidence for drawing the Miocene-Pliocene boundary is 
rendered more simple. 
B. Epicontinental sedimentary environment 
The epicontinental sedimentary environment is developed along the western 
borderland of the Pacific particularly in Northern Honshu. In this area especially 
in the envions of Sendai City there are deloped typical epicontinental deposits， 
which have been classified by Hanzawa et al. (1953) into the following way， modi】
五edaccording to the recent field data of the members of the Institute of Geology 
and Paleontology， Tohoku University， as shown in Table 11. 
Although some modi五cationshave been made in the stratigraphic sequence of 
the different rocks， especially of the Yumoto tu旺， Hayama green tuff and of the 
Moniwa formation， the stratigraphic positions of the fossils remain unaltered. 
Therefore， we may take into consideration the fqssils already reported by Nomura 
(1935， 1938)， Yabe and Hatai (1938)， Okutsu (1955) and others concerning the 
paleontology of Sendai and the environs. Since full faunal and floral lists have 
(37) 
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Table 11. Stratigraphic clasi五cationon the Tertiary Strata in Sendai 
and the Environs (according to Hanza¥va， etal.， 1953. Hatai， 
1960， Shibata， 1961) 
Geological age Stratigraphy 
Recent Alluvial depos工七S
F 四ー 一一----一一 unconformi七y 一一ー 一ー 一一一ー 一一一ー ーー -ー一ー ー
PJ.eistocene 
Te工'Tacedepos工ts (1-5 m) 
・ーー 一ー一一一一一ー 一ー一一一-unconform工七y-一一ー ーー 一ー ---










Ki tayama format工on(工-10mi 一一司m・町一------unconformi ty-ー 一ーー 申ー ----
Tatsunokuch工 formation ~ 





---一町一一一一世__unconformi ty _____一一一ー ーー 一ー ーー 四ー -ー-
Late M工Ocene Shirasawa formation (330 m) 
Early 
一ー一一一一一ー・ー骨~ unconformi ty ____甲申申申ー -
Tsunakiι-.， Yumoto 
formation --、..._formation 





Takadate andesi te (60-之50m) 
ーー一・・ーーーーー 一ー-unconformi七y由ーーーーーーー -ー----ー 苧ー由ー 由ーーーー
P工、e-Tertiaryrocl，s 
been already published by Hanzawa et al. (1953) of the respective stratigraphic 
units developed in and around Sendai City， repetition of them 8eems not necessary 
and only th~ more important or characteristic ones will be given for the sake of 
the discussion to follow. 
The Moniwa member of the Hatatate formation has yielded Lφidocyclina 
japoni切 Yabe，Chlamys kaneharαi (Yokoyama)， Placopecten akihoensis (Matsumoto)， 
Nanaochlamys notoensis (Y okoyama)， Sinum yabei Otuka， Aρollon yabei Nomura 
and Hatai， and numerous other Mollusca. In the Hatatate there occur such as 
Clinocardium shinjiense (Y okoyama)， Lyropecten kagamianus (Y okoyama)， and 
(38) 
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others. Whereas in the terrestrial facies with which the Takadate andesite inter司
五ngers，there occur such plants as the Com，ρtoniphyllum四Liquidambarsora and 
mammals as Eustegodon pseudolatidens Yabe and Stegoz，φhidon miyαkoαe Hatai. 
Foraminifera are also common in the Hatatate， from where Takayanagi (1952) has 
recorded such as Marsinulina sendaiensis Asano， Nonion nicobarense Cushman， 
S告別omoゅんかlanotoensis Asano beside numerous others. Crustaceans， Porifera， 
Echinoidea and Mollusca are common aside from the Foraminifera in this formation. 
The Tsunaki formation into which the Yumoto tu旺 andHayama green tu旺
are included has yielded such as Anadara ninohensis (Otuka)， Glycymeris 
matumoriensis Nomura and Hatai， Chlamys crassivenia (Yokoyama)， N砂tunea
hukusimensis Nomura and Hatai beside others. 
1t is quite evident these epicontinental molluscan and others are typical Miocene 
elements， generally referred to horizons of the middle to early Miocene. Uncon-
formably superposed upon these Miocene marine sediments is the Shirasawa forma-
tion， a lacustrine deposit which has yielded numerous plant fossils studied by Okutsu 
(1955). 
The important plants from the Shirasawa are such as G~ゅtostrobus europeus 
Heer， Sequoia sempervirens Endl.， Fagus americana Sweet， F. paleocrenαta Endo 
and Okutsu， F. lanceolata Okutsu， Liriodendron . honsyuensis Endo， SassaJヲηs
yabei Endo and Okutsu， Hydrangeαsendaiensis Okutsu， Acer Nomurai Okutsu， 
A. jJabei Endo and Okutsu， and numerous others (180 species being known to 
occur). This自orais of late Miocene age and is quite di百erentfrom the丑oraof 
the Sendai group， mentioned in the following lines. 
The Sendai group in its lowest part has yielded plant fossils from the Kameoka 
formation and the interesting or important ones are such as， Sequoi.αjaponica 
Endo， T.αxodium distichum Rich.， Pseudosasa Jうurρurascens Makino， Alnus 
japonica Seib. et Zucc.， Cmアinuslaxiflora Bl.， Acer pictum Thunb.， and a number 
of others among the recorded 51 species. This plant bearing formation is super-
posed with a marine formation which has yield the well known Fort争ecten
takahashii (Y okoyama)， a large scallop which extends its range northwards to 
Saghalien， being restricted everywhere as known to the early Pliocene deposits. 
The marine formation just mentioned is the Tatsunokuchi formation and has 
yielded abundant thick shelled， large size molluscs among which Anadara 
tatsunokutiensis Nomura and Hatai， GlycymerカgorokuensisNomura， Clinocardium 
pseud，りむtosumNomura， Dosinia tatsunokutiensis Nomura， Pitar sendaica Nomura， 
Ezocallista brevisiphonata (Carpenter)， beside other are characteristic. These 
fossils are known from early Pliocene deposits but not from those assigned to the 
late Miocene or to ones younger than the middle Pliocene. Therefore they bave 
been generally accepted as belonging to the early Pliocene. 
Fossils of marine and land plants also occur in the formations younger than 
the Tatsunokuchi formation， but since they are not related with the probblem of 
the boundary between the Miocene and Pliocene， at least directly， they can be 
(39) 
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omitted from the discussion. 
Since the Pliocene Sendai group lies on the Shirasawa， Tsunaki and Hatatate 
formations it is evident that an unconformity exists between it and the older rocks. 
Also there can be found many faults cutting the older but not the Sendai group， 
and the dip of the strata underlying the Sendai group are steeper， thus it is evident 
that local diastrophic movement occurred in the Sendai area. The volcanism as-
sociated with the uplift and folding of the pre-Sendai group seems not to have been 
intense at least from the view of development of flows， because such are not com-
mon. However， with the renewed transgression the volcanic activity associated 
therewith was in the form of lava flows， agglomerates and tuffs， thus being more 
intense compared with the upper parts of the pre-Sendai group series. The dif-
ferences in the floraヲ forexample Fagus americana Sweet occur in the pre-Sendai 
group but not in the Sendai group even though other species of that genus are 
common. The molluscan fauna is remarkably di旺erentand there are only a few 
in common， and these mutual ones extend their range to the present and thus may 
be considered as species having litle or no relation to changes in thermal condi-
tlOns. 
From the foregoing lines it is evident that the boundary between the Miocene 
and Pliocene deposits may be drawn at the base of the Sendai group and at the top 
of the Shirasawa formation. The evidences in corporated into the determination 
of the time-boundary are in good agreement with the data observed in the geo同
synclinal environment where unconformities are not common at the said boundary 
line. F or such reasons it is interpreted that the Wakimoto is equal to the Kameoka 
plus the Tatsunokuchi formation in age and may be ascribed to the Pliocene， 
while the Kitaura and Shirasawa are taken to be equivalent deposits of di旺erent
faciesラ thefonner marine and the latter terrestrial. 
Accepting that the boundary between the Miocene and Pliocene can be drawn 
at the aformentioned stratigraphic position， the relation between the geosynclinal 
and epicontinental sediments may be correlated as shown in Table 12. 
Since the relation of the strata developed in the two di旺erentmajor sedimen-
tary environments has been outlined on the foregoing pages， itnow becomes neces-
sary to show the relation of the deposits developed in Southwestern Hokkaido with 
those of Northern Honshu. 
From the relationships of the stratigraphic sequences established by di百erent
authors in Southwestern Hokkaido it is quite evident that the one of the present 
writer may be used for the correlation between Southwest Hokkaido and Northern 
Honshu as shown in Table 13. 
The above given correlation between Southwest Hokkaido and Northeast 
Honshu is established from faunal evidence， stratigraphic succession and diastrophic 
movements. And in the following will be given the evidences for the geological 
ages of the respective formations and then a summary of the geological history of 
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Table 12. Correlation of the Geosynclinal and Epicontinental Sediments 
of the eastern Borderland of the Japan Sea and the western 
one of the Paci五cOcean in North巴rnHonshu 
Oga peninsu1a Sendai 
Aki ta Prefecture Miyagi Prefecture 
(Fujioka，工959) (Hanzawa， et al.，1953.Hatai， 
1960， Shibata，工961)
A11uvia1 deposits A11uvia1 deposits 
{ 
A Terrace Megata Kampu 












Ki taura formation Shirasawa formation 
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Genus ArnathinαGray， 1842 
Type-spεcies: Patella tricarinata Linne， 1758. Rece日t，Indo-P旦Cl五cRegion. 
dη乱athinc(， nobil伽A.Adams， 1867 
Pl. 5，五gs.6-7， Pl. 7，五g.2
Amathina nobilis A. Adams， 1842， p.312， pl. 19，五g.27; Tryon， 1886， vol. 8， p.133， pl. 40， 
fig. 91; Y okoyama， 1931， p.194， pl.1， Fig. 4; Kira， 1959， p.30， pl.13，五g.4.
Dimensions (in mm); Spεcimen Height Length Length of aperture 
no. 10-6a 10.5 19.5 5.5 X 5.6 
Remαdノ;-The species was first described from Cape Notora， South Sagha1ien. 
It agrees with the present one in shape and scu1pture of the shell. Amathina 
tricarinata (Linne) a1so resemb1es the present form， but it is distinguishab1e there-
from in the tricarinate surface scu1pture and is a representative of the southern 
seas. 
Geologic and geogr，ゅんicdistribution ;-Pliocne to Recent. Northern Japan 
Sea and the Sea of Okhotsk. 




Type-species: Turbo s:mguinea Lin立正， 1758. R巴C巴nt，Mediterranean and Adriatic Sea. 
H併協alopoωa(草川ussitatu削 (Gou1d)，1861 
Pl. 4， ngs. 15-16. 
Turbo amussitata Gould， 1861， vol. 8. 
Trochus (Gibbula) corallinus Smith， 1875， p.109. 
Colloπia puゆurascensDunker， 1882， p.129， pl.12， figs. 1-3. 
Lφtothyra amussitata，日lsbryin Tryon， 1891， vol. 10， p.250， pl.55，五gs.71， 72; Yokoyama， 
1920， p.85， pl. 5，五g.21; Taki in Hirase， 1951， pl.75，五g.1; Okada and Taki， 1960， p.177， 
pl. 82，五g.13. 
Lφtothyra purpurascens， Yokoyama， 1920， p.86， pl.5，五g.22， 
Dimensions (in mm) ;-Specimen Height D瓜meter Height of aperture 
no. 10-13 7.0 8.0 2.7 
no. 2804-5 11.2 10.1 3.5 
Remarお ;-Severa1good specimens， some of them preserve the origina1 1ight 
pinky co1oration 
Geolαgic and geograjうんicdおtributi・on;-P1iocene to Recent. Pacific and Japan 
(43) 
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Sea sides of Northern Honshu and Hokkaido to 0百Saghalin.
Occurrence :-Loc. 3 (abundant)， Loc. 4 (common) and Loc. 6 (abundant¥ of 
the Nakanokawa formation. 
Subfamily Turbininae 
Genus T制γboLinne， 1758 




Remarks :-One broken specimen was obtained from the conglomerate of the 
Kaigarabuchi conglomerate member of the Nakanokawa formation at the river cli百
of Kaikarazawa， three kilometers west of Kaikara， Rankoshi-mura， Isoya-gun. Al-
though two and a falf volutions are preserved， the present form is characterized 
by its low spire and body whorl sculptured with 12 closely arranged spiral cords， 
wider than the interspaces， square in profile and subequal in strength， the penulti-
mate one with five spiral cords， narrrower than their interspaces and the umbilicus 
which is covered with rather thick funicle. The aperture could not be examined. 
T切司bosetosus Gmelin (Sowerby， 1887; Tryon， 1888; Kira， 1959) is closely 
allied to the present one， but it di旺ersfrom the latter by its numerous spiral cords 
on the last whorl. Turbo m玄yrostomusLinne (Sowerby， 1887; Tryon， 1888; 
Taki， 1954; Kira， 1959) is an allied species of the present one but it di百ersby 
its numerous spirsl cords which become stronger on the shoulder and base of the 
body whorl with squamated interspaces and lack of umbilicus. 
The present form is characterized by its spiral cording and the feature of the 
suture. Although we have no species identi五ablewith the present form， either 
fossil or Recent， the writer reserves the proposal of a new speci五cname because 
of its unfavorable state. 
Geologic distribution :一Pliocene.
OCCUl・rence:-Loc. 16 (rare) of the Nokanokawa formation. 
Family Littorinidae 
Genus Littori純αFerussac，1821 
Type-species (Subsequent designation by Rang， 1829): Turbo littoralis Linne. Recent， 
North Paci五cRegion. 
Subgenus Littorivaga Dall， 1918 
Type-species: Littorina (Littorivaga) sitkana Philippi， 1846. Recent， North Pacific Region. 
Litto官'i刈ft(Littori〆りagα)br併')icuut(Philippi)， 1844 
Pl. 5， figs. 15-16. 
Littorina /うreviculaPhilippi， 1844， p.166 (fide Re己ve，1857); Reeve， 1957， vol. 10， Littorina， pl.
10，五gs.51a-b. 
Littorina sitchana var. brevicula， Tryon， 1888， p.241， pl.41，五g.89， pl.45，五g.12 (not pl. 41， 
(4) 
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五g.90).
Lφtothyra cf. paucicostata， Y ok口yama，1920， p.86， pl.5，五g.5 (not D且1，1871). 
Littcη vaga brevicula， Kuroda in Honma， 1931， p.71， pl.9，五gs.64， 65. 
Littorina (Littoηvaga) brevicula， Nomura， 1938， p.272， pl.38.五gs.1a-b; Taki in Hirase， 1951， 
pl. 79，五g.8; Taki and Oyama， 1954， pl.6， fig. 15; Okada and Taki， 1960， p.170， pl.80，五g.4.
Dimensions (in mm) :-Specimen Height Diameter Height of aperture 
no. 33-8 5.5 5.5 2.5 
Remarks :-A small， slightly swollen specimen with slightly fractured round 
aperture. 1t is characterized by its low spire with small nucleus and two whorls， 
the body whorl which is about four times of that of the spire in height， surface 
with three more or less prominent spiral cords and two rather五nespirals on both 
sides of the abapical prominent cords with three or four very五neinterstitial spiral 
stnae. 
The present species resembles Lφtothyra ραucicostata Dall (Tryon， 1888)， but 
differs by having more or less prominent callus tubercle at the end of the columella. 
Geologic and geogr，ゅんicdistribution:一Plioceneto Recent. Kurile 1slands 
to Formosa， and Philippines. 
Occurrence :-Loc. 33 (rare) of the Chinkope formation. 
Family Turritellidae W oodward 
Subfamily Turritellinae W oodward 
Genus r_{lω'Titella Lamarck， 1799 
Type-species: Tμrbo terebra Linne， 1758. Recent， Indo-Pac泊cRegion. 
Subgenus ~ωhαustαtOT 1da， 1952 
Typ巴-species: Turritella nψρonica Y okoyamゐ 1920. Plioc巴ne，Koshiba formation of the 
Miura Peninsula， Kanagawa Prefecture. 
TUTTitella (~ωlwustαtm・)nむ1ponicαYokoyama， 1920 
Pl. 3， figs. 9-10. 
Turritella nipρonica Yokoyama ( inpart)， 1920， p.71， pl.4，五g.16 (not五gs.17-19). 
Turγitella (Neohaustator) J1ljψonica， Ida， 1952， p.48， pl. 5，五gs.12， 13. 
non Turritella nipponica， Y okoyama， 1925c， p.13， pl. 2，五g.8 (= Turritella (Neohaustater) 
iwaki・'ensisKotaka， 1951); Y okoyama， 1925d， p.13，五gs.4， 5 (= Turritella (Hataiella) olJ1ur叫
Kanehara， 1937); Kanehara， 1942a， p.131， pl.3，五gs.lla-b， 13a-b， 16a-b (= TU1γitella (Neohaル
stator) nOlJ1urai K口組ka，1951). 
Dimensions (in mm) :-Specimen H巴ight Diar附巴r Height of aperture 
no. 2905-4a 23.2 10.5 3.5 
Remarks :-A single specimen. The geographical distribution is limited to the 
Tohoku Region. The occurrence of the form form the present area， therefore， is
important， and the migration route of it during the Pliocene time in northern Japan 
must be reconsidered. 
Geologic and geographic distribution :-Pliocene to Recent. Only known from 
the off the Sanriku coast， Miyagi and 1wate Prefecture. 
Occurrence :-Loc. 7 (few) of the Nakanokawa formation. 
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Turritellα(.N初h側 stαtO'r)foγt似 1.atαhabeiKotaka， 1952 
Pl. 2，五gs.5， Pl. 3， fig. 8. 
Turritella fortilirata multilirata Kotaka (in part) (non Adams and Reeve， 1849)， 1951， p 6， pl.
1，五gs.2， 3.
TU1γitella fortilirata habei Kotaka (n. n. for multilirata Kotaka， 1951)， 1952， no. 4， p.87. 
non Turηitela fortilirata multilirata Kotaka (non Adams and Reeve， 1849)， no. 3， p.71， pl.
11，五gs.3， 4， (五guredspecimen only) (ニTurritella(Neohaustator) huziokai Ida， 1950). 
Turritella (Neohaustator) fortilirata hahei， Kotaka， 1960， p.73， pl.4，五gs.2， 4-8. 
Dirnensions (in rnrn) :-Specimen Height Diamet巴r Height of aperture 
no. 33-7a 77.4 23.2 13.5 
Rernarks: Several fractured specimens are in the collection. The present 
form was formerly reported as Turritella n争ponicaY okoyama or Turritella 
fortilirata Sowerby by many authors， however， Kotaka (1951， 1952) discriminated 
the present subspecies from the species now living of the coast of eastern Hok-
kaido and occurring from the Pliocene Takikawa formation of central Hokkaido 
by the di旺erencesin the whorl pro五leand the secondary spiral cording. The 
present form is the northern representative of the south western region. 
Geologic and geographic distribution :-Pliocene to Recent. Japan Sea coast 
of Hokkaido. 
Occurrence :-Loc. 31 (common)， Loc. 33 (common) and Loc. 36 (common) of 
the Chinkope formation. 
Family Cerithidae 
Genus Bittiul1ぁLeach(in Gray) ， 1847 
Type-sp巴cies: Strombiformis reticulatus da Costa， 1863. Recent. Eastern Atlantic. 
Bittiu制 yokoya削 aiOtuka， 1936 
Pl. 2. figs. 10-11 
Bittium binodulosum Y okoyama， 1926a， p.270， pl.32，品g.15 (口onYokCJyama， 192:>). 
Bittium yokoyamai Otuka， 1936， p.733， pl.42， fig. 12. 
Dirnensions (in rnm) :-Specimen Height Diameter H2ight of ape巾 re
no. M 10-3a 13.0 3.9 2.1 
no. M 10-3b 12.5 3.5 ca. 2.0 
Rernarks :-Thr present species was first discriminated by Otuka (1936) from 
Bittum binodulosum Yokoyama， 1920， from the Koshiba Pliocene of the Muira 
Peninsula， Kanagawa Prefecture， in having rather large shell and smaller apical 
angle. The present form agrees with Otuka's species in the shell size， the surface 
sculpture and the apical angle. Bittium binodulosum Y okoyama recorded and il.-
lustrated from the Sawane Pliocene of Sado Island， Niigata Prefecture (Y okoyama， 
1926) is conspeci五cwith the present species in outline and the sculptures， but the 
one from the Onma Pliocene in the environs of Kanazawa City， Ishikawa Prefecture 
(Y okoyama， 1927) is quite different from the present species in the surface sculp-
tures. 
Geologic distrvbution :-Pliocene. 
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Occun・ence:ー Loc.39 (few) of the Chinkope formation. 
Genus Gerithiu制 Bruguiere，1789 
Type.species; Cerithium nodulosum Bruguiere， 1789. Recent. Indo司Paci五cRegion. 
Subgenus ProclαvαThiele， 1929 
Type.species; Cerithium 1う兵fferiDunker， 1877. R巴cent，Indo.Pacific Region. 
ぜ;erithiu制 (Pγocl仰別)kochi Philippi， 1848 
Pl. 2，五gs.17 
Ce門thiumkochi Philippi， 1848， Zeitsch， fur Malak.， vol. 5 (non vidi，万deKuroda and Habe 
1952); Philippi， 1851， p.2. pl. 1，五g.3; Sowerby， 1855， vol. 2，乱1onogr.Cerithium， p.853， pL 
176，五gs.13， 14; Tokunaga， 1906， p.24， pl. 1，五g.49; Nomura， 1935e， p.181; Nomura and 
Zinbo， 1936， p.260; Taki in Hirase， 1951， pl.83，五g.5.
Vertagus kochi， Reeve， 1866， vol. 15， Monogr. Vertagus， pl.5，五gs.26a-b. 
Ce門thiU7沌 (Vertagus)長ochi，Tryon， 1887， vol. 9， p.147， pl.28，五gs.48， 49. 
Cerithium (Clava) kochi， Yokoyama， 1922， p.71， pl.3，五g.13. 
Cerithium (Proclava) kochi， Otuka， 1935a， p.858， pl.54，五g.78; Taki and Oyama， 1954， p.10， 
pl. 23，五gs.13; Oyama， 1957， Cerithium， pl. 1，五gs.3， 4; Oyama， 1958， Cerithium， pl.2，五g.6.
Proclava kochi， Okada and Taki. 1960， p.165， pl.78，五g.20.
Dimensions (in mm) :-Specimen 
no. 38-24 
no・10-11
Height Diameter Height of aperture 
29 6.0 3.5 
21.5 6.0 
no. 2905-12 ca. 24.5 6.5 
Remarks :-Several Specimens. The general feature of the spire and orna-
mentations on the surface of the whorls and state of the columellar allocate the 
present form to Philippi's kochi. According to Okada and Taki (1960) the present 
species is said to dwell on the sandy bottom in the low tidal zone. 
Geologic and geographi・cdistribution :-Pliocene to Recent. Northern Honshu 
to the Southwestern Tropical region. 
Occurrence :-Loc. 3 (abundant)， Loc. 4 (abundant) and Loc. 7 (common) of 
the Nakanokawa formation; Loc. 39 (common) of the Chinkope formation. 
Family Scalidae 
Genus ScalωBruguiere， 1792 
Type.sp巴cies; Turbo scalaris Lin立e，1758. Recent， China， Australia， Moluccas. 
Subgenus Bo何 osca的 Kobelt，1902 
Type.species; Turbo (Clathrus) groenlandica (Chemnitz) Reev巴， 1874. Recent， Newfound. 
land， Gre巴nland.
Scala (Boreoscala) a011乱oriensis(Iwai)， 1959 
Pl. 2， fig. 24. 
Epitonium (Boreosωla) ao川 oriensis(Iwai)， 1959， p.48， pl.1，五gs.14a-b， 15a-b. 
Remarks :-Several slightly swollen and fractured specimens. The interspaces 
between the longitudinal riblets are narrower in the present one than in 1 wai's 
specimen. This species resembles Scala (Bor・eoscala)yαbei echigonum (Kanehara) 
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(1940)， but by its whorls being sculptured with stout， elevated and distinctly recurved 
axial varices and its interspaces much broader than the varix， and the distinct spiral 
threads on the surface of the whorls. 
Geologic distribution :-Pliocene. 
Occurrence :-Loc. 16 (common) of the Nakanokawa formation. 
Scalα(B014eoscalα) yabei ech旬。nu制 (Kanehara)，1940 
Pl. 1， ngs. 19-20， Pl. 5， ngs. 12. 
Epitonium (Boreoscala) yabei echigonum Kanehara， 1940， p.14， Iえ.6，五gs.6a-b; Kanehara， 1940， 
p. 130， pl.12，五gs.13-16. 
Dimensions (in mm) :-Specimen Height Diameter Length of apertur巴
no. 33-6a. ca. 7l.0 ca. 8.5 ca. 4.0 
no. 38-26 ca. 2.5 10.5 5.5 
Remarks :-The present subspecies resembles Scalaria groenlandica figured 
and described by Reeve in 1874， but it di旺ersfrom the present one by lacking 
the keel that bounds the basal disc. Epitonium angulatosimile Otuka (1935) is 
an allied species of the present one， but has faint and fewer spiral threads on the 
ultimate whorl. 
Geologic distribution :一Pliocene.
Occurrence :-Loc. 3 (rare) of the Nakanokawa formation; Loc. 33 (rare) of 
the Chinkope formation. 
Family Pyramidellidae 
Genus C匂nグulinαA.Adams， 1860 
Type-species: Cingulina circinata A. Adams， 1860. Rec己nt，Japan. 
Oi宮島，gulinαcirtグulcttα(Dunker)， 1860 
Tωるonil.α cingulataD:mker， 1850， p.239 (fide， Dall and Bartsch， 1906); Dunker， 1861， p.16， 
pl. 1.五g.10. 
Turbonilla (Cingulina) cingulata， Tryon， 1886， vol. 8， p.338， pl.76，五g.35; Dall and Bartsch 
1906， p.344，五g.1; Yokoyama， 1927a， p.453， pl.51， fig. 6. 
Dimensions (in mm) :-Specimen Height D印刷er H時 htof apぽ ture
nO. 38-39a ca. 10.0 2.2 ca. l.0 
no. 38-39b 8.0 l.8 c丘.0.8 
nO. 38-39c 5.5 l.5 ca. 0.5 
Remarks:ー Threespeciemens. The whorls are chracterized by the three pro-
minent， rounded， spiral cordョarrangedin subequal interspaces. There is a slight 
difference in the rather slender and straight sided spire of the shell compared with 
that of the living one. 
Geologic and geogrゅんicdistribution :-Pliocene to Recent. The fossil form 
is also known from the Pleistocene deposits of the Boso Peninsula， Chiba Prefec-
ture. Honshu， Shikoku and Kyushu. 
Occurrence :ーLoc.3 (few) of the Nakanokawa formation_ 
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Type-species: Patella fornicata Linne， 1758_ Rec巴nt，Atlantic and Gulf Coast of North 
America_ 
Orepidulαg:rαndis Middendorff， 1801 
PL 3， figs. 14-15. 
Crepidula aculeata， Tryon， 1866， vol. 8， p.128， pl.37，五g.33 (in part). 
Crψidμla grandis， Oldroyd， 1927， p.116; Kuroda in Honma， 1931， p.73， pl.10，五g.73; Kino-
shita and Isahaya， 1934， p.6， pl.3，五g.25: Tal王1m Hirase， 1951， pl.89，五g.15; Habe， 1958， 
p. 1， pl.3， fig. 17， pl.5，五gs.5， 6; Kira， 1959c. p. 3， pl.13，五g.3; Okada and Taki， 1960， p.
163， pl.77，五g.9.
Dimensions (仇 mm):-Spεcimen Le時 th H巴ight Breadth 
no. 38-9a 49.8 49.8 36.0 
Remarks :-This species is characterized by its slipper shape， very small， pro-
minent and curved beak， and the internal septum which is solid and nearly half 
of the longer diameter of the aperture. The present species is related to C. navia 
Yokoyama (1925) from the Pliocene Shigarami formation of North Nagano， but 
the latter species di百ersfrom the former in having the radial riblets on the shell 
surface and the shell smaller than the present one. C. jimboanαYokoyama (1931) 
resembles the present species， but has the parallel margins of the shell， of which 
“Breadth" is nearly equal to the “Height" or half of the “Lengthぺ
Geologic and geographic distribution :-Miocene to Recent. Northern Hon-
shu， Hokkaido， Saghalien， Alaska and Arctic Sea. 
Occurrence :-Loc. 3 (few) of the Nakanokawa formation. 
Family Naticidae 
Subfamily Naticinae 
Genus TectonαticαSacco， 1890 
Type-species: Natica tectura Bonelli. Pliocen巴 ofItaly. 
Tecto鈍αticαjanthos印刷α(Deshayes)，1839 
Pl. 5ラ figs.13-14. 
ぷlaticajanthostoma， Philippi， 1853， p.53， pl.8， fig. 8; Re巴ve，1855， vol. 9， Natica， pl.13， sp. 
79; Sowerby， 1855， vol. 5， p.82， pl.457，五g.52; Y okoyama， 1920， p.76， pl.5，五gs.3， 4.
Natica clausa janthostoma， Tryon， 1886， vol. 8， p.31， pl.9，五g.68
Cryptonatica janthostoma， Dall， 1921， p.164， pl.14，五g.12. 
Natica (Tectonatica) janthostoma， Kinoshit旦andIsahaya， 1934， p.7， pl.4，五g.27; Nomura and 
Hatai， 1935c， p.128， pl.9，五g.4.
Tectonati山 janthostoma，Habe， 1958c， p.13， pl.1，五g.23. 
Dimensions (仇 mm):-Specimen Height Diameter Height of aperture 
no. 38-38a 11.0 12.0 7.5 
no. 38-38b 8.2 8.5 6.0 
no. M13-1 13.0 10.5 7.0 
no. 2905←1a 13.0 12.5 7.5 
no. 2905←1b 20.0 ca. 17.5 ca. 10_9 
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Remarks :-Abundant and well preserved specimens are in the collection. 
Although al of the specimens are small or medium in size， the character of the 
funicle easily distinguishes them from Kuroda and Habe's (1949) janthostomoides， 
the southern type of the group in the Recent community. 
Geologic and geographic distribution :-Pliocene to Recent. Akkeshi Bay 
(Hokkaido) to Bering Sea. 
、Occurrence: Loc. 3 (abundant) and Loc. 7 (abundant) of the Nakanokawa 
formation; Loc. 20 (common) and Loc. 31 (common) of the Chinkope formation. 
Family Muricidae 
Subfamily Muricinae 
Genus Trοphonopsis Buquoy， Dautzenberg and Dallfus， 1882 
Type.species: Murex muricata Montagu， 1803. Recent， Atlantic Coast of England， France 
and恥1editerraneanSea. 
Subgenus Austγotrophon Dall， 1902 
Type.species (Subs巴quentlydesignated by Grant and Gale， 1931): Trophon cerrosensis Dall， 
1891. Recent， 0妊 CerrosIsland， Lower California. 
宜ヤophοnopsis(Austrotγophon) candelαbrum Reeve， 1847 
Pl. 7，五gs.4-5. 
Fusus candelabrum Reeve， 1847， vol. 4， Monogr.， Fusus， pl.19， sp. 79; Adams and Re巴ve，1850， 
Moll. Voy. Samarang (non vidi， fide Re巴ve.1847). 
Trolうhonclathratus， Tryon (in part)， 1880， vol. 2， p.140， pl.31，五g.317. 
Trolうhoncandelabrum， Sow巴rby，1880， vol. 4， Monogr.， Trophon， pl.404，五g.1. 
Trophon subcla'vatus Y okoy乱ma，1920， p.60， pl.3，五gs.2，pi. 6，五gs.13，14; Yokoyama， 1923b， 
p. 64， pl.3，五g.2.
Trophonopsis candelabrum， Kanehara， 1942a， p.130. 
Trojうhonopsis(Boreotrojぅhon)candelabrum， Hatai and Nisiyama， 1952， p.259; Kira， 1959， p.60， 
pl. 24，五g.4; Okada and Taki， 1960， p.196， pl.89，五g.4.
Trophon (Austrotrophon) candelabrum， Taki and Oyama， 1954， p.20， pl.4，五g.2， pl.7，五gs.13， 
14， pl.23， fig. 2. 
Dimensions (in mm) :-Specimen Height Diameter Height of ape巾 re
no. 2804-13 20.0 9.0 10.5 
no M10-1a 4.0 ca. 2.0 ca. 20.0 
Remarks :-Two well preserved specimens. One of them has very large shell 
and rather sharp angle of the varices on the shoulder compared with the typical 
form of the species. 
Geologic and geogr~戸hc distribution :-Pliocene to Recent. Pacific coast of 
the northern Honshu， Northern Japan Sea. 
Occurrence :-Loc. 6 (rare) of the Nakanokawa formation; Loc. 39 (rare) of 
the Chinokope formation. 
Subgenus Boγeotrophon P. Fischer， 1884 
Type.species: Murex clathratus Linnム1758. Recent， Arctic Region. 
Tγopho鈍opsis(8ογeot'rophon) sα8αe Sawada， n.sp. 
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Pl. 2，五gs.12-13. 
Descrψtion :-Shell medium in size， elongate ovate-fusi-form， with rather long 
curved anal canal. Protoconch with a globose nucleus and two and a half volu-
tions which are smooth on younger but sculpture in adult with sharp， rounded 
varices with no angle at shoulder， ten varices on the body whorl， sharp separated 
widely from one another; penultimate whorl with well defined longitudinals and 
fine spiral interstitial striations; four weal王 spiralson body whorl among which 
abapical one weakest and appearing rather later， base with six to seven spirals. 
Aperture elongately oval in form， canal rather long and curved， height of aperture 
and canal subequal with that of spire. 
Holotype :-MEMIT大Reg.No. 60001. Paraかpe:-MEMIT， Reg. No. 60002. 








Diam巴ter Height of aperture 
10.5 11.0 
12.0 13.0 
Remarks :-The present form is sometimes confused with water worn speci-
mens of Trophonoρsis (Austrotnφhon) candelabrum (Reeve) in the shape， but the 
present one is distinguished from the latter in having spiral sculpture and varices 
without angles at the shoulder. 1t seems that the state of the varices in this group 
of gastropods is very important in classi五cationand according to Wenz (1941)， the 
roundness or angles of the varices in the genus of Tr，φhonoρsis are important 
criterion of subgeneric value. Another specimen differs from the holotype in having 
stronger spirals， larger shell and a thin callous deposit on inner lip. 1n the younger 
stage the longitudinals are somewhat stronger and incipient beads are formed at the 
intersection of the spirals and longitudinals but these become weal王erand disappear 
with growth. This di百erencemay be included wァithinthe range of variation of a 
single species. 
The type species of the subgenus， Boreotrophon clathratus (Linne) (Reeve， 
1847; Tryon， 1880) is somewhat similar to the present one， but the true clathratu5 
has no spiral sculptures. 1n 1902， Dall discriminated Trojうんonberingi (Oldroyd， 
1927; Grant and Gale， 1931) from Boreotrolうんonclathratus (Linne) but his species 
is different in having a short and broad shell. The species in named after Dr. 
Yasuo Sasa Professor of Geology， Hokkaido University， who has written many 
articles on the geology of Hokkaido. 
Geologic distri・bution:-Pliocene. 
Occurrence :一Loc.39 (few) of the Chikope formation. 
Genus Nucelltt (Bolten) Roding， 1798 
Type-speci巴s(Subsequent designation by DalI， 1909): Buccinum filosa Gmelin， 1792. 
=Buccinum la}うillusLinnム1758.Recent. 
長 MEMIT:一-Abbreviationfor Mining Engineering Department， Muroran Institute of Technology， 
Muroran， Hokkaido. 
(51) 
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Nucella cf.介eyc印刷'i(Deshayes)， 1839 
Pl. 4， figs. 1-2. 
Compared with: 
Purアllraj代ycinetii，Reeve， 1846， vol. 3， PUI~ρ附'a， pl. 10，五g.51; Lischke， 1871， p.40， pl.4，五gs.
15-19. 
Tha山1βs(σNucεlμlaω)‘ρβ 
Plωoytrolρり切afreyci口netμi，Habe， 1961， p.51， pl.26， 五g. 10. 
Dimensions (in mm) :-Specimen Height Diameter Height of aperture 
no. 38-37 10.5 5.3 5.5 
Remarks ;-The present form is characterized by its low spire with two pro司
minent spirals and one五nesecondary spiral which occurs on the first post-nuclear 
whorl and becomes scaly on the body whorl， forming a node-like elevation with 
prominent longitudinal ribs， and by the long and narrow aperture with weakly and 
closely rugated outer lip， canal with thin callus deposits. The present form is 
allied to Nucella fiη cinetii (Deshayes) (Reeve， 1846; Lischke， 1871; Dall， 1915; 
Habe， 1961)， but differs from the latter in having a higher spire with distinctly 
elevated axial ribs which become scaly on the body whorl and with longer and 
narrower aperture. Nucella jだycynetiheyseans (Dunker) (Habe， 1961) resembles 
the present form， but has distinct axial ribs which become scaly on the body whorl 
and longer and narrower aperture. Polliαmollis (Gould) illustrated by Taki (1961) 
resembles the present form， but Taki's form has the excavation situated on the 
inner side of the canal fasciole. 
Geologic distribution ;ー-Pliocene.
Occurrence ;-Loc. 3 (rare) of the Nakanokawa formation. 
Family Pyrenidae 
Genus MitrellαRisso， 1826 
Type叩巴cies(Subs間四日tdesignation by Cox， 1927): Mitrella flaminea Risso， 1826 = Murex 
scrzρta Linne， 1758. Recent， Mediterranean. 
盟加ellaburch仰吋'l(Dunker)， 1877 
Pl. 1， fig. 17 
Arnycla Burchardi Dunk巴r，1877， Malak. Blat.， vol. 24， p.67 (non vidi， fide Dunker， 1882); 
Dunker， 1882， p.55， pl.4，五gs.3， 4.
Colurnbella (M印刷 Burchardi，Tryon， 1883， vol. 5， p.129， pl.49，五g.17. 
Colurnbella (Atilia) burchardi， Y okoyama， 1920， p.59， pl.3，五g.7.
Nlitrella Burchardi， Kinoshita and Isahaya， 1934， p.9， pl.5，五g.41; Taki and Oyama， 1954， p.
20， pl.4，五g.7; Habe， 1958c， p.27， pl.1，五g.17; Okad旦 andTaki， 1960， p.193， pl.8，五g.19.
Dimensions (in mm) ;-Specimen Height D問問ter Height of aperture 
no. 38-23 1.8 1.0 5.5 
Remarks:一-The present single specimen coincides well with the description 
and五guresof the original author， especially the varicose fold of the outer lip and 
五nespiral ornamentation on the body whorl. Kira (1959) stated that his species 
has no dentitions on the inner periphery of the outer lip， the五gureshows the 
smooth surface of the body whorl， Kira's specimen is， therefore， considered to be 
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a different species. 
Geologic and geographic distribution:一一Plioceneto Recent. Pacific side of 
Japan and further north to the Okhotsk Sea. 
Occurrence :-Loc. 3 (few) of the Nakanokawa formation. 
Family Buccinidae 
Genus Plic1tu制服 Dall，1902 
Type-species: Fususわー-oyeriMoller， 1842， Recent， Greenland， B巴ringSea， Labrador， Banks 
of Newfoundland (fide Tryon， 181)， Hokkaido， Saghalien， Japan Sea. 
Plicifusus yan例幻ノ“ (Yokoyama)， 1926 
Pl. 2， figs. 20-21. 
Bela yanamii Yokoyama， 1926a， p.261， pl.32，五g.11. 
Lora yanamii， Nomura and Hatai， 1935c， p.123， pl.13，五g.2; Nomura， 1937， p.174， pl.24， 
五gs.lla-b. 
Plicifusus yanamii， Hatai and Nisiyama， 1952， p. 174， 211. 
Mohnia yanαmii Makiyama， 1958， pl.44， fig. 11. 
Dimensions (in mm) :-Specimen Height Diameter Height of ap巴巾re
no. 38-27 20.5 9.5 ca. 11 
Remarks :-The present form agrees quite well with the original description 
and the illustration of Plicifusus yanαmii (Bela yanamii Yokoyama， 1926) in size， 
shape and surface sculpture. Plicifusus yanαmii tenuis Hatai and Nisiyam from 
the Onma formation of Ishikawa Prefecture (Hatai and Nisiyama， 1938) is an allied 
form， but it can be distinguished in having rather slender spire of the shell. 
Geologic distribution :-Pliocene. 
Occur・rence:-Loc. 3 (rare) of the Nakanokawa formation. 
Genus 茂、-ptu才師。ノ Bolten Rδding， 1798 
Type-species (Subs巴quentdesignation by Cossmann， 1901): 1v1urex antiqua Linne， 1758. 
Recent， Atlantic. 
民、'Ptunθα iwα“Hatai，Masuda and Suzuki， 1961 
Pl. 2， figs. 8-9 
Neptunea iwaii Hatai， Masuda and Suzuki， 1961， p.29， pl.3，五gs.15a-b. 
Remarks :-Although the present specimens lack the protoconch， the anal and 
outer lip of the aperture and the majority of the penultimate whorl， the shape of 
the spire and whorls， and the surface sculpture can be examined. The pr<白 ent
one resembles Nφtuηω frater・Pilsbry(1901) now living off Northeast Honshu 
and the Kanto Region， but can be distinguished from it in the arrangement and 
order of the appearance of the spiral sculptures on the surface of the whorls. 
The most important difference between the two forms mentioned above is the stage 
of the appearance of the secondary spiral cords in the younger shells; in the present 
species， the secondary spiral cords between each primary cord appear to occur in a 
rather younger stage of growth of the shell than j均ter.
Geologic distribution :-Pliocene. 
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Occurrence :-Loc. 22 (few) and Loc. 23 (rare) of the Chinkope formation. 
Genus BαγbitoniαDaU， 1916 
Type-species: FUSU5 aγthriticus Bernardi， 1858. Recent， Japan and Northern Pacific 
Region. 
B仰のitoniα。ノrtkriticct(Bernardi)ヲ 1858
Pl. 1， fig. 18， Pl. 2， fig. 25. 
Fusus arth門:"ticusBernardi， 1858， p.386， p1.12，五g.3 (non vidi， fide Y okoyama， 1922); Valen-
cienn巴s，1858， p.761 (non vidi， fide Dunker， 182). 
Triton山川(品川町)arthriti川町 1867，Schrenck， p.421. 
N~少tuneα arthritica， Lischke， 1869， p.37; Brauns， 1881， p.28， p1.2，五g.1; Dunker， 1882， p.14. 
Fμsus arthriti口'15，Sowerby， 1880， Fusus， p.88， p1. 415，五g.121. 
Neptune，αdespecta fornica， Tryon (in part)， 1881， vo1. 3， p.116， p1.47，五gs.262-264. 
Nψtunea d，ωpecω， Tokunaga (non Linne)， 1906， p.7. 
Ch穴ツ5odomusarthriticus， Y okoyama， 1922， p.53， p1.2， 五g.12. 
Barbitonia arthηtica， Wenz， 1941， p.1163，五g.3308. 
N eptunea (Barb山 nia)ar治ηtica，Kira， 1959， p.71， p1. 27，五g.17;Okaぬ andTaki， 1960， p.
193， p1.88，五g.16. 
Dimensions (in mm) :-Specimen Height Diameter He凶ltof aperture 
no. 38-25 20.5 9.5 12.0 
Remarks :-A single well preserved young specimen is in the collection 
Geologic and geogrゅんicdistribution ;-Pliocene to Recent. Northern Honshu 
to Hokkaido， north to the Okhotsk Sea. 
Occurrence :一Loc.3 (rare) and Loc. 6 (rare) of the Nakanokawa formation; 
Loc. 39 (rare) of the Chinkope formation. 
Bctγbitoniαα2・thriticahiγosctkiensis (Iwai) 1959 
Nψtunea arthritica hirosakiensis Iwai， 1959， p.50， p1.1，五gs.17a-b. 
Remarks :-An imperfect shell is now at hand. This form is characterized 
by the large protoconch， narrowly elongated spire and smooth surface of the whorls. 
These characteristics assign the present form to Iwai's arthriticα んかosakiensisof 
the Pliocene Higashimeya formation distributed in the environs of Hirosaki City， 
Aomori Prefecture. 
Geologic distribution :-Pliocene. 
Occur・rence:-Loc. 16 (rare) of the Nakanokawa formation. 
Genus Bucci官~urn Linne， 1758 
Type悶species(Subsequent designation by Montfort， 1810): Buccinum undσtum Linn乙1758.
Recent， North Sea. 
Bucci川 'nnleucostοJnαLischke， 1872 
Pl. 2， fig. 1， Pl. 7， fig. 3. 
BuccinU1叫んμcostomaLischke， 1872 (non vidi， fide Lischke， 1874)， Ma1. Blat.， vo1. 19， p.101; 
Lischke， 1874， p.38， p1.1，五gs.7， 8; Hirase， 1908， p.3， p1.26，五g.42; Y okoyama， 1920， p.55， 
p1. 2，五g.2; Kinoshita and Isahaya， 1934， p.10， p1. 7，五g.51; Taki in Hirase， 1951， p1.104， 
品g.1; Kira， 1959， p.69， pJ.26，五g.1. 
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Dimensions (in mm) :-Specimen Height Diameter Height of ape山 re
no. M10-2a 27.3 16.5 ca. 11.5 
Remarks :-The shell is of medium size， and 1acks its protoconch and younger 
whor1s. Judging from the genera1 features of the whor1s， spire and preserved sur-
face scu1pture， the present specimen is a variant of leucostoma. 
Geologic and geographic distribution:一P1ioceneto Recent. Pacific side of 
Northern Honshu and Southern Hokkaido. 

















Type-species (Subs巴quentdesignation by Cossmann， 1901); Buccinum reticulata Linne， 
1758. Recent， European Region. 
Subgenus Tritondla A. Adams， 1853 
Type-species; Tritonium incrassatum Muller， 176. Recent， European Seas. 
Jfiniα(T吋tοnella)japonicα(A. Adams)， 1851 
Pl. 5， figs. 18-19. 
Nassa japonica A. Adams， 1851， p.110; Lischke 1874， p.37， pl.2，五gs.2C←23. 
Nassa (Hima) japonica， Yokoyama， 1920， p.56， pl.3，五gs.5a-b. 
Nassa門us(Tηtonela) japonicus， Otuka， 1935b， p.870， pl.53，五g.37.
Nassarius (Hima) japonicus， Kanehara， 1940， p.17， pl.4，五gs.4丘 b.
Nassarius japonicus， Taki in Hirase， 1951， pl.106，五g.12. 
Tritia (T:η(tonela) japonica， Taki and Oyama， 1954， p.22， pl.4，五gs.5a-b. 
Tritia (Reticunassa) japonica， Kira， 1959， p.73， pl.28，五g.13; Okada and Taki， 1960， p.193， 
pl. 8，五g.14. 
non Nassa japonica， Reeve， 1855 (non Reeve， 1851)， vol. 8， Monogr.， Nassa， pl.29，五g.192. 
Dimensions (仇 mm) :-Specim巴日 Diameter Height of aperture 
no. 1O-12a 10.0 3.2 
no. 1O-12b 9.0 3.0 
日o.1O-12c ca. 10.0 ca. 3.5 
no. 10-12d 7.5 2.0 
no. 38-39a 8.5 2.2 
no. 38-39b 7.5 2.1 
Remαrk :一-Manywell preserved specimens. The present form agrees with 
the illustrations of Lischke (1874)， a 1iving form of Tokyo Bay， but slightly differs 
from the 1iving one illustrated by Kira (1959) in having somewhat prominent axial 
ribs and interspaces. The present specimens a1so coincide with the fossi1 ones from 
the younger Cenozoic deposits in Japan. 
Geologic and geograjうんicdistribution :-Pliocene to Recent. Matsushima Bay 
on the Pacific side and Toyama Bay on the Japan Sea side， and further south to 
Shikoku， Kyushu， and Formosa. 
Occurrence :-Loc. 3 (few) and Loc. 4 (abundant) of the Nakanokawa forma-
tlOn. 
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Family Fasciolariidae 
Subfamily Fasciolariinae 
Genus Lα耐円1，8 Montfort， 1810 
Type-species: Latirus suranticus Montfort， 1810=1¥1urex gibulus Gmelin， 1792， Recent， 
Australia. 
Lαtiγus (?) sp. 
Pl. 4，五g.9， Pl.5，五gs.4. 
Remarお:-Although the present form may belong to the named genus based 
upon the shape of the shell and the characters of the surface sculptures， precise ge-
neric and specific discrimination is reserved until additional specimens are obtained. 
Geological distribution :-Pliocene. 
Occurrence :-Loc. 4 (rare) of the Nakanokawa formation. 
F amily V olutidae 
Genus Voluton吋WαH.and A. Adams， 1853 
Type-species: Mitra gr，δ'nlandica Moller， 1842. Recent， Arctic Atlantic Ocean. 
F完)lutomAtrαhαtaノ“ Sawada，n. sp. 
Pl. 2，五gs.18-19 
Descr争tion:-Shell medium in si民， spire fusiform， composed of protoconch 
and五vewhorls. Protoconch of one smooth， globose whorl with small nucleus. 
Whorls五ve‘slightlyconvex in pro五le，whorl surface rather smooth， minutely 
spirally striated on younger whorls， but become obsolete with growth of spire. 
Body whorl sculptured with rather distinct growth lines， aperture elongate oval in 
shape and longer than half of total length， outer lip simple. Callus rather thicker 
on columellar lip than on parietal one. Canal straight and rather wide， with well 
marked siphonal fasciole. Collumella with four-folds among which second and third 
ones rather stronger than others， rather distinct. Nucleus slightly eroded. 
Holoty，戸 :-MEMlT， Reg. No. 60003. Paratype :-MEMIT， Reg. No. 60004. 





Height Diameter Height of aperture 
20.0 9.0 11.0 
20.5 8.5 11.5 
Remωお:-The paratype specimen has only three columellar folds， but judging 
from the other characteristics， itis conspecific with the holotype. The type species 
of the genus which is known from the Arctic region of the Atlantic Ocean (Reeve， 
1843; Sars， 1878; Sowerby， 1880) is very similar to the present one but the former 
is distinguishable from the latter by having a rather convex round whorl， larger 
proportion of diameter to the total length of the shell and minutely spiral stria-
tions on the early whorls. His Volutomitra alaskanαDall， 1602 is also allied to 
the present one， but it di旺ersby having a large shell with minute spiral striations 
on the surface， and a more larger proportion of diameter to the total length of 
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the shell. The species is named after Dr. Kotora Hatai， Professor of Paleontology， 
Tohoku University， who has written many articles on the Paleontology of ]apan. 
Geologic distribution :-Pliocene. 
Occurrence :-Loc. 39 (few) of the Chinkope formation. 
Family Cancellariidae 
Genus Atl，刷 eteKroyer， 1842 
Type.species: lldmetc c門学aMoller， 1842. Recent， Circumpolar Rι.gion. 
Admete jα:ponicct lischlcei (Yokoyama)， 1926 
Pl. 6，五g.28 
Ca刀cel.σrialischkei Y okoyama， 1926a， p.264， pl.32，五gs.16， 17. 
Admete japonica， Hatai and Nisiyama， 1952， p.182 (non Smith， 1879). 
Admete japonica lischkei， Makiyama， 1958， pl.44，五gs.16， 17. 
Admete lischkei， Iwai， 1959， p.51， pl.1，五gs.5a-b. 
Dimensions (in mm) :-Specimen Height Diameter 
no. 38-6a 10.0 5.1 
no. 38-36b 9.1 5.0 
Height of aperture 
3.1 
3.0 
no. 38-36c 7.5 4.0 2.6 
no. 38-36d 6.0 3.8 2.3 
Remarks :-The present subspecies was first proposed by Y okoyama as a new 
species of the genus Cancellaria， but in 1952 Hatai and Nisiyama transfered it to 
Admete， and considered it as synonymous with the species jαρonica Smith from 
Ojil王aBay of Wakamatsu Island of the Goto Islands， Minami-Matsura-gun， Naga-
saki Prefecture. The present subspecies is somewhat similar to ja}うonicaas pointed 
out by Hatai and Nisiyama， but Smith's species has rather prominent and broad 
longitudinal ribs on the surface of the whorls compared with the present form 
which has rather narrow longitudinal ribs and sharp and prominent spiral cords. 
The writer， therefore， accepts Makiyama's opinion (1958)， and allocates the present 
form into the subspecies of japonica・
tlOn. 
Geologic distribution :一Pliocene.




Type-species (Subsequent designation by Bartsch， 1941): Bela krausei Dal， 186. Recent， 
Bering Sea. 。γαnotoωzα kotctkαeSawada， n.sp. 
Pl. 1， figs. 21-22. 
Description :-Shell medium in size， elongate fusiform， spire rather slender 
with protoconch of small， smooth younger whorls， and five sculptured ones. 
Whorls， convex with strong shoulder on adapical one third of whorls， decussate 
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scu1ptures with close1y spaced prominently elevated growth 1ines， more or 1ess deep 
sinus on shou1der of whorls， very五nespira1 threads at adapical half of each whorl， 
three distinct and rather broad spiral cords at abapical haH， and both form decussate 
scu1ptures， 1ast and penultimate whorls partly form nodulose scu1ptures. Base of 
body whorl slightly convex， ornamented with five spirals and numerous grouth 
1ines， aperture elongated fusifo立n，outer lip rather thin with narrow but rather deep 
sinus on shoulder of whorls， callus very thin， anal canal broad. 
Holotype :-MEMIT， Reg. No. 60005. 
Dimensions (in mm) :-Specimen Height Diameter H巴ightof apertur巴
no. 60005 17.0 7.5 7.5 
Remarks :-The present species is characterized by its spire with distinct shoul-
der， decussate sculptures with numerous growth lines， and fine and closely spaced 
spiral threads at the adapical haH， three narrower than their interspaces， and by 
the spiral cords at the abapical half of the whorls. The present species resembles 
Grantoma dissolut，α(Yokoyama) (1920) from the Pliocene Sawane formation of 
Sado Island， but can be distinguished by its rather round whorls scu1ptured with 
oblique， slightly curved backward longitudinal ribs which are generally separated by 
rather wide interspaces and the五nespirals which are numerous and most distinct 
in the val1eys， and cut the ribs so as to render the spaces between the spirals finely 
nodulose. The specific name is dedicated to Dr. Tarnio Kotaka， Tohoku University， 
who has written many articles on the Paleontology of the Cenozoic formations of 
Japan. 
Geologic distribution :-Pliocene. 
Occurrence :-Loc. 39 (rare) of the Chinkope formation. 
??????????????????????
Genus A昔itiplα才WSDal1， 1902 
Type-species: Pleurotoma (Sucrula) perveηa Gabb， 1865. Post-pliocene of San Pedro， Los 
Angeles County， U.S.A. 
Antiplαnes c側枠制α(Yokoyama)，1926 
Pl. 2， figs. 14-15. 
Pleurotoma co引tra門aY okoyama， 1926b， p.383， pl.44，五gs.2a-b. 
Antiplanes kamchatica， Otuka (non Dall， 1919)， 1935b， p.873 
Antiplanes perversa contaria， Otuka， 1936， p.734， pl.42，五g.11. 
Antiplanes contraria， T且kiin Hirase， 1951， pl.115，五g.1 (only left五g.，right五g.Antψゐnes
kamchatica Dal， 1919); Kira， 1959， p.90， pl. 35，五g.2; Iwai， 1959， p.52， pl. 1， figs. 13a-b; 
Okada and Taki， 1960， p.193， pl. 8，五g.5 (non Yokoyama， 1926 Antipl側出向mchatωDall，
1919). 
Dimensions (in mm) :-Specimen Height Diameter Height of aperture 
no.乱113-a 43.0 15.0 16.2 
no. 301-5a 48.5 17.0 20.0 
Remarks :-The specimen from near Tsuribashi， Imagane-cho， Setanagun is 
almost complete except for the outer 1ip of the aperture， eleven and a half volu-
tions are preserved， and the other four specimens lack their protoconchs， but the 
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shape of the whorls， the sutures and the depth of the sinus of the growth lines 
well agree with Y okoyama' s contraria・ Antiplanesperversa Gabb， know from the 
west coast of North America is very similar to the present species， but is disting-
uishable from the present one in having rather more slender spire. Antiplanes 
kamchatica Dall (1919) is also， sometimes， confused with the present species， but 
the present one has a smooth shell except for the growth line traces， rather slender 
spire and rather narrow aperture. 
Geologic and geogl匂rphicdistribution :一Plioceneto Recent. Northern Honshu 
to Hokkaido. 
Occurr・'ence:-Loc. 9 (common) of the Nakanokawa formation: Loc. 20 (few) 
of the Chinkope formation. 
Subgenus lfectij)l酬 isBartsch， 1944 
Type-species :尺白:/rotoma(Antiplanes) santarosana Dall， 1920， Recent， California. 
Antiplωws (Rectiplαnis) sa，nctaiοαnnis (Smith)， 1875 
Pl. 4， fig. 10， Pl.5， fig. 17 
Pleurotoma sanctaioannis Smith， 1875， p.416. 
Antiplanes y出soensisDall， 1925， p.4， pl.21，五g.3. 
Pleurotoma sado白1sisYokoyama， 1926a， p.259， pl.13，五g.16; Otuka， 1949， p.306， pl.13，五g.16.
A.ntiplanes sadoensis， Nomura， 1937b. p. 174， pl.24，五gs.5a-b. 
Spirotro}うis(Antiplanes) sadoensis， Kanehara， 1940， p.19， pl.4，五gs.2a， 2b. 
Rect争よσnissanctaioannis， Hatai and Nisiyama， 1952， p.170， p.232. 
A刀tiplanes(Rectiρlanes) sanctaioannis， Habe， 1958c， p.30. 
Ant争lanes(Rectiplanes) sadoer山 's，Cl由 zei，p. 117， pl.9，五gs.6-9. 
Dimensions (in mm) :-Specimen Height D即 nerer Height of ap巴rture
no. 31-1 30.1 10.5 12.8 
Remerks :-The pr.田entform is similar to Ant争lanesperveηαGabb of west-
ern North America but the latter is a sinistral shell. According to the original 
description of Smith (1875) sanctioannis is said to have smooth shell surface， but 
obsolete alternations of wide and narrow spiral striae cover the surface of the 
whorls. Although AntI]りおnesthaleαω (Dall， 1902)， a Recent species of California 
(fide Dall， 1925) is also similar to the present one， the furrowed sutures and the 
presence of the selenizone-like sculpture on the whorl surface at the bottom of the 
sinus distinguish the former from the latter. In 1925 Dall described Antiplanes 
yessoensis from the south coast of Hokkaido， judging from the original description 
and五gure，his species is assumed to be synonymous with the present species. 
Geologic and geogrゅんicdistribution :-Pliocene to Recent. Hokkaido. 
Occurrence :-Loc. 31 (rare) of the Chinkope formation. 
Genus OenopotαMorch， 1852 
Type-species (Subs巴qu巴ntdesignation by Dal， 1919): Fusus 1うleulotomariaCouthouy， 1839. 
Recent， Massachusetts Bay. 。enopotαkαganαtoyotsuensisSawada， n.subsp. 
Descl争tion:-Shell medium in size， elongate fusiform， spire rather slender 
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with protoconch of smal.， smooth globose nucleus and one smooth younger whorl， 
and sculptured with五vewhorls. Whorls convex，五rstnepionic whorl with three 
fine spiral striae equally spaced， these become obsolete instead and disappear on 
succeeding whorls; longitudinal ribs 13 on body whorl and slightly inclined opis司
choclinally. Aperture elongated fusiform， outer lip with shallow sinus on its adapi-
cal， callus very thin， anal canal distinct but short. 
Holo砂 e:-MEMIT， Reg. No. 60006. 
Dimensions (in mm):一Sp巴cimen Height Diameter Height of ape山間
no. 60006 16.0 6.0 7.0 
Remarks:ー Thepresent subspecies is distinguishable from the species in the 
rather slender spire and smaller proportion of the height of aperture to the total 
height. Plicifusus yanamii tenuis Hatai and Nisiyama (1939) from the Onma for司
mation of Ishikawa Prefecture resembles the present one but differs by its distinct 
spiral cords at the base， smaller proportion of the height of aperture to the total 
height， and its outer lip with shallow sinus. The speci五cname is originated from 
the geographic name of the type locality of the present form. 
Geologic distribution :-Pliocene. 
Occurrence :-Loc. 39 (rare) of the Chinkope formation. 。側opotαku'i・0制 at州官官>.aiensisSawada， n.sp. 
Pl. 3，五g.7， Pl.4， figs. 19-21. 
Descripti・on:-Shell medium in siz疋， elongate fusiform， spire slender with 
protoconch of small， smooth globose nucleus and one young whorl with three五ne
spiral striae， and five whorls. Whorls， convex， with round axial ribs extremely 
elevated at shoulder and obsolete near distinctly abapical to suture continues with 
these main ribs， spirals become broad and extremely low with growth and it be蝿
comes五nethreads. Aperture elongated fusiform， outer lip with distinct sinus at 
shoulder， callus very thin， anal canal rather short and straight. 
Holoわpe:-MEMIT， Reg. No. 60007. Paraわ少e:-MEMIT， Reg. No. 60008， 
60009， 60010. 










17.0 ca. 11.0 
6.2 ca. 6.5 





Remarks :-The present form resembles Pnψebela turricula Montagu (Bartsch， 
1941)， but di旺ersby its protoconch with three五nespiral striae and the spiral cords 
which become broad and extremely low with growth and by the axial ribs which 
become obsolete near the suture. Granotoma kotakae Sawada is similar to the 
present new species in the shape and the surfece sculpturs of the whorls， but the 
former has the protoconch with smooth younger whorls and the spire with decussate 
sculptures with numerous growth lines， and五日.eand closely spaced spiral threads 
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at the adapical half， three rather narrow spiral cords at the abapical half of the 
whorls and form nodulose sculpture on the last and penultimate whorls. The other 
speicmens of this species differ from the holotype in having many axial ribs on the 
last whorl (three or four) and slightly less elevated shoulder， but this difference may 
be included within the range of variatin of a single species. The specific name is 
originated from the geograpical name of the type locality of the present form. 
Geologic distribution :-Pliocene. 
Occurrence :一Loc.3 (few) and Loc. 7 (few) of the Nakanokawa formation. 
Family Schphanderidae 
Genus Eocylich宮川ノ Kurodaand Habe， 1952 
Type-species: Cylichna braunsi Yokoyama， 1920. Plioc巴l1e，the Naganuma formation of 
th巴 MiuraPeninsula， Kanagawa Prefecture. 
EocylichlU事例制t抑制側8お (Tokunaga)，1906 
Pl. 6， fig. 32 
Bulla cylindracea， Brauns， 1881， p.35 (non Pennant， 1776). 
Cylichna musashiensis Tokunaga， 1906， p.32， pl.2，五g.12; Yokoyama， 1920， p.27， pl.1，五g.
4; Yokoyama， 1922， p.27， pl.1，五g.10. 
Eocylichna musashiensis Kuroda and Habe， 1952， p.55; Hatai and Nisiyama， 1952， p.196; Habe， 
1961， p. 91， pl.43，五g.16. 
Dimensions (in mm) :-Specimen Height Diameter 
no. 38-29 7.0 3.0 
no. 10-15 6.5 2.7 
Remarks :-In 1906 Tokunaga proposed the name musαshiensis for Brauns's 
(1881)り，lindraceafrom the environs of Tokyo. Kuroda and Habe proposed a 
new genus Eocylichna in 1952 based upon Cyli・chnabraunsi Y okoyアama(1920) 
from the Pliocene Naganuma formation of a road-side cutting at Naganuma， Totsuka 
Ward， Yokohama City， Kanagawa Prefectureラandallocated Tokunagaフsmusωhiensis
into this new genus. The pasent speices is closely allied to Adamnestia Japonica 
(A. Adams) (Habe， 1961)， but it can be distinguished from the latter by its distinct 
folds on the columella lip and the apex sunken into a pit encircled by steeply ele-
vated margin. 
Geologic and geographic distribution :-Pliocene to Recent. Japan Sea coast 
of Honshu and Kyushu. 
Occurrence :一Loc.3(rare) and Loc. 4 (rare) of the Nakanokawa formation. 
Class Pelecypoda 
Family Nuculidae 
Genus Acilaノ H.and A. Adams， 1858 
Type-speciぉ (S山seq回日tdesignat山 1by Stolロka，1871)・ N町 uladivaricata Hinds， 1843. 
Recent， Northern and Tropical Paci五c.
Subgenus Trunの仰cilαGrant and Gale， 1931 
Type-species (Original designation): Nucul.α castrensis Hinds， 1843. Recent， Sitka， Alaska. 
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Acilα(Tl'川町αcil倒的sign臼 (Gould)，1861 
Pl. 6， figs. 30-31. 
Nucula (Acila)かlsignisGould， 1861， p.36しがdeSch巴nck，1936); Kurod九 1929，vol. 1， no. 3， p.
7， Appendix p. 8，五g.5; Nomura and Hatai， 1935a， p.49. 
Nucula insignis， Tokunaga， 1906， p.56; Y okoyama， 1911， p.4; Yokoyama， 1920， p.179， pl.19， 
五gs.7， 8.
Acila (Truncacila) insignis， Schenck， 1936， p圃 9，pl. 1，五gs.1-8， 12， text町fig.7; Nagao and 
Huzioka， 1941， p.120， pl.29， figs. 2， 22a; Habe， 1951， p.20; Ozaki， 1958， p.107， pl.22，五gs.
2， 3;Yamamoto and Habe， 1958， p.2， pl.2，五g.6; Habe， 1958a， p.243， pl.12， fig. 8; Habe， 
1960， p.2， pl.1，五g.1. 







12.。 Width or Depth 7.8 Valve mtact 
14.5 4.2 left 
no. 33-3c 21.0 17.5 10.0 intact 
Remαrks:ー Themorphological characters of the present species are; shell 
rather small in size， elongated oval in outline， surface with regulary diverging fine 
ribs， and lack the ear司likeprocess at the posterior end of the dorsal margin. On 
some of the present specimens， the radial ribs become obsolete near the posterior-
ventral margin. But it is judged to be merely individual variation among the 
present specles. 
Geologic and geogralうんicdistribution :一Plioceneto Recent. All around Japan 
from Kyushu to Southern Hokkaido. 
Occurrence :ーLoc.2 (rare)， Loc. 3 (few) ， Loc. 5 (rare)， Loc. 6 (common)， and 
Loc. 7 (rare) of the Nakanokawa formation; Loc. 18 (rare)， Loc. 19 (common)， Loc. 
22 (rare)， Loc. 30 (common)， Loc. 31 (common)， Loc. 32 (abundant) and Loc. 33 
(common) of the Chinkope formation. 
Acilα( r_[~川lncαdlα) 鈍αkat，;1:11乱α.1: Otuka， 1939 
Acila (Truncacila)刀akazimaiOtuka， 1939， p.24， pl.2，五gs.1， 12; N旦gaoand Huzioka， 1941， 
p. 126， pl.29，五gs.5-9. 
Remarks :-According to the original author this species is characterized by 
“its rath巴rlarge， moderately thick， elongate-oval shell outline"，“vertically arranged 
three middle adductor scars 0ロ theinner surface of both valves"， and“a weak 
long narrow S-shaped ridge runs from umbone to slightly upper center of inner 
surface円 ofthe left valve. These characteristic features are observed in the speci-
mens at hand. 
Geologic distribution :-Pliocene. 
Occurrence :-Loc. 6 (common) and Loc. 7 (common) of the Nakanokawa for-
mationι; Loc. 21 (common)， Loc. 22 (common)， Loc. 30 (common) and Loc. 33 
















Type-species (Subs問uentdesignation by Gardner， 1916): Nucula arctica Moller non Gray， 
Recent， Greenland. 
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Subgenus C1肋冶-:n初附el伺st層材抑z和仰抑θω併伊=宜r吋r骨4伽a啄
Type-species: Yoldi，匂asci.おsμrat，ωaDall， 1897. Recent， St. Paul， Kodiak Island， Alaska. 
J!Old伽 (Cnest砂場制御)johαnniDall， 1925 
Yoldia (Cnesterium) johanni Dall， 1925， p.32， pl.29，五g.7; Habe， 1951， p.26，五g.27; Kira， 
1959， p_108， pl.41，五g.13. 
Yoldia johanni， Kuroda， 1929， vol. 1， no. 4， Appendix p. 12， no. 42， fig. 16; Nomura， 1935b， 
p. 104， pl.5，五g.3.
Yoldia cf. johhani， Yokoyama， 1932， p.16， pl.3， fig. 1. 
Yoldia cooperi ochotoensis Otuka， 1934， p.609， pl.47，五gs.17， 18(not of Khomenko， 1930). 
Cnesterium johanni， Habe， 1955， p.2， pl.2，五g.9; Habe， 1958a， p.251， pl.7，五g.4; Yamamoto 
and Habe， 1958， p.3， pl.2，五g.5， pl.4，五g.1. 
Dimensions (in mm) :-Specimen Length Height Depth Valve 
no. 2905-8a 11.0 8.2 right 
no. 2905-8b 21.0 1.5 right 
Remarks :-The present species has the posterior end slightly rostrate and recurved 
and the basal margin evenly arcuate. It is characterized by its middle part of shell田
surface which is covered by striae oblique to the growth lines. This species is 
closely allied to Yoldi，α(Cnesterium)長φpeliananotabilis Yokoyama (Otuka， 1936)， 
but the latter has a shell with narrowed posterior end which is turned， whereas 
the former has a broad posterior which is not turned upwards. The concentric 
grooves on the shell surface of the latter reach the anterior margin. 
Geologic and geogr，ゅんた distribution:-Pliocene to Recent (Japan). Japan 
Sea， Okhotsk Sea and northern Japan. 
Occcurence :-Loc. 2 (common)， Loc. 4 (rare)， Loc. 6 (abundant)， Loc. 7 (rare) 







Type-species: Arca noae Linne， 1758. Recent， Mediterranean Sea. 
dγeα boucardi Jousseaum， 1894 
Pl. 6， figs. 3-4. 
Arca boucardi Josseaum， 1894， The Humming Bird， 4，五g.14(斤deYamamoto and Habe， 1958); 
Kanehara， 1942a， p.130， pl.3，五gs.9a-b; Taki in Hirase， 1951， pl.2， fig. 1; Yamamoto and 
Habe， 1958， p.4， pl.4，五g.6; Habe， 1960， p.2， pl.5，五g.12.
Arca kobeltiana Pilsbry， 1904， p.559， pl.40，五gs.16-19. 
Arca rectangula門sTokunaga， 1906， p.61， pl.3， figs. 23a-b. 
Dimensions (in mm) :-Specimen Length Height Depth Valve 
no. 10-7a 30.5 15.5 8.0 right 
Remarks :-The present species is chracterized by having an ark shape， the 
radial ribs which are bifurcate near the beak on the posterior area， and the flat 
and wide ligamental area between the umbones， the prominent chevron-shape 
ligamental grooves. The dorsal hinge line is straight and bear many small teeth. 
Geologic and geogralうhicdistribution :-Pliocene to Recent. Formosa to Hok-
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kaido， common in northern Japan. 
Occurrence :-Loc. 2 (abundant) and Loc. 4 (rare) of the Nakanokawa forma-
tion; Loc. 17 (common) and Loc. 29 (rare) of the Chinkope formation. 
Genus Pseudoグr削制比例。d01乱 Arkell，1930 
Type-species: Arca adversidentata Deshayes， 1860. Recent， Chaussy. 
Pc'udog〆附制n附 todondalli (Smith)， 1885 
Parallelodon obliquatus， Y okoyama， 1920， p.170， pl.18，五gs.9-11(not pl. 17，五g.6); Y okoyama， 
1922， p.191. 
Pseudogrammatodon dalli， Nomura and Hatai， 1935a， p.4， pl.2，五gs.14a-b; Nomura and Hatai， 
1936a， p.119， pJ.13，五g.9; Habe， 1951， p.34，五g.50; Yamamoto and Habe， 1958， p.2， pl.2， 
五g.13.
Pseudogrammatodon dalli obliqlωta， Kanehara， 1942a， p.120， pl.3，五gs.2a-b. 
Dimensions (in mm) :-Specimen Le時 th Height Depth Valve 
no. 2804-11a 29.5 15.5 5.5 right 
no. 2804-11b 28.0 14.5 5.5 left 
Remarks:ー Theshell is transversely and longly ovate with the narrower end 
directed anteriorly， strongly inequilateral， with the posterior side three times as long 
as the anterior. Surface somewhat depressed in the middle， radiately ribbed， the 
ligamental area is narrow; dentition consists generally of three subhorizontal， par-
allel， transversely striated teeth in the posterior portion and two in the anterior， 
with a few crenular teeth behind the anterior horizontal ones. The middle of the 
three posterior teeth is longest and the lower one the shortest. 
Geologic and geogアaphicdistribution :-Miocene to Recent. Northern and 
Central Japan. 
Occurrence :一Loc.6 (abundant) of the Nakanokawa formation. 
F amily Glycymeridae 
Genus Glycymer¥お DaCosta， 1778 
Type-species: GZ切り川町古 orbicularisDa Costa， 1778=Arca glycymeris Linne， 1758. 
Recent， England. 
Subgenus Glycy例 erissふ
Glycy例。吻 (Glycy制 er¥お)yessoensi8 (Sowerby)， 1886 
Pl. 4， figs. 12-13 
Pectunculus yessoensis， Y okoyama， 1920， p.168， pl.18， figs. 1， 2;Yokoyama， 1922， p.189， pl.
16，五gs.6， 7;Y okoyama， 1925a， p.20， pl.4， fig. 4. 
Pectunculus rotundus， Yokoyama， 1920， p.167， pl.17，五gs.10， 1(non Dunker， 182). 
Glycymer・'isyessoensis， Kuroda， vol. 1， no. 6， Appendix p. 20; Makiyama， 1930， p.192， text-品gs.
1-9; Kuroda， 1933， p.51， text-fig. 31; Kinoshita and Isahaya， 1934， p.12， pl.9， fig. 63; Nomura 
and Hatai， 1935c， p.93， pl.9，且g.14; Nomura and Hatai， 1936a， p.118， pl.13， fig. 8; Habe， 
1951， p.41， figs. 65， 66; Habe， 1955， p.3， pl.2，五gs.1， 2;Taki and Oyama， 1957， pl.19， figs・
1， 2， pl.36， figs. 6， 7;Habe， 1958a， p.256， pl.12，五g.16; Iwai， 1959， p.55， pl. 2，五gs.5a-b; 
Kira， 1959， p.113， pl.44，品g.10; Habe， 1960， p.3， pl.1， figs. 6， 7.
Glycymeris (Glycymeris) yessoensis， Ozaki， 1958， p.113， pl.23，品g.6; Okada and Taki， p.91， 
pl. 46，五g.2.
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Dimensions (in mm) :-Specimen Length Height 
no. 36-4a 52.8 49.6 

















no. 36-4c 52.2 47.8 12.3 right 
no. 36-4d 53.0 47.0 13.0 left 
Remarks :-The present specimens are common along the coast of Northern 
Japan. This species is characteristic in the rather丑attenedvalve with regular and 
distinct radial ribs and the characteristic cheveron shaped sculptures in the liga目
mental area. There are two types of shell outline， some of them are the rounded 
and equilateral， but others are not and unequilateral being a litle longer along the 
postero-dorsal margin than the antero-dorsal one， and most of them are of the 
former. Several specimens of the latter from Loc. 1 of the Soibetsugawa forma帽
tion have more elongated shell outline than the specimens from other regions. 
Geologic and geogrゅんicdistribution :-Up戸rMiocene to Recent. N orthern 
and Central Honshu. 
Occurrence :一Loc.1 (abundant) of the Soibetsugawa formation; Loc. 2 (com司
mon)， Loc. 4 (abundant)， Loc. 5 (common) and Loc. 6 (ccmmon) of the Nakano-
kawa formation. 
Family Limopsidae 
Genus Li'inoρs'is Sassi， 1827 
Type:species: Arca aurita Brocchi. 
Li制 ops'lstok(J，icl'，師向 Yokoyama，1910 
Pl. 6， figs. 7-8. 
Limopsis tokaiensis Yokoyama， 1910， p.1， pl.9，五gs.1， 3， 5-7; Yokoyama， 1920， p.172， pl.18， 
figs. 14-16; Yokoyama， 1926， p.307; Makiyama， 1927， p.28; Habe， 1951， p.44; Ozaki， 1958， 
p. 11， pl.1， fig. 6; Iwai. 1959， p.55， pl.2，五gs.8a-b， 9旦 b.
Dimensions (in mm) ;-Specimen Length Height 
no. M13-1a 2.0 23.0 




no. 96-3c 15.0 13.0 4.0 left 
no. 96-3d 13.0 12.0 3.2 right 
no. 96-3g 6.5 6.0 1.5 left 
Remm-ks :-This species is distinguishable from the allied ones by the strongly 
unequilateral， oblique， ovate to oblong， compressed and somewhat elongate form of 
the shell. It is also characterized by its ligamental pit， which is very broadly 
triangular with the breadth thrice the height， and is simply bounded by two shallow 
grooves on both sides of the triangle. Limopsis 1りelagicaSmith (Nomura and Hatai， 
1935) is similar， but differs in having a more prominent beak， less oblique shell and 
consplcuoUS postenor wmg. 
Geologicωld geogrゅんicdistribution :-Pliocent Cnetral Japan and north-
wards. 
Occurアence:-Loc. 7 (abundant) of the Nakanokawa forrnation; Loc. 20 (com-
mon)， Loc. 22 (common) and Loc. 23 (abundant) of the Chinkope formation. 
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Family Mytilidae 
Genus M，οdωlus Lamarck， 1799 
Type-species (Subsequent designation by Gray， 1847): Mytilus modiolus Linne， 1758. 
Recent， European Seas. 
Mοd如Z附 difficilis(Kuroda and Habe) ， 1950 
Modiola modiolus， Yokoyama， 1920， p.145， pl.1，五g.21 (non Linnaeus， 1758); Y okoyama， 
1925a， p.15， pl.2， fig. 2. 
Volsella modiolus， Kinoshita and Isahaya， 1934， pl.10， fig. 71. 
Volsella difficilis Kuroda and Habe， 1950， pl.30; Taki in Hirase， 1951， pl.18，五g.9; Habe， 
1955， p.4， pl.4，五gs.1，2. 
Volsella (Volsella) difficilis， Habe， 1951， p.50; Taki and Oyama， 1954， pl.12， fig. 21. 
Modiolus difficぬ， Kira， 1959， p.116， pl.45，五g.21; Habe， 1960， p.3， pl.1，五g.1， pl.5，品g.5.
Modiolus (Modiolus) difficil同 Okadaand Taki， 1960， p.87， pl.44，五g.1. 
Remarks :-The present species is characterized by its thick shel1， anteriorly 
situated beak. the parallel sides in the posterior portion and straight ventral margin. 
The present one resembles Modiolus nitidus (Reeve) (Okada and Taki， 1960)， but 
is distinguishable by having a thick shell and straight ventral margin. 
Geologicωzd geographic distribution :-Miocene to Recent. Northern Hon-
shu， Hokkaido， Saghalien and the Kuriles. 
Occurrence :ーLoc.33 (rare) of the Chinkope formation. 
Genus "-7f1ytilus Linnaeus， 1758 
Type同species(Subsequently designated by Anton， 1839)・ Mytilusedulis Linnaeus， 1758. 
Recent， Cosmopolitan. 
Mytilus伊"ayamusDunker， 1853 
Pl. 2， fig. 22. 
Mytilus grayanus Dunker， 1853， p.84; Lischke， 1871， pl.145; Dunker， 1882， p.221; Clessin 
in Martini u. Chernnitz， 1890， vol. 8， pt.3， p.68， pl.7， figs. 1，2; Yokoyama， 1925c， p.25， pl.2， 
五g.10; Y okoyama， 1925a， p.15， pl.2， fig. 1; Y okoyama， 1926a， p.135， pl.20， fig. 1; Kinoshita 
and Isahaya， 1934， p.13， pl.9， fig. 68; Nomura and Hatai， 1935c， p.109; Taki in Hirase， 1951， 
pl. 17，五g.4; Kira， 1959， p.116， p1.45， fig. 22; Okada and Taki， 1960， p.90， pl.45，五g.1. 
lvlytilus giganteus， Yokoyama， 1920， p.145， pl.1， fig. 20. 
A今tilus(Crenomytilus) grayanus， Habe， 1960， p.4， pl.1，五gs.14， 15. 
Dimensions (in mm) :-Specimen Length Height Depth Valve 
no. 36-3a 82.5 ca. 148.5 29.0 left 
Remω-ks:ー Thepresent species is characterized by the heavy， thick shel1， the 
acute and prosogyrate beak and arcuate a anterior dorsal margin. It is similar to 
1¥今tilusωrscusGould (Okada and Taki， 1960)， but differs by the acute and pro“ 
sogyrate beak and the arcuate dorsal margin. The ligamental area of grayanus is 
broader than corscus. 
Geologic and geographic distribution :-Miocene to Recent. Northern Japan， 
Saghalien， Philippines. 
Occurrence :ーLoc.1 (abundant) of the Soibetsugawa formation; Loc. 2 (com-
mon) and Loc. 8 (r訂e)of the Nakanokawa formation. 
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Family Pectinidae 
Subfamily Propeamussiinae 
Genus Polynen附 mussiu例 Habe，1951 
Type-species: Pecten intuscostatus Yokoyama， 1920. Pleistocene Miyata formation of Ka-
nagawa Prefectlre. 
Polynel1附 .n仰 ssiu仰 "alαske削 e(Dall)， 1872 
Pecten (Pseudoamussium 7) alaskensis Dall， 1872， p.155， pl.16，五g.4.
Pecten alaskensis， Kuster and Kobelt in Martini und Chemnitz， vol. 7， pt. 2， p.245， pl.64， figs. 
7，8. 
Pecten (Proρeamussium) al，αskensis， Arnold， 1906， p.133， pl.53，五gs.2， 2a; Oldroyd， 1924， p.63， 
pl. 12， fig. 3. 
Propωmussium alaskense， Dall， 1921， p.20， pl.1，五g.2; Kinoshita and Isahaya， 1934， p.14， pl.
11， fig. 78. 
Pecten (Pseudoamussi・um)intuscostatuらNomllraand Hatai， 1935c， p.104， pl.11，五gs.9， 10(non 
Y okoyama， 1920). 
Polynemamussium alaskense， Itoigawa， 1958， pl.1，五g.3. 
Remarks :-This species is characterizεd by the thin， fragile， compressed shell 
with regularly densely lamellated， fine concentric growth lines， and auricles with 
distinct byssal notch in the right valve， and by the left valve having slightly in-
flated， finely scaled radial threads，五nelyscaled， fine intercalary threads and con-
centric growth lines. It is allied to Pecten (Propeamussium) riversi Arnold (1906)， 
but it di旺'ersfrom the latter by its right valve with less developed internal ribs and 
the left valve having more prominently imbricated radial ribs. 
Geologic and geogra，ρhic distribution :-Pliocene to Recent. Pacific side of 
Japan， Japan Sea and Bering Sea to Panama Bay. 
Occurrence :-Loc. 4 (few) of the Nakanokawa formation; Loc. 17 (rare) and 
Loc. 39 (common) of the Chinkope formation. 
Subfamily Pectininae 
Genus Oltl仰 1，ys(Bolten) Roding， 1798 
Type-species (Subsequent designation by Herrmannsen， 1846): Pecten i・'slandicusMuller， 
176. Recent， Iceland. 
Ohlaωys ara}抑制)ai(Nomura)， 1935 
Pl. 6， fig. 20. 
Pecten islandicus， Matsumoto， 1930， p.104， pl.40，五g.9 (non Muller， 176). 
Pecten (Pecten) arakawai Nomura， 1935c. p. 41， pl.4，五gs.1，2. 
Pecten (Chlamys) arakawai， Nomura， 1940， p.17， pl.2，五gs.1-3. 
Coralichlamys shig仰 wiHirayama， 1954， p.51， pl.3，五g.2.
Chlamys arakawai， Masuda， 1954， p.150， pl.19，五gs.1-6. 
Dimensions (in mm) :-Specimen Length H時ht Depth Valve 
no. 74-3a 4.2 54.2 6.0 left 
Remarks:一Thepr，邸entspecies is characterized by having moderately inflated 
shell which Is higher than long， wIth about 28 imbricated， flatly round-topped radial 
ribs nearly equal to their interspaces in breadth and五neintercalary threads， and 
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by the auricle being larger and longer anteriorly than the posterior. It resembles 
Chlamys ingeniosa (Yokoyama) (1929)， but it can be distinguished by the larger 
number of radial ribs and broader interspaces. 
Geologic distl仏 ution:-Early to Middle Miocene. 
Occurrence :-Loc. 40 (rare) of the Kunnui formation. 
ぜJhlam噌2同 chil乱kopm乱骨isMasuda and Sawada， 1961 
Pl. 4， ngs. 3-4. 
Chlamys chinkopensis Masuda and Sawada， 1961， p.21， p1.4，五gs.6， 7.
Dimensions (in mm) :-Specimen Length Height Depth Valve 
no. 42-3a 65.9 72.5 14.9 right 
Remarks :-Many well preserved specimens are in the collection. 
Geologic and geogrゅんicdistribution :-Pliocene to Recent. Off Paramushiro 
Island， Kurile Islands. 
Occurrence :-Loc. 37 (abundant) and Loc. 38 (common) of the Chinkope for-
matlOn. 
ぜJhlα1'nycosibe:nsお (Yokoyama)，1911 
Pl. 6， ng. 24. 
Pecten cosibensis Y 01王oyama，1911， p.4， p1.1，五gs.3，4; Yol王oyama，1920， p.156， pl.13， figs. 7， 
8; Y okoyama， 1923， p.7， pl.1， fig. 5. 
Pecten tigerrinuらYokoyama， 1911， p.3， pl.1，五gs.1， 12(non Muller， 1776); Y okoyama， 1920， 
p. 153， pl.14，五gs.5， 6 (non Mull巴r，176). 
Pecten swiftii Y okoyama， 1920， p.154， pl.14，五g.1 (non Bernardi， 1858). 
Pecten heteroglYlうtusvar. cosibensis， Y okoyama， 1926b. p. 304， pl.3，五gs.6，7. 
Chlamys cosibensis， Kuroda and Honma， 1930， p.36， pl.3，五g.12. 
Chlamys S'1iゆietchegoini， Otuka， 1935b， p.886， pl.55，五g.140 (non Anderson， 1905). 
Pecten (Pallium) cosibensis， Nomura and Hatai， 1935c， p.97， pl.12，五gs.5-9， pl.13，五gs.ι7.
Pecten (Pallium) heteroglyρtus， Nomura and Hatai， 1935c， p.99， pl.1，五g.7 (non Y okoyama， 
1926). 
Chlamys islandica var. swzftii form etchegoini， Kubota， 1950， p.15， pL 8，五g.54， pl.9，五g.68，
(non Anderson， 1905). 
Chlamys cosibensis cosibensi.らMasuda，1959b， p.122， pl.13，品gs.1-9. 
Dimensions (in mm) :-Specimen Length Height Depth Valve 
no. 66-1a 39.6 42.7 1.8 right 
no. 66-1b 5.0 56.3 left 
Remarks:一Thisspecies is allied to Chlamys swiftii (Bernardi) Schrenck， 
1867)， but is distinguishable by its posteriorly contorted shell which is much higher 
than long， smaller apical angle， triangular anterior auricle， hinge with rather simple 
cardinal crura and rather flat hinge plate. 
Geologic distribution ;-Middle Miocene to Pliocene. 
Occurrence :ー Loc.9 (common) and Loc. 16 (common) of the Nakanokawa 
formation; Loc. 21 (few) and Loc. 39 (common) of the Chinkope formation. 
ぜJhlα首nysdaAshαI芯αensisMasuda and Sawada， 1961 
Pl. 1， ng. 1， Pl. 4， ng. 1. 
Pecten (Pecten) iwakianus， Nomura and Hatai， 1935c， p.102， pl. 12，五g.3， pl.13，五g.8 (non 
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Y okoyama， 1925). 
Chlamys (Chlamys) iwakiana， Kanehara， 1942b， p.137， pl. 15，五g.5， pl. 16，五g.6 (non Y oko司
yama， 1925). 
Chlamys hastatus iwakiana， Kubota， 1950， p.14， pl. 8，五g.52， pl. 9，五g.64 (non Y okoyama， 
1925). 
Chlamys i叩 d長，:ana，Itoigawa， 1958， pl.1，五g.12 (non Y 01∞yama， 1925) 
Chlamys daishakaensis Masuda and Sawada， 1961， p.23， pl.4，五gs.8， 9.
Dirnensions (in rnrn):一Specimen Length Height Depth Valve 
no. 7-lb 91.0 9.5 21.1 right 
no.7←1c 78.9 8.1 20.0 right 
no. 38-5a 31.3 36.0 5.5 right 
no. 38-5b 63.4 71.1 15.5 left 
no. 66-2a 102.0 19.9 right 
Rernarks :-Abundant well preserved specimens were collected from several 
localities in the present area. The present species is characterized by having ratner 
thick， subequilateral shell with about 24， elevated， prominent， imbricated radial ribs 
which are accompanied with fine radial threads， narrow anterior auricle which is 
much larger and longer than the posterior and ve巧Tdeep byssal notch in the right 
valve， and with the very similarly sculptured left valve. 
Geologic distribution :-Late Miocene to Pliocene. 
Occurrence :-Loc. 2 (abundant)， Loc. 3 (abundant)， Loc. 6 (common)， Loc. 7 
(common)， Ioc. 9 (abundant)， Loc. 14 (abundant) and Loc. 16 (abundant) of the 
Nakanokawa formation; Loc. 26 (common)， Loc. 27 (few) and Loc. 39 (few) of the 
Chinkope formation. 
Ohlw鈎ysislandica erythγoco制併α(Dall)，1907 
Pl. 4， figs. 8 
Pecten (Chlamys) erythrocomatωDall， 1907， p.170. 
Chlamys erythrocomata， Kinoshita and Isahaya， 1934， p.14， pl.1，五g.75.
Chlamys islandi・'ca，Kubota， 1950， p.96， pl.8，五g.53， pl.9，五g.65 (non M日ler，176). 
Chlamys islandica var. pilikaensis Kubota， 1950， p.97， pl.8， fig. 56， pl.9，五gs.67-71 
Chlamys (Chlamys) islandica erythrocomata， Habe， 1951， p.73，五gs.140， 141. 
Chlamys islandica erj品rocomata，Kira， 1955， p.124， pl.49，五g.13; Oyama， 1958， Chlamys (5)， 
五gs.4， 5.
Dirnensions (in rnrn) :-Specim巴n Length Height Width or Depth Valv巴
no. 42-1a 73.9 81.5 16.9 right 
no. 42-1b 68.3 72.1 9.0 !eft 
no. 42-1c 75.1 78.0 26.4 mtact 
no. 42-2a 75.2 80.0 15.0 right 
no. 42-2b 74.3 77.4 12.2 !eft 
no・25-1a 78.2 82.2 18.9 right 
Rernarks :-Chlarnys islandica var. piliんαen:巾 describedby Kubota from the 
present area in 1950， and characterized by its irregular radial ribs gathered into 
several fascicular bundles may be referred to the preseηt species. According to 
Dall (1907， p.170)， the present species di旺ersfrom islandicαin the following 
details. “From islandica its radii are smaller， keeled and minutely spinose instead 
of smooth and ftat on top and laterally rounded; the minor reticular sculpture is 
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more oblique and rough， the channels between the radii relatively wider; the radii 
themselves are gathered obscurely into fascicular bundles， which as a whole are 
rasied like wide obsolete ribs". Chlamys cosibensis (Yokoyama) (1911) is an allied 
species of the present one， but is distinguishable from the latter by the larger shell， 
more radial ribs， and much less distinct concentric constrictions. 
Geologicω1d geogr.ゅんた distribution:-Pliocene to Recent. North Pacific， 
Bering Sea and Okhotsk Sea. 
Occurrence :一Loc.11 (few)， Loc. 12 (abundant)， Loc. 15 (common)， Loc. 16 
(few) and Loc. 20 (common) of the Nakanokawa formation; Loc. 18 (rare)， Loc. 
28 (rare)， Loc. 35 (rare)， Loc. 36 (rare)， Loc. 37 (abundant) and Loc. 38 (common) 
of the Chinkope formation. 
Chlα1nys k'll1nαnοdo併 'lsisMasuda， 1953 
Pl. 1， ng. 12， Pl. 6， ngs. 21-23 
Chlamys kuma刀odoensisMasuda， 1953， p.85， pl.8，五gs.9-11 
Dimensions (in mm) :-Specimen Length Height Depth Valve 











Remarl~s :ー Thepresent species is characterized by the moderately thick and 
convex shell with about 50 smooth radial ribs which are much broader than their 
interspaces， rarely divide into two or three riblets， and faint， fi.ne， concentric growth 
lines， undulations by the rest of growth， and auricle much longer anteriorly than 
posterior， furnished with deep byssal notch. 1t resembles Chlamys cosibensis 
heteroglypta (Yokoyama) (1926)， but it is distinguishable from the latter by its many 
and rather smooth and :flated radial ribs. 
Geologic distribution :-Early Miocene. 
Occurrence :-Loc. 40 (abundant) and Loc 41 (abundant) of the Kunnui for-
matlOn. 
Chlα例 ys官'lippone附 isKuroda， 1932 
Pl. 1， ngs. 8-9. 
Pecten laetus， Lischke， 1869， p.169， pl.12，五gs.6， 7 (non Gould， 1861); Kuster and Kobelt in 
Martini und Chemnitz， vol. 7， p.134， pl.37，五gs.4， 5 (non Gould， 1861); Y oshiwara， 1902， p.
143， pl.2，五gs.4a-b (non Gould， 1861); Tokunaga， 1906， p.65， pl.4， fig. 2 (non Gould， 1861); 
Y okoyama， 1920， p.152， pl.14，五gs.1， 2 (non Gould， 1861). 
Chl，ρmysfaげ erinipponensis Kuroda， 1932， vol. 3， no. 2， Append.， p.91; Kuroda， 1933， p.5， 
fig. 37; Habe， 1960， pl.5，五gs.16， 17. 
Chlamys farreriα知zaraKuroda， 1932， vol. 3， no. 2， p.92，五g.105. 
Chlamys nippoen叩 ;s，Taki in Hirase， 1951， pl.13， fig. 4; Kira， 1955， p.9， pl.49，五g.11; Oyama， 
1957， Chlamys (2)，五gs.3， 4， Chlamys (3)，五gs.2， 4-6. 
Chlamys ni伸oensisakaz，ω-a， Oyama， 1957， Chlamys (2)，五gs.5， 6， Chlamys (3)，五g.3.
Chlamys (Chよamys)niPponensis， Ozaki， 1958， p.115， pl.20，五g.2.
Dimensions (in mm) :-Specimen Length Height Depth Valve 
no. 36-9a - 36.8 6.0 right 
no. 36-9b 4.25 一一 left
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Remarks :一Thepresent one is closely related to Chlamys farreri (Jones and 
Preston) (Kuroda， 1932)， but it can be distinguished from nipponensis by its very 
unequal radial ribs which are more prominently scaled in the right valve. Chlamys 
iwakiana (Y okoyama) (1925) is a closely allied species， but the present one di汀ers
from iwakiana by its less inflated right valve， larger number of somewhat unequal 
radial ribs which bi-or tri-furcated. 
Geologic and geognゅんた distribution:-Late Pliocene to Recent. Paci五cand 
Japan Sea. 
Occurrence :ー Loc.1 (common) of the Soibetsugawa formation. 
ぜア~lα幻1，ys osugii Kubota， 1950 
Pl. 1， fig. 4， Pl. 3， fig. 6. 
Chlamys islandica var. osugii Kubota， 1950， p.16， pl.8， fig. 57. 
Dimensions (in mm) :-Specimen Length Height Depth Valve 
no. 66-4a 71.0 63.5 ca. 7.0 right 
no. 66-4b 57.5 53.0 7.0 right 
no. 66-4c 50.5 47.0 7.5 left 
no. 66-4d 74.0 69.0 left 
Remarks :-Chlamys chinkφensis Masuda and Sawada (1961) is closely allied 
to the present species， but it differs from the present one by its fewer number of 
radial ribs which usually divide into two parts. Some of the present specimens 
show subequilateral shape and radial ribs compared with Kubota's type specimen. 
Geologic distribution :-Pliocene. 
Occurrence :-Loc. 16 (abundant) of the Nakanokawa formation. 
Chlan乱ysotukαe Masuda and Sawada， 1961 
Pl. 1， figs. 6-7. 
Chlamys sp.， Otuka， 1935b， p.887， pl.55， fig. 142. 
? Patinopect，四 sp.，Hirayama， 1954， p.5， pl.3，五g.6.
Chゐmyscf. hataii Masuda and Akutsu， 1956， p.131， pl.20， figs. 7-9. 
Chlamys otukae Masuda and Sawada， 1961， p.19， pl.4，五gs.1-5. 
Dimensions (in mm) :-Specimen Length Height Depth Valve 
no. 73-1c 42.0 4.1 8.0 right 
no. 73-1d 41.7 43.0 6.8 right 
Remarks :-The present species closely resembles Chlamys kumanodoensis 
Masuda (1953)， but it can be distinguished from the latter by its more elevated， 
flatly round.ωpped and fewer number of radial ribs of the valve. 
Geologic distribution :-Early to Middle Miocene. 
Occurrence :-Loc. 40 (common) of the Kunnui formation. 
Ghl仰 1，ys抑制uraeMasuda and Sawada， 1961 
Pl. 1，五g.2， Pl. 4， fig. 18 
Chlσmys tamurae Masuda and Sawada， 1961， p.27， pl.4，五gs.12-15. 
Dimensions (in mm) :-Specimen Length H巴凶t Depth Valve 
no. 96-1a 35.5 4.9 right 
no. 96-1b 28.4 36.0 5.1 right 
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Dimensions (in mm) :--Specimen Length Height Depth Valve 
no. 96-1c - 5.5 right 
no. 96-1d ca. 3.5 - ca. 3.5 right 
Remarks:一Thepresent species is similar to Chlamysφuntia (Dall) (1898)， 
but it is distinguishable from the latter by the undivided radial ribs which are 
narrower than the interspaces and folded surface. Chlamys mollita (Reeve) (1853) 
is an allied species of the present one， but it differs from the latter by its sub-
orbicular and equilateral shell， larger apical and angle and unfolded surface. 
Geologic distribution :一一Pliocene.
Occurrence :-Known only from the type locality (Loc. 23， abundant) ，of the 
Chinkope formation. 
Genus Placοpecten Verrill， 1897 
Type-speci巴s: Pecten clintonius Say， 1824. Miocene Y orktown formation of St. Marys， 
Maryland， U.S.A. 
Plctノ伸'Pe付ense仰鈍α仰 1.8is(Kubota)， 1950 
Pl. 1， figs. 25-26. 
Pecten (Placopecten) seta刀aensisKubota， 1950， p.184， pl.7， figs. 1-4; Kubota， 1950， p.96， pl.9， 
fig. 63. 
Dimensions (iη mm):一Specimen Length He凶lt Depth Valve 
no. 74-5a 81.5 84.0 - left 
no. 74-5b 68.7 6.0 right 
no. 74-5c 54.0 54.0 - right 
Remarks :-Abundant well preserved specimens were collected from the arkose 
medium-grained sandstone of the Kunnui formation. This species is characteristic 
and known only from the present locality. The present species closely resembles 
Placopecten protomollitus (Nomura， 1935)， but the former differs from the present 
one by having larger shells with imbricated intercalarly threads in the right valve， 
and finely imbricated radial ribs and intercalary threads in the left valve. 
Geologic distribution :-Early Miocene. 
Occurrence :-Loc. 40 (abundant) and Loc. 41 (abundant) of the Kunnui for-
mation. 
Plαcop何 tenwa}加yaensisMasuda， 1956 
Pl. 1，五g.10 
Placopecten wakuyaensis Masuda， 1956， p.23， pl.3.五gs.1-4. 
Dimensions (in mm) :--Specimen Length Height Depth Valve 
no. 74-2b ca. 81.0 ca. 83.0 ca. 9.1 right 
no. 74-2c ca. 30.5 ← ca. 3.7 left 
Remarks :-Several large slightly swollen and fractured valves， and young small 
valves are at hand. The present species is characterized by the moderately thick， 
compressed and oribicular shell with about 22， faint， very low， round-topped radial 
ribs which are much broader than their interspaces and obsolete towards ventral 
margin， apical angle of about 1000 and a litle larger anterior auricle furnished with 
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wide and shallow byssal notch. 
Geologic distribution :-Early Miocene. 
Occurrence :-Loc. 40 (common) of the Kunnui formation. 
Genus Sw1j'topecten Hertlein， 1935 
Type叩 eci巴s: Pecten sw~βii Bernardi， 1858， Recent， Northern Japan. 
品viftopectensw1j'tii (Bernardi)， 1858 
Pl. 1，五g.3， Pl. 2， fig. 3， Pl. 3，五g.4.
Pecten swi_βi， Schrenck， 1867， p.487， pl.21，五gs.1-3; Kochibe， 1882， p.75， pl.5，五g.2; Kuster 
and Kobelt in Martini und Chemnitz， 1888， vol. 7， pt.2， p.142， pl.40， fig. 3; Yoshiwara， 1902， 
p. 144， pl.2，五gs.6a-b; Y okoyama， 1925c， p.27; Y okoyama， 1926b， p.303， pl.37， figs. 5， 6.
Pecten (Pallium) swiftii， Grant and Gale， 1931， p.171， pl.10，五gs.5， 6;Nomura and Hatai， 
1935c， p.98， pl.9，五g.8， pl.10，五gs.3， 4， pl.1， fig. 8， pl.13，五gs.8. 
Chlamys swiftii， Kinoshita and Isahaya， 1934， p.14， pl.10，五g.74; Taki in Hirase， 1951， pl.12， 
五g.5.
Chlamys islandica var. s叩 ifti，Kubota， 1950， p.12， pl.9，五gs.6， 67. 
Chlamys s叩 ifti，Habe， 1951， p.74，五g.150; Habe， 1955， p.6， pl.2，五g.7; Kira， 1955， p.9， pl.
49，五g.14. 
Chlamys (Swψopecten) swifti， Habe， 1958， pl.12，五g.18; Habe， 1960， p.4， pl.1，五g.16. 
Chlamys (Swi_βopecten) sωφi， Masuda， 1959a， p.87， pl.9，五gs.1-7. 
Swiftoect印刷ifti.Masuda， 1960， p.380， pl.39，五gs.9， 10. 
Dimensions (in mm) :-Specimen Length Height D巴pth Valve 
no. 38-1a 75.2 89.0 16.5 right 
no. 38-1b 63.0 72.8 14.5 left 
no. 38-1c 50.1 63.5 10.0 left 
no. 38-1d 14.0 15.8 2.0 right 
no. 7-2a 50.0 61.0 19.0 left 
no. 36-1a 23.2 27.2 3.6 left 
Remarks:一Abundantand well preserved specimens are in the collection. The 
present species is characterized by the rather large and thick shell with apical angle 
of about 700， four rather prominent， round‘topped radial ribs which are broader 
than their interspaces， rather distinct五nenetwork on the whole surface of the 
right valve， and by the left valve having conspicuously nodosed radial ribs. The 
present one is closely similar to Sω供。ρectenswiftii kindlei (Dall) (1920)， but it 
di旺'ersfrom the latter by the concentric waves. 
Geologic and geogァゅんicdistribution :一MiddleMiocene to Recent. Northern 
Honshu， Hokkaido， Kurile Islands， Saghalien， West coast of Amurland， Mamiya 
Strait， North-western Korea， Korea Strait， 0旺Alaska.
Occurrence :-Loc. 1 (abundant) of the Soibetsugawa formation; Loc. 2 (rare)， 
Loc. 3 (common)， Loc. 4 (few)， Loc. 6 (abundant) and Loc. 8 (common) of the Na-
kanokawa formation; Loc. 24 (rare)， Loc. 25 (few)， Loc. 26 (few)， Loc. 27 (few)， 
Loc. 28 (few) and Loc. 33 (few) of the Chinkope formation. 
Genus Nanαochlα官nysHatai and Masuda， 1953 
Type-species: Pecten notoensis Y okoyama， 1929. Miocene Nanao formation of Ishikawa 
Prefecture. 
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.Nrl;l1αochlαJnys宮wtoen.c;si(Y okoyama)， 1929 
Pl. 3， hg. 1. 
Pecten notoensis Y okoyama， 1929， p.4， pl.3，五gs.1 ~4， pl. 4， figs. 1， 2， pl.5，五g.1. 
Pecten natoriensis Matsumoto， 1930， p.104， pl.40，五gs.10， 11. 
Pecten刀atoriensissubovalis Matsumoto， 1930， p.105， pl.40，五g.12. 
Pecten natorie冗szsznequzゐteralisMatsumoto， 1930， p.105， pl.40，五gs.13， 14. 
Velopecten survivans Matsumoto， 1930， p.106， pl.40，五gs.16~18. 
Pecten (Pecten) notoensis， Nomura and Zinbo， 1935， p.161， pl.15， fig. 27. 
Pecten (Chlamys) notoensis， Nomura， 1940， p.18， pl.1，五gs.4~7. 
Chlamys islandicaπotoens九 Kubota，1950， p.17， pl.9，五g.74.
Nanaochlamys notocnsis， Hatai and Masuda， 1953， p.77， pl.7，五gs.1~7; Masuda， 1960， p.378， 
五gs.1~5. 
Dimensions (仇 mm);-Specimen Length Height Depth Valve 
no. 74~6a 80.0 79.5 24.0 right 
Remarks ;-This species is characterized by having rather large， thick shell 
which is flat in earlier stage of left valve， forming an angle of about 900 at apex 
and six， prominent， rounded smooth or五nelystraited radial ribs which becoming 
numerous ventrally by bifurcation. The young shell of this species is di伍cultto 
distinguish from the one of Swiftopecten swiftii (Bernardi) (Masuda， 1960)， but it 
differs from the latter by having larger apical angle， not contorted shell and nar-
rower byssal area. 
Geologic distribution ;-Early Miocene. 
Occurrence :一Loc.40 (common) of the Kunnui formation. 
Genus Patiriノο.pectenDall， 1898 
Type勾species: Pccten caurinus Gould， 1850. Recent， California， U.S.A. 
Pαtinopecten kαgαω叫anus(Yokoyama)， 1923 
Pl. 3， hg. 13. 
Pectcn kagamianus Y okoyama， 1923a， p.8， pl. 1，五gs.1a~b; Nomura a吋 Onisi，1940， p.190， 
pl. 19，五g.4.
Pcctcn plicicostulatus Matsumoto， 1930， p.105， pl.40， fig. 15. 
Pccten (Pccten) kagamianus， Nomura， 1940， p.16， pl.2，五g.15. 
Pccten (Lyropectcn) kagamianus， Kゆota，1950. p. 14， pl.9，五g.62.
Patinolうectenkagamianus kagamianus， Masuda， 1958， p.274， pl.40，五gs.4， 5.
Dimensions (in mm) :-Specimen Length Height Depth Valve 
no. 74~la 145.5 144.2 15.3 right 
no. 74~lb 32.5 34.0 4.9 left 
no. 74~lc 26.0 28.5 2.9 1巴ft
no. 74~ld 29.5 30.5 4.1 left 
Remarks ;-The present one is similar to Patinopecten yamasakii (Y okoyama) 
(1925)， but the latter has a fewer number of low and rather flat radial ribs which 
tri-or bifurcate and a few or several intercalary threads in the right vavle. 
Geologic distribution :一EarlyMiocene. 
Occurrence: Loc. 40 (common) of the Kunnui formation. 
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Pω伽 opectentοku才師グai(Yokoyama)， 1911 
Pl. 7，五g.1. 
Pecten tokunagai Yokoyama， 1911， p.4， pl.1， fig. 2; Y okoyama， 1920， p.158， pl.12，五g.1. 
Pecten plebejus Y okoyama， 1926b， p.305， pl.36，五gs.1，2. 
Dimensions (in mm) :-Specimen Length Height Depth Valve 
no. 25-3a ca. 124.1 ca. 123.0 ca. 6.5 left 
Remarks :-A slightly swollen and partly fractured left valve is at hand. The 
present species is characterized by its nearly flat and slightly concaved inwards shell 
with rather distinct， low，五neradial ribs which are much narrower than the in司
terspaces and distinct in upper part of disc but become obsolete towards ventral 
margin， and distinct network on the whole surface in the left valve. The present 
species is closely allied to Patinopecten yessoensis (Jay) (1857)， but it differs from 
the latter by the left valve which has distinct， low， very五neradial ribs which tend 
to become obsolete towards ventral margin and characteristic network on the whole 
surface. 
Geologic distri・bution:一Pliocene.。ccurrence:一Loc.4 (common) of the Nakanokawa formation; Loc. 19 (few)， 
Loc. 27 (few) and Loc. 39 (common) of the Chinkope formation. 
Patil'，附pectentokyoe糊臼 (Tokunaga)，1906 
Pl. 7， fig. 21. 
Pecten ρlica， Brauns， 1881， p.48， pl.7，品g.30 (non Linne， 1761). 
Pccten tokyoensis Tokunaga， 1906， p.65， pl.5，五gs.1-10; Yokoyama， 1920， p.158， pl.14，五gs.
7，8. 
Pecten (1勺tinopecten)tokyoensis， Kuroda， 1933， p.5，五g.36; Niino， 1936， p.359， pl.3，五gs.1-4， 
pl. 4， figs. 1-21; Kubota， 1950， p.13， pl.8， fig. 51. 
Patinopecten (Pecten) tokyoensis， Niino， 1952， pl.4，五gs.1-4. 
Patinopecten (Patinopectcn) tokyoensis， Ozaki， 1958， p.117， pl.20，五g.7.
Dimensions (仇 mm):-Specimen Length Height Depth Valve 
no. 36-2a 130.1 ca. 135.0 2.0 right 
no. 36-2b - ca. 14.5 left 
no. 36-2c 14.8 15.8 1.8 right 
no. 36-2d 10.2 11.3 1.1 left 
Remarks :-Abundant well preserved s戸cimenswere collected from the五ne
grained sandstone of the Soibetsugawa formation in the present ar回 Thisspecies 
is characterized by its large shell with eight to nine round陶topped，rather low， broad 
radial ribs which divide into several unequal riblets and usually tend to become 
obsolete towards the ventral margin in the right valve， and by the left valve having 
slightly inflated somewhat curved upwards， rather low， roof-like shaped radial ribs 
which are nぽ rowerthan their interspaces. 
Geologic distribution :-Late Pliocene to Pleistocene. 
Occur・rence:-Loc. 36 (abundant) of the Soibetsugawa formation. 
Pat仰 opect仰 yessoe:.ω・is(Jay) ， 1857 
Pl. 3， fig. 5， Pl. 7，五g.lO.
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Pecten yessoensis Jay， 1857， p.393， pl.3，五gs.3， 4， pl.4，五gs.1， 2; Schrenck， 1867， p.484， pl.
20，五gs.1-4; Lischke， 1869， p.165， pl.10，五gs.3， 4;Kuster and Kobelt in Martini und Chem-
nitz， 1888， vol. 7， pt.2， p.139， pl.38，五g.7; Y oshiwara， 1902， p.142， pl.1，五gs.2a-b; Y oko-
yama， 1911， p.2， pl.1， figs. 13， 14; Y okoyama， 1920， p.159， pl.13， figs. 14， 15; Y okoyama， 
1931， p.195， pl.1， fig. 9; Taki in Hirase， 1951， pl.14，五g.1. 
P抗:ten(Patinopecten) yessoensis， Kuroda. 1932， vol. 3， no. 2， Append.， p.99，五g.110; Kinoshita 
and Isahaya， 1934， p.14， pl.11， fig. 77; Kubota， 1950， p.13， pl.8，五g.50; Oyama， 1958， Pecten， 
figs. 3-11. 
Pecten (Patinopecten) plιbejus， Kubota， 1950， p.13， pl.9， fig. 61 (non Y okoyama， 1926). 
Patinopecten yessoensis， Habe， 1951， p.82，五g.161; Habe， 1955， p.7， pl.14，五g.6; Kira， 1955， 
p. 99， pl.49，五g.16; Habe， 1960， pl.5，五g.13. 
Dimensions (in mm) :-Specimen Length Height Depth Valv巴
no. 38-2a 26.0 27.1 3.1 right 
no. 38-2b 24.5 26.0 2.8 left 
no. 38-2c 120.0 119.8 24.1 right 
no. 38-2d 130.0 126.0 9.2 left 
Remarks:ー Thisspecies is characterized by its large shell， right valve having 
usually with 21 to 28， rather low， satly round-topped， smooth radial ribs which 
are somewhat broader than their interspaces， and by the left valve having nearly 
sat or slightly insated or rarely concaved inward. According to Kinoshita (1937) 
the number of radial ribs of the right valve from Hokkaido varies from 15 to 32， 
21 to 24 being the frequent number， and that of the left valve varies from 13 to 
31 and the most frequent number is 20. The number of radial ribs of the present 
specimens varies from 21 to 28 and 22 to 24 are the frequent number. The 
present species is a very common scallop in Northern Japan. 
Geologic and geographic distribution :一Plioceneto Recent. Paci五cand Japan 
Sea. 
Occm掲rence:-Loc. 2 (common)， Loc. 4 (abundant)， Loc. 5 (abundant)， Loc. 6 
(abundant)， Loc. 8 (abundant) and Loc. 9 (few) of the Nakanokawa formation; Loc. 
24 (common)， Loc. 27 (few)， Loc. 33 (abundant) and Loc. 37 (few) of the Chinkope 
formation. 
F amily Linidae 
Genus L，ωωBruguierム1797
Type-species: Ostrea lima Linnる， 1758. Recent， Indo-Pacific. 
Subgenus AcestαH. and A. Adams， 1858 
Type-species: Ostrea exca'Vata Fabricius， 1779. Recent， Norwegen. 
Li制 α(A仰 'stα)goliath Sowerby， 1883 
Lima goliath Sowerby， 1883， p.30， pl.7，五g.3; Yokoyama， 1920， p.147， pl.16， figs.7， 8;Yo-
koyama， 1925c， p.26， pl.2，五gs.1， 4; Yokoyama， 1927b， p.188， pl.50，五g.1; Taki in Hirase， 
1951， pl.16，五g.4; Habe 1951， p.88，五gs.176， 17. 
Lima (Ac出ta)goliath， Oyama， 1943， p.39， pl.3，五gs.1a-b， pl.14，五g.8.
Lima (Acesta) goliath yagenensis， Ozaki， 1958， p.117， pl.12，五g.6 (non Otuka， 1939). 
Acesta goliath， Yamamoto and Habe， 1958， p.16， pl.3，五gs.13， 14， pl.4， fig. 16; Kira， 1960， 
p. 129， pl.52，五g.10; Habe， 1960， p.4， pl.5， fig. 9. 
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Remarks :-A swol1en and fractured right valve of which dimensions are 
unknown is in the col1ection. The present species is characterized by its somewhat 
obliquely ovate and rather flattened shel1 with straight antero-dorsal margin， broadly 
rounded postero-dorsal one and anteriorly situated umbo with 1040 umbonal angle; 
and the deeply excavated cardinal area. 
Geologic and geogra;ρhic distribution :-Early Miocene to Recent. Northern 
and Central Honshu. 
Occurrence :-Loc. 11 (rare) ， Loc. 14 (rare) and Loc. 16 (rare) of the Nakano司
kawa formation; Loc. 26 (rare) and Loc. 35 (few) of the Chinkope formation. 
F amily Anomiidae 
Cenus MoniαGray， 1850 
Type-species (Subsequ巴ntd邸 ignationby Kobelt， 1881): Anomia zωlandiωGray， 1843. 
Recent， New Zealand. 
Mon的削αcrosckls制 α(Dashayes)，1839 
Pl. 6， figs. 1-2. 
Anomia macroschisma， Philippi， 1850， p.132， pl.1，品g.4.
Placunanomia macroschisma， Reeve， 1859， vol. 1， pl.2，五g.7.
Placunanomia alope， Reeve， 1859， vol. 1， pl.3，五gs.lla-b. 
Placunanomia cepio， Reeve， 1859， vol. 1， pl.3，五gs.12a-b. 
Placunanomia macroschisma， Fischer， 1887， p.932， pl.16，五g.4.
Jtlonia macroschisma， Arnold， 1909， p.75， pl.14，五g.1; Arnold and Anderson， 1910， p.110， 
pl. 36，五g.1. 
Pododesmus macroschisma， Oldroyd， 1924， p.65， pl.26，五gs.1a-b; Grand and Gale， 1931， p.241， 
pl. 12，五gs.3， 4a-b; Nomura， 1935c， p.48; Nomura and Hatai， 1935c， p.109， pl.9，五gs.2， 3.
Anomia densicostul.σta Y okoyama， 1925a， p.16， pl.2，五g.3.
Plaωnanomia ingens Y okoyama， 1925a， p.16， pl.4， fig. 1. 
Placunanomia macroschゐ、ma，Yokoyama， 1926b， p.301， pl.35，五gs.7， 8.
Pododesmus (Mon勾)ma口ー'oschisma，Kuroda in Honn同 1931，p. 40， pl.3，五g.16， pl.4，五g.18; 
Kuroda， 1932， vol. 3， no. 4， Append.， p.121，五gs.134， 135: Kinoshita and Isahaya， 1934， p.13， 
pl. 9，五g.66; Nomnra and Hatai， 1937， p.131， p1.19，五gs.7， 8.
Monia macrochisma， Habe， 1951， p.90: Habe， 1955， p.8， pl.7，五gs.16， 17; Habe， 1958a， p.271， 
pl. 12，品g.20; Kira， 1959， p.118， pl.46， fig. 9; Okada and Taki， 1960， p.75， pl. 38， fig. 6; 
Habe， 1960， p.5， pl.3，五gs.15， 16. 
Dimensions (in mm) :-Sp巴Clmen Length Height Width or Depth Valve 
no. 36-6a 58.0 57.5 13.0 right 
no. 36-6b 57.5 56.7 10.5 left 
no. 25-2 63.0 62.5 25.0 mtact 
Remarks:一Severalwell preserved intact and isolated valves were collected 
from several localities in the present area. This is a well-known cold water form 
and fossils are also not rare in the Tertiary deposits of Northeast Honshu and 
Hokkaido. Anomia chinensis Philippi (1850) is closely allied to the present one， 
but di旺ersfrom the latter by having two muscle scars and one byssal scar. 
Geologic and geogr.ゅんた distribution:-Miocene to Recent. Northern Hon-
shu， Hokkaido to the North Paci五c.
Occur・rence: Loc. 1 (abundant) of the Soibetsugawa formation; Loc. 2 (com司
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mon)， Loc. 6 (rare)， Loc. 8 (common)， Loc. 13 (common)， Loc. 14 (abundant)， Loc. 
15 (rare) and Loc. 16 (abundant) of t1e Nakanokawa formation; Loc. 26 (common)， 
Loc. 27 (common)， Loc. 29 (few)， Loc. 30 (common) and Loc. 34 (rare) of the 
Chinkope formation. 
M仰車伽 macγoschistnαezo側 α(Kanehara)，1942 
Pl. 2， fig. 26. 
Podod，凸musmacroschis庁ta(Deshayes) var. ezoanus Kan巴hara，1942， p.136， pl.15，五gs.1， 2， pl.
16，五g.1; Hatai and Nisiyama， 1952， p.131. 
Dimensions (in mm) :-Specimen Length Height Width or Depth Valve 
no. 36-7 42.0 4.2 15.0 intact 
no. 2804-12 39.0 45.9 12.8 left 
Remarks:一Thepresent form is characterized by the development of五nebut 
distinct， very close-set radial striations， which are partly restricted in occurrence 
between the thicker radial ribs of nearly the same apperance as that of the species， 
but in the greater part of the shell surface covering even the surface of the ribs give 
a rough appearance. The present form was just described by K. Kanehara (1942) 
from the Pliocene of the present area as a variety of Pododesmus macroschisma. 
This is the first record of the presen凶tform from localities other than the t勿yp伊e 
locality (Yunosawa丸， K仁uroma拭tsuna討i
GeωO仇Zゐogicd;必tおst凶fバibωuti，μ的白on:γ一P到lioc田en配1児e(閃?トN、q匂J払a北k王a叩no旧O北ka側waand Sお01ゐbe出t匂su昭1港gawaformations). 
Occurrence :-Loc. 1 (rare) of the Soibetsugawa formation; Loc. 6 (rare) of 
the Nakanokawa formation. 
Mt倒的 umbo附加 (Geould)，1861 
Pl. 1， figs. 13-14. 
pμcunanomia umbonata Gould， 1861， p.39 (fide Habe， 1958). 
Anomia sematana， Yokoyama， 1922， p.177， pl.14，五gs.20， 21. 
Anomia lunulata， Yokoyama， 1922， p.177， pl.14，五gs.2， 23. 
Pododesmus (Monia) radiatus， Nomura and Zinbo， 1936， p.288， pl.11，五gs.5a-b. 
Monia radiata， Habe， 1951， p.90，五gs.182-185. 
Monia umbonata， Kuroda， 1953， vol. 1， no. 24， p.199， pl.27， fig. 14， pl.28， fig. 19; Yamamoto 
and Habe， 1958， p.19， pl.3，五g.9; Habe， 1958a， p.271， pl.12，五gs.12， 19; Okada and Taki， 
1960， p.75， pl.38，五g.5.
Dimensions (in mm):ー Specimen Le時 th Height Depth Valve 
no. 36-8a 21.3 2.1 2.0 left 
no. 2804-3a 27.5 25.0 4.0 left 
no. 2804-3b 20.0 19.1 2.5 left 
Remarks :-Several well preserved shells are in the collection. The specimens 
examined are nearly circular，自atand thin， the fine concentric striations cover the 
shell surface and low radial ribs develop near the shell margin， the flat beak is 
situated slightly inward from the shell margin and one muscle scar and one byssal 
scar is on the inside of the left valve. 
Geologic and geographic distribution :-Pliocene to Recent. Northern Honshu 
to Kyushu. Japan Sea. 
Occurrenceー :Loc.1 (rare) of the Soibetsugawa formation; Loc. 6 (few) of 
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the Nakanokawa formation. 
Family Astaritdae 
Genus Astarte Sowerby， 1816 
Type喝species(Subsequent designation by Stoliczka， 1871): Astarte luriぬ Sowerby，19日.
Jurassic， Foxhill Quarries， Gloucester， England 
Subgenus笠TridontαSchumacher，1817 
Type町speci巴s: Tridonta borωlis Schumach巴r，1817. Recent， Polar Sea 
d刈α2・tθ (Trulontct)alaskensis Dall， 1903 
Pl. 6， fig. 18. 
Astarte alcskensis Dall， 1903， p.944， pl.63，五g.2; Dall， 1921， p.30; Oldroyd， 1924， p.106， pl.
13，五g.20; Grant and Gale， 1931， p.268， pl.13，五gs.3a-b; Nomura and Hat旦i，1935c， p.113， 
pl. 7，五gs.6， 7; Otuka， 1935， p.890， pl.57，五g.195; Otuka， 1939， p.27， pl.2，五gs.1， 2 
Astarte sulcata， Y okoyam九 1926b，p. 298， pl.37，五gs.9， 10 (non D呂 Costa，178). 
Remarks :-Several broken specimens are in the collection. The present speci-
men is characterized by its about 20， regular very distinct， coarse concentric lines 
and vi'ァideand concave-bottomed interspaces between concentric lines. 
Geologic and geographic distribution :-Pliocene to Recent (Pleistocene of 
Herscal Island， Alaska). Herscal Island， Arctic Coast; Southern Bering Ser， the 
Aleutians and south to Puget Sound (Dall)， Japan Sea. 
Occurrence :-Loc. 8 (few) of the Nakanokawa formation; Loc. 17 (common)， 
Loc. 21 (rare)， Loc. 22 (few)， Loc. 24 (rare)， Loc. 25 (rare)， Lοc. 29 (rare) and Loc. 
32 (rare) of the Chinkope formation. 
Astaノγte('11'}'・idontα)boreαlis (Schumacher)ラ 1817
Pl. 6，五g.29. 
Astarte borealis， Dall， 1903， p.941; Y okoyama， 1922， p.163， pl.10，五g.11; Oldroyd， 1924， p 
106; Y okoyama， 1926b， p.298， pl. 37， figs. 2， 3; Y okoyama， 1931， p.6， no. 196; Grant and 
Gale， 1931， p.267; Kinoshita and Isahaya， 1934， p.15， pl.1，五g.79; Nomura and Hatai 1935c， 
p. 114， pl.10，五gs.1， 2， 7; Iwai， 1959， p.57， pl.2，五gs.3a-b. 
Astarte (Tηdonta) borealis， Hatai and Nisiyama， 1952， p.31; Habe， p.162， pl.23，五gs.18， 19. 
Dimensions (in mm) :-Specimen Length Height Depth Valve 
no. 36-5a 3.0 29.2 7.2 left 
no. 36-5b 29.4 27.0 8.9 right 
no. 10-4a 57.0 right 
Remarks:一Thepresent species resembles A. aomoriensis Nomura and Hatai 
(1935) and A. hakodatensis Yokoyama (1920)， but it di妊ersfrom the latter by 
the somewhat elongate shapeラ surfacesculpture with more distinct concentric lines 
and the somewhat forwardly directed beak. The present one differs from A. arctica 
Gray (Dall， 1903)， in having longer shell， more convexity and sooth surface. A. 
alaskensis (Nomura and Hatai， 1935) is distinguishable from the present one in 
having about 12 regular and coarse concentric lines. 
Geologic and geogrゅんicdistribution :-Pliocene to Recent (Japan); Miocene 
of Alaska. Bennet Island， Polar Sea; North Europe and the Baltic， Atlantic， Ice-
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ladn and Greenland， and south of Massachusetts Bay (in 15 to 100 fathoms). Bering 
Sea and Strait (Dall). 
Occurrence :ーLoc.1 (common) of the Soibetsugawa formation; Loc. 4 (few) 
of the Nakanokawa formation. 
Family Carditidae 
Genus Venericα'f'd:iαLamarck， 1801 
Type-species (Subsequent designation by Schmidt， 1818): Venus imbricaωGm巴lin，1790. 
Eocene of the Paris Basin 
Subgenus (JyclocαγdiαConrad， 1867 
Type-speci日s: Cardita borealis Conrad， 1832. Recent， Circumboreal， Northern Paci五c
Ven併>icαγdiα((Jyclοθ仰γdia)C'}・ebricostαtα(Krause)，1885 
Pl. 2， fig. 27， Pl. 6， figs. 13-15. 
Veneric，ω-di.ρcreb門costataKrause， 1885， p.30， pl.3，五g.4 (メdeOt叫王a，1939). 
Venericardia (Cyclocardia) crebricostata， Otuka， 1939， p.28， pl.2，五gs.3， 4;Habe， 1951， p.108， 
figs. 210-212; Okada and Taki， 1960， p.70， pl.35，五g.15. 















no. 10-2a 30.0 25.5 16.0 intact 
Remarks :-This species is related to V. (C.) ferruginω(Clessin in Martini 
und Chemitz， 1888)， but di旺ersin having a small shell with more acute postero-
ventral margin and larger convexity. It also resembles V. (c.) paucicostata (Krause) 
(Habe， 1959) but is easily discriminated in having a rather compressed and sub-
trigonal shell outline， a larger number of radial ribs on the surface， and a narrow 
depression of the anterior margin of the small beak. 
Geologic and geogアゅんicdistribution :-Pliocene to Recent. Monterey (Cali-
fornia)， Alaska to Nemuro (Hokkaido). 
Occurrence :ー Loc.3 (common)フ Loc.4 (common)， Loc. 5 (rare)， Loc. 6 (abun-
dant) and Loc. 8 (common) of the Nakanokawa formation; Loc. 22 (rare)， Loc. 24 
(rare) and Loc. 26 (rare) of the Chinkope formation. 
VeneγiCa'f'dia (仰clocardiα)paucicos抑制 (Krause)，1885 
Pl. 6， figs. 9-12. 
Cardita borealisρ'auαcostata Krause， 1885， p.30， pl.3，凸g.5 (fide Habe， 195) 
Veneric，αrdia (Cyclocardia) crebricostata， Habe， 1951， p.108， figs. 210-212. 
Venericardia (Cyclocardia) paucicostata， Habe， 1955， p.9， pl.2， figs. 22， 23; Kira， 1955， p.131， 
pl. 52，五g.21. 
Cyclocardia tauα'costata， Yamamoto and Habe， 1959， pl.6，五gs.22‘23. 
Dimensions (in mm) :-Specimen Length Height Depth Valve 
no. M10-9 15.1 15.5 4.1 left 
no. M10-10 15.5 16.5 6.0 left 
Remαrks :-The present species may be a close ally of V. (c.) ferruginea 
(Clessin in Martini und Chemnitz， 1888)， but the former is distinguishable from 
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the latter in point of the larger number of its radial ribs， and more rounded postero-
ventral corner V. (C.) kiiensis (Sowerby) (Okada and Taki， 1960) resembles the 
present species， but the former has an elongate shell with more acute postero・
ventral margin and granular radial ribs. 
Geologic and geogralうんた distribution:-Pliocene to Recent. Bering Sea; Ku司
rile Islands and Hokkaido. 
Occun・ence:一Loc.1 (rare) of the Soibetsugawa formation; Loc. 4 (abundant) 
Loc. 6 (abundant) and Loc. 8 (abundant) of the Nakanokawa formation; Loc. 17 
(rare)， Loc. 22 (rare)， Loc. 24 (rare)， Loc. 26 (rare) and Loc. 39 (few) of the 
Chinkope formation. 
Family Ungulinidae 
Genus Felctniclla DaU， 1899 
Type-species: F'elania usta Gould， 1861. Recent， ]apan. 
Iiela昔前lla倒的 (Gould)，1861 
Pl. 6， figs. 25-26. 
Mysis (Felania) usta， Gould， 1862， p.170. 
Diplodonta usta， Yamakawa， 1909， p.14，五gs.1-10; Yokoyam匂 1920，p. 130， pl.9，五gs.14-16;
Y okoyama 1922， p.159， pl.13，五g.3.
Dψlodonta (Felaniella) usta， Kuroda， 1931， p.49， pl.5，五g.27; Taki and Oyama， 1954， pl.10， 
五gs.14-16. 
Felaniella usta， Habe， 1951， p.124，五gs.256， 257; Kira， 1959， p.132， pl.52，五g.31; Habe， 1960， 
p. 6， pl.4，五gs.12， 13. 
Dimensions (in mm) :-Specimen Length Height Depth Valve 
no. 2804-9 10.5 9.7 2.0 left 
no. 2905-11 15.0 12.5 left 
Remarks :-The present one is closely allied to Joannisiella cumingi (Hanley) 
(Habe， 1951)， but the latter has a curved beak， whereas that of the former has 
not. 
Geologic and geographic distr仏ution:-Miocene to Recent. Northern and 
Central ]apan. 
Occurrence :一Loc.6 (few) and Loc. 7 (few) of the Nakanokawa formation. 
Family Lucinidae 
Genus Luci1'w1YiαDall， 1901 
Type-species: Luα・nafilosa Stimpson， 1851. Recent， Newfoundland to North Florida and 
th巴 GulfStates . 
.Lucinomノαα制 'Ilulαtum(Reeve)， 1850 
Pl. 6，五gs.16-17， 
Lucina annulata Reeve， 1850， vol. 6， Lucina， pl.4，五g.17. 
Lucinoma annuゐta，Habe， 1951， p.129，五gs，277， 278; Kira， 1959， p.133， pl.53，五g.2; Yama-
moto and Habe， 1959， p.90， pl.6，五gs.24， 25. 
Lucinoma annulatum， Oyama， 1960， Lucinoma (1)，五gs.13-15. 
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Dimensions (in mm) :-Specimen Le時 th Height 
















no. 38-13e ca. 30.3 ca. 28.1 9.1 right 
Remarお:-The present one is closely similar to Lucinoma学ectabilis(Y oko-
yama) (1920)， but di旺ersfrom the latter by its more smaller size， rough and irreg-
ular concentric lines. 1t also resembles Lucinoma acutilineatum (Conrad) (Ozaki， 
1958)， but can be distinguished from the latter in having rougher concentric lines 
and more distinct posterior radial sulcus. 
Geologic and geographic distribution :ー-Miaceneto Recent. Kyushu to Hon-
shu; Alaska to Southern California (after Abbott， 1953). 
Occurrence :ー Loc.3 (common) of the Nakanokawa formation. 
F amily Cardidae 
Genus Oli泊OCαγd:lurn_， Keen， 1936 
Type-species: Cardium nuttalli Conrad， 1838. Rec巴nt，Northern Pacific 
ぜプ'linoCCl/rdiuntcalif.ο川 tおnse(Dehayes)， 1839 
Pl. 2， fig. 7. 
Cardium califiフrnienseD巴shayes，1839， p.350 (βdどGrantand Gal巴， 1931); Tokunaga， 1906， p 
50， p1.3，五gs.9a-b; Yokoyama， 1920， p.127， p1.9，五g.10. 
Cardium tseudofossile Reeve， 1844， vo1. 2， p1.10，五g.52. 
Cardium (Cげ stoderma)calijorniense， Dall， 1921， p.39， p1.14，五g.8; Oldroyd， 1924， p.143， p1.
2， fig. 3; Kinoshit乱 andIsah旦ya，1934， p.15， p1.1，五g.78; Nomura， 1935b， p.111， p1.6，五g.4; 
Taki in Hirase， 1951， p1.29，五g.5.
Laevicardium (Cerastoderma) calぴorniense，Gr旦凶 andGale， 1931， p.309， p1.19，五g.16. 
Clino叫 rdiumcaliforniense， Habe， 1951， p.150，五gs.334， 335; Habe， 1955， p.1， p1.1，五g.5;
Kira， 1959， p.138， p1.55，五g.4; Yamamoto and H旦be，1959， p.93， p1.7，五g.21; Habe， 1960， 
p. 7， p1.3，五g.12 
Remarks:ー Clinocardiumuchidai (Habe) (Kira， 1959) is allied to the present 
one， but the former is distinguishable from the latter ln point its many radial ribs 
which are crossed by concentric growth lines， and two cardinal teeth. 
Geologicαnd geographic distribution :-Miocene to Recent. Northern Hon-
shu; Hokkaido; Kurile Is1ands; Saghalien and Kamtchatka. 
Occurrence :一Loc.3 (abundant) of the Nakanokawa formation. 
Genus Papyγ似 αeSwainson， 1840 
Type-species (Subsequent designation by Gray， 1847): Cardium soleniforme Brugui占re1789. 
Subgenus FulviαGray， 1853 
Type-speci巴s: Cardium aterturn Brugω己re，1792. 
Pα'PYr"ideft (Fulviα) 1.川γodCl/lHatai and Nisiyama， 1952 
Pl. 1， figs. 15-16. 
Patyridea (Fulvia) nilう>tonica，Y okoyama， 1926b， p.294， p1.34， fig. 16. 
Patyridea (Fulvia) kurodμ， Hatai and Nisiyama， 1952， p.105; Makiyama， 1960， p1.46，五g.16. 
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Dimensions (in mm) :-Specimen Le時 th Height Depth Valve 
no. 38-16a ca. 79.0 63.0 left 
no. 38-17a 40.0 28.1 8.5 right 
Remarks:~Rゅyridea (Fulvia) nをうJうonicawas 五rstdescribed by Y okoyama 
(1924) from the Asagai formation in the Joban Coal Field and compared with 
Pαrpyridea harrimani Dall from Alaska. According to Y okoyama， the di古erences
between nをうponicaand harrimani are the number of ribs， that is， the former has 
about 50 ribs and the latter 35， subsequently Makiyama (1934) collected perfect 
specimens from the Asagai sandstone at Y otsukura and stated that his specimen 
coincides with Dall's description and五gure. Moreover， he stated that the ribs of his 
specimens vary from 35 to 50 and shells are not more transverse than harrimani. 
In 1952， Hatai and Nisiyama stated that Yokoyama's n争ρonicafrom the Asagai 
formation (1924) may be conspeci五cwith harrimαni Dall. Y okoyama described 
and五gured(1926) a fine perfect left valve from the Pliocene Sawane formation 
in Sado Island， under the speci五cname nipρonica. According to his description 
and五gurehis specimen with 50 radiating ribs is closely similar to n争ponica
from the Asagai sandstone (1926)， but the shape and strength of the radial ribs are 
somewhat diffeerent from one another. Thus Hatai and Nisiyama (1952) proposed 
a new name for Yokoyama's nipponic，αfrom the Sawane formation as kurodai. 
The full discription of kurodai is already given by Y okoyama as nipponic，α， so 
that the new name of Hatai and Nisiyama's kurodai is of course valid. Makiyama 
also revised Y okoyama' s specimens from Sado Island toんurodaiin 1960. 
A right valve from the Nakanokawa formation is characterized by unequilateral 
shape of which posterior dorsal margin is horizontal， about 48 radiating ribs which 
are roof-shaped and distinct on the most part of the shell， and four to五veribs in 
the posterior area are very distinct and coarse. 
Geologic and geogr，ゅんicdistribution :-Pliocene. Sado Island， Joban Coal司
Field. 


















Type田species:Saxidomus brevisがhonαωCarpe司t己r，1858. R己cent，Vancouvεr， Can乱da
Z込:ocallistabr仰 isiphor附仰 (Carpenter)，1865 
Pl. 5， figs. 8-9. 
Saxidornus brevisi1ぅhonataCarpenter， 1865， p.203 (fide Nomura， 1938). 
Meretrix (Calista) chinensis， Yokoyama， 1922， p.140， pl.11，五g.5.
Macrocalli・stabrevisiphona~a， M呂kiyama，1927， p.48; Nomura， 1938， p.259， pl.36，五gs.1， 2a
b. 3. 
Macrocal!ista (Paradione) brevisltho加 ta，Kuroda in Honma. 1931， p.56， pl.8，五gs.53， 54. 
Callista brevisiphonata， Kinoshita and Isahaya， 1934， p.16， pl.12，五g.87; Taki in Hirase， 1951， 
pl. 34，五g.4; Habe， 1955， p.12， pl.3，五gs.7， 8; Yamamoto and Habe， 1959， p.94， pl.8，五gs.
8， 9; Habe， 1960， p.7， pl.3，五gs.5， 6.
Ezoωlista brevisiρhonata， Kira， 1959， p.141， pl.56，五g.4.
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Calista (Calista) brevisiρhonata， Okada and Taki， 1960， p.59， pl.30，五g.11. 
Dimensions (in mm) :-Specimen Length He叫lt Width or Depth Valve 
no. 38-6a 98.3 80.0 53.8 intact 
no. 38-7a 9.0 80.0 24.0 right 
Remarks:ー Thepresent species resembles Callista chinensis (Holten) (Kira， 
1959)， but it di旺ersfrom the latter by the larger shell， the rather narrower lunule， 
and by the stronger and more distinct concentric ribs of the surface. 
Geologic and geograJうんicdistribution :-Pliocene to Recent. Northern Hon-
shu， Hokkaido， Kurile Island， Saghalien and Martime Province of Russia. 
Occurrence :ーLoc.1 (r訂 e)of the Soibetsugawa formation; Lοc. 2 (abundant)， 
Loc. 3 (abundant)， Loc. 4 (common)， Lοc. 5 (rare) ， Loc. 6 (abundant)， Loc. 8 (abun-
dant) and Loc. 13 (rare) of the Nakanokawa formation; Loc. 17 (common)， Loc. 
22 (rare) and Loc. 30 (rare) of the Chinkope formation. 
Genus S，αxidorJ'tus Conrad， 1837 
Type-speci巴s: Saxidomus nutali Conr丘d，1837. Recent， Northern Paci五c.
&txulo川 U8purpurαtus (Sowerby)， 1852 
Pl. 7， fig. 6. 
TalりのpurpuratusSowerby， 1852， vol. 2， p.692， pl.150， figs. 124， 125. 
Saxidomus purjりuratus，Lischke， 1869， p.127， pl.4， figs. 4， 5;Brauns， 1881， p.40， pl.5， fig. 
20; Y okoyama， 1920， p.127， pl.9，五gs.8， 9;Y okoyama， 1922， p.153， pl.12，五g.9; Kinoshita 
and Isahaya， 1934， p.16， pl. 12，五g.88; Taki in Hirase， 1951， pl. 37，五g.1; Ozaki， 1958， p.
128， pl. 23， fig. 1; Yamamoto and Habe， 1959， p.95， pl.7，五gs.7， 8; Kira， 1959， p.142， pl
56，五g.9; Habe， 1960， p.7， pl.3，五gs.1， 2.
Dimensions (in mm) :-Specim巴n Length Height Depth Valve 
no. 10-5a - 36.1 12.2 left 
Remarks :-The present one is easily distinguished 
having four cardinal teeth even in the young stage. 
from other venerid by 
Geologic and geagr，αrphic distribution :一Plioceneto Recent. Kyushu， Shikoku， 
Honshu， Hokkaido and Korea. 
tlOn. 
Occurrence :-Loc. 2 (common) and Loc. 4 (rare) of the Nakanokawa forma-
Genus Liocyma Dall， 1870 
Type-speci巴s:Venus fluctuosa Gould， 1841. Recent， North Atlantic and Arctic Oc巴ans.
Lωθyn附 fluctuosa(Gould)， 1841 
Pl. 1， figs. 27-28， Pl. 7，五gs.11-12. 
Venus fluctuosa Gould， 1841， p.87，五g.5 (non vidi fide Grant and Gale， 1931). 
Liocyma fluctuosa， Dall， 1870， p.256 (non vide， fide Habe， 1951). 
Dimensions (in mm) :-Sp巴cimen Length Height Depth Valve 
no. 10-1 35.0 26.5 15.5 intact 
Remarお:-Three forms are， hitherto， known from the ]apanese waters， among 
which Liocyma jluctuosa (Gould) is identical with the pr回目tfrom in the shape 
of the shell and the detailed surface features. Liocyma aniwana Dall (Habe， 1955) 
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is also a closely allied from but it can be distinguished from the present from in 
having rather low shell and slender posterior margin. 
Geologicαnd geogr.ゅんicdi5tribution :-Miocene of Alaska， Pliocene and Re-
cent. Okhotsk coast of Hokkaido. 
Occurrence :-Loc. 4 (few) of the Nakanokawa formation. 
Genus 0αllithαeαDall， 1902 
Type-species: T，α戸estenerrima Carpenter， 1856. Recent， Panama 
Gallithacα(Pγotocallithaca)αda，msi (Reeve)， 1850 
Pl. 5， figs. 1-2. 
Venω adamsi Reeve， 1950， vol. 14， pl.17，五g.7. 
Venus rigida， Yokoyama， 1927a， p.430， pl.50，五gs.3， 4; Matsumoto， p.96， pL 39， fIg. 3 
fラーotocallithacaadanιsi， Nomura， 1937， p.10， pL 3，五gs.4a-b 
Callithaca adamsi， Habe， 1951， p.180，五gs.391， 392; Okada and Taki， 1960， p.63， pL 32，五g.5.
Protothaca adamsi， Taki in Hir丘se，1951， pL 41，五g.2. 
Protothaca (Callithaca) adq;msi， Taki and Oyama， 1954， p.44， pL 47，五gs.3， 4; Ozaki， 1958， p 
129， pl.22，五g.l. 
Callithaca (Protocallithaca) adamsi， Habe， 1955， p.14， pl. 5，五gs.1， 2; Kira， 1959， p.143， pl.
56，五g.19; Yamamoto and Habe， 1959. p. 98， pL 7， fIg. 16; Habe， 1960， p目 8，pL 2，五gs.5， 6.
Dimensions (in mm) :-Specimen Length He副1t Depth Valv巴
no. 38-11 72.3 78.5 49.0 intact 
Remarks:ー Thisspecies is characterized by having a large thick shell with 
distinct and lamellate growth lines crossed by numerous五neand close-set radial 
striations， obsolete crenulation in the inner ventral margin and th deep pallial sinus. 
Geologic and geographic distribution :-Pliocene to Recent. Hokkaido and 
Northeastern Honshu; Saghalien. 
Occurrence :--Loc. 3 (rare) of the Nakanokawa formation. 
Family Asaphidae 
Genus P州制削ocolαBlainville，1824 
1、yp巴-species(Subsequent designation by Sacco， 1901): Psammocola cespertin叫んsBlainville， 
1842. Tertiary of Italy. 
Ps刑制才l，ocolαcf.kazusensis (Y okoyama)， 1922 
Compared with: 
Psammocola kazusensis Y okoyama， 1922， p.136， pL 9，五g.4
Remarks:一Animperfect right valve is in the collection. 
Geologic and geogralうんた distribution: Pliocene to Recent. Northern Honshu 
and Hokkaido. 
Occurrence :-Loc. 3 (rare) of the Nakanokawa formation. 
Family Mactridae 
Genus SpisulαGray， 1837 
Type-species (Subsequent designation by Gray， 1847): Cardium solidum， Linne， 1758. 
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Subgenus Spisulc(，ノ S.s. 
Spisula (地府1Uα)閥抗cd伽酬sis・(Schrenck)，1867 
Pl. 5， ngs. 10-11. 
Mactra sachalinensis Schrenck， 1867， p.575， pl.23， figs. 3-7; Tokunaga， 1906， p.39， pl.2，五gs.
25a-b; Kuroda， 1947， p.1216，五g.3453 
Mactra sachalinensis imperialis， Y okoyama， 1922， p.129， pl.7，五gs.9， 10. 
Mactra semiana Y okoyama， 1925a， p.11， pl.4，五g.5 
Slうisulasachalinensis， Kuroda in Honma， 1931， p. 62， pl. 8，五g.52; Habe， 1951， p. 194，五gs.
453， 454; Taki in Hirase， 1951， pl.51，五g.1; Habe， 1955， p.16， pl.5，五gs.8， 9.
Mactra (Spi抑制 sachalinensi・:s，Kinoshita and Isahaya， 1934， p.18， pl.14，五g.101. 
持isula(Pseudocardium) sachalinens同 Okadaand Taki， 1960， p.55， pl.28，五g.7; Habe， 1960， 
p. 8， pl.4，五gs.16， 17. 
Dimensions (in mm) :-Specimen Length Height D巴pth Valve 
no. 38-19a 103.5 85.0 30.0 1εft 
Remarお:-This species is characterized by the， large， thick and triangular 
shell， very rough unequal and irregular concentric grooves on the surface and large 
and broad resilifer pit. These characteristic features are observed in the present 
specl立len.
Geologic and geographic distribution :-Miocene to Recent. Northern Hon-
shu， Hokkaido and Saghalien. 
Occur・rence:-Loc. 3 (rare) of the Nakanokawa formation. 
Family Tel1inidae 
Genus MαC01na Leach， 1819 
Type.species :λ1acoma tenera Leach， 1819 (= Tellina calcarea Gmelin， 1791). Recent， 
North Am位 lca
Subgenus _1lracomノα，s.s. 
M附 ο削仰 (Mc，抑制α)incong1"Uα(v. Martens)， 1865 
Pl. 6， ng. 19 
Tellina rotundata， Reeve， 1867， vol. 17， pl.27，五g.146. 
Tellina inquinata， Lischke， 1871， p.117， pl.10，五gs.12， 13. 
Tellina incongrua， Romer in Martini und Chemhitz， 1871， vol. 10， pt.4， p.225. 
Macoma dissimilis， Y okoyama， 1920， p.116， pl.7，五gs.19， 20 (non Martens， 1865). 
Macoma inquinata， Yokoyama， 1920， p.117， pl.8，五gs.1， 2 (non Deshayes， 1854). 
Macoma incongrua， Oldroyd， 1924， p.170， pl.42，品g.10; Oinomikado， 1934， p.356， pl.8，五gs.
16， 17， text-figs. 8， 9; Nomura， 1935d， p.218， pl.17，品gs.36， 37; Taki in Hirase， 1951， pl.45， 
五g.3; Kira， 1959， p.155， pl.59，五g.18. 
Macoma (Macoma) incongrua， Habe， 1952， p.219，五g.546; Taki and Oyama， 1954， pl.8，五gs.
19， 20， pl.9，五gs.1， 2; Okada and Taki， 1960， p.50 pl. 25，五g.4.
Dimensions (in mm) :-Specimen Length Height Depth Valve 
no. 33-5a 33.1 !eft 
no. 102-1 19.5 13.5 left 
no. 2905-10a 23.8 15.5 right 
no. 290510b 16.5 12.5 left 
Remarks :-Several partly fractured specimens are in the collection. 
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Geologic and geogァゅんicdistri・bution:-Miocene to Recent. Japan and North 
America within the N orth Paci五creglODs. 
Occurrence :-Loc. 4 (rare) and Loc. 7 (common) of the Nakanokawa forma-
tion; Lοc. 26 (raae)， Loc. 29 (rare)， Loc. 31 (rare) and Loc. 33 (r訂 e)of the Chin-
kope formation. 
MαCO'1nα(MClC例附¥)tokyo側 si，sMakiyama， 1927 
Pl. 7， figs. 22-23. 
Tellina nasuta var. dissimilis， Lischke， 1871， p.115， pl.10，五gs.15-17 (non Martens， 1865). 
Tellina (klacoma) dissimilis， Martini und Chemnitz， 1888， vol. 10， pt.4， p.232， pl.44，五gs.12 
-14 (non Martens， 1865). 
Macoma nasuta， Tokunaga， 1906， p.45， pl.3，五gs.2a-b (non Conrad， 1837). 
Macoma dissimilis， Y okoyama， 1922， p.143， pl.10，五g.4 (non Martens， 1865); Y okoyama， 1925c， 
p. 20， pl.5，五g.9 (non Martens， 1865); Y okoyama 1925d， p.9， pl.1，五g.19 (non乱1artens，1865); 
Y okoyama， 1926a， p.133， pl.16，五g.4 (non Martens， 1865); Y okoyama， 1926b， p.221， pl. 28， 
五g.10 (non Martens， 1865). 
Macoma tokyoensis Makiyama， 1927， p.50; Oinomikado， 1934， p.355，五gs.1-3; Numura， 1935a， 
p. 88， pl.4，五g.12; Taki in Hirase， 1951， pl.45，五g.1; Makiyama， 1957， pl.20， fig. 9， pl.22， 
五g.19; Makiyama， 1958， pl.34，五g.4， pl.39，五g.10; Ozaki， 1958， p.133， pl.23，五g.5; Yamamoto 
and Habe， 1959， p.104， pl.14，五gs.9-11; Kira， 1959， p.155， pl.59，五g.19. 
Macoma (s.s.) tokyoensis， Taki and Oyama， 1954， pl.30，五g.4; Itoigawa， 1958， pl.2，五g.3.
Dimensions (in mm) :-Specimen Length Height Depth Valve 
no. 10-3a 42.5 30.5 8.0 left 
no. 2905-9a ca. 58.0 ca. 39.5 ca. 9.5 right 
Remarks :-Several intact and isolated valves are in the collection. 
Geologic and geogrゅんた di.、stribution:-Miocene to Recent. Northeast Honshu 
to K戸lshu.
Occurrence :-Loc. 4 (rare) and Loc. 7 (abundant) of the Nakanokawa form司






Type.species: Pa刀opealdrovandi M巴nard，1807. Rec己nt，Mediterranean Sea. 
Pnn，ope jαr，ponicα A. Adams， 1850 
Pano戸 generosa，Brauns， 1881， p.36， pl.3，勾 14(non Gould， 1850); Yokoyama， 1922， p. 121， 
pl. 6，五gs.14， 15 (non Gould， 1850); Y okoyama 1925c， p.16， pl.6，五g.6 (non Gould， 1850). 
Panope jaρonica， Kuroda in Honma， 1931， p.65， pi.8，五g.56; Kinoshita and Isahaya， 1934， p.
18， pl.15，五g.105; Nomura and Hatai， 1935a， p.20， pl.15，五gs.2a-b; Nomura， 1938， p.263， pl.
36，五gs.7a-b; Taki in Hirase， 1951， pl.53，五g.6; Habe， 1952， p.233，五gs.603， 608; Habe， 1955， p.
21， pl.5，五gs.5， 6， pl.6，五g.12; Ozaki， 1958， p.134， text-五gs.a-b; Tomizawa in T. and K. Yagi， 
1958， p.388， pl.10，五g.43; Kira， 1959， p.162， pl.61，五g.16; Habe， 1960， p.10， pl.2，五gs.3， 4.
Remαrks :-This species is one of the most widely distributed species in the 
Neogene and latter deposits in Japan. 
Geologic and geogrゅんた distribution:-Miocene to Recent. Hokkaido to 
Setouchi in Japan， ? North America from Puget Sound to San Diego， California. 
Occurrence :-Loc. 1 (few) of the Soibetsugawa formation. 
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Family Myochamidae 
Genus Myadora Gray， 1840 
Type-species: Pandora brevis Sowerby， Recent， Indo-Pacific region. 
lJfyadoγαpγο'Xイ11>α(Smith)ラ 1880
Pl. 7， figs. 13-14. 
Myodora 1りroximaSmith， 1880， p.586， pl.53，五gs.8， 8a-b; Hab巴 inKuroda， 1950， p.27， pl.4， 
五gs.1-3 (non五gs.19-21); Okada and Taki， 1960， p.43， pl.2，五g.8.
Myodoη2 triangula門sDunker， 1882， p.181， pl.7，五gs.1， 12. 
Dimensions (in mm) :-Specimen Length Height D巴pth Valve 
no. 38-28 14.5 11.5 13.5 left 
Remarks :-A well preserved left valve is in the collection. The present species 
is closely allied to 1かαdor・ajluctuosa Gould (Habe， 1952)， bnt it di旺ersfrom the 
latter having a broader apical angle (980) and higher shell outline. 
Geologic and geographic distribution :-Pliocene to Recent. Kyushu， Shikoku 
and Honshu. 
Occurrence :-Loc. 3 (rare) of the Nakanokawa formation. 
Family Cuspidariidae 
Genus Plectodon Carpenter， 1864 
Type司species: Plectodon scabra Carpenter， 1864. 
Subgenus Plectorlo鈍 s.s.
Plectodo鈍 (Plectodοn)ligulα(Y okoyama)， 1922 
Pl. 6， figs. 5-6， 
Cuψidaria ligula Yokoyama 1922， p.169， pl.14，五gs.3， 4; Kuroda， 1， 1948， vol. 15， no. 1， p.
23， pl.2，五gs.1， 11a; Taki and Oyama， 1954， pl.3，五gs.3， 4.
Plectodon (Plectodon) ligula， Habe， 1952， p.276. 
Dimensions (in mm) :-Specimen Length Height Depth Valve 
no. 36-11 6.1 4.2 1.3 left 
Remarks :-A small left valve is in the collection. The present species is 
closely allied to Cuゃidariachinensis (Gri伍thand Pidgeon) (Kuroda， 1948)， but the 
latter differs from the former by having longer and rather convex shell with longer 
rostrum， and the absence of the keel running from beak to postero.ventral corner. 
Geologic and geographic distri・bution:ー-Plioceneto Recent. Southern and 
Central Honshu. 




Genus H仰叫が1，yrisd'Orbigny， 1847 
Type-species: Anomia psぜttaceaGmelin， 1792. Rec巴nt，Mari Groenlandiae. 
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Hert副ノ.ithyrispsittαcect 卸 θοdwα2・di(A. Ad担ns)，1863 
Pl. 1，五g.23， Pl. 3，五gs.11-12， Pl. 5， fig. 3. 
Rhynchonella woodwardi A， Adams， 1863， p.100. 
Rhync1wnella psittacω woodwardi， Davidson， 1887， p.168， pl.24，五gs.12， 13; Y okoyama， 1922， 
p. 200， pl.17，五g.13. 
Hemithyrisρsitace，ロ叩oodwardi，Yokoyama， 1925a， p.22， pl.1，五g.7; Yokoyamゐ 1926，vol. 1， 
pt. 8， p.310; Hayasaka， 1931， vol. 3， no. 1， p.2，五g.2; Hayasaka， 1932， p.4， pl.1， figs. 2a-c， 
pl. 2，五gs.2a-b; Nomura and Hatai， 1936b， p.186; Hatai， 1936a， p.66; Hatai， 1937， p.64; 
Hatai， 1940， p.203， pl.6，五gs司 50，51， 55-63， 68， 74-76; Makiyama， 1958， pl.25，五g.7.
Dimensions (in mm) ;-Specimen Length Height Depth Valve 
no. 38-21a ca. 14.0 16.2 4.2 dorsal 
no. 2804-7 22.0 19.3 12.0 mtact 
no. 2804-9 ca. 14.8 20.0 6.5 dorsal 
Remαrks :-The intact well preserved fractured specimens are in the collection. 
Geologic and geograjうんicdistribution :-Miocene to Recent. Seas around 
Japan (fide Hatai， 1940). 
Occur・rence:-Loc. 3 (abundant) and Loc. 6 (abundant) of the Nakanokawa 
formation. 


























Type-species: Terebratalia transversa Sow巴rby，1846. Reじ巴nt，PugetSound， Washington. 
Te1・eb'f'αtalutcm・eαnica(Adams and Reeve)， 1850 
Pl. 1， fig. 24. 
Terebratella corωnica， Davidson， 1852， p.367 (fide Hatai， 1940); Reeve， 1861， vol. 13， pl. 7， 
五gs.28a-b; Schrenck， 1867， p.468， pl.18，五g.7; Lischke， 1869， p.181; Davidson， 1871， p.304， 
pl. 31，五gs.4， 5 (fide Hatai， 1940); Hatai， 1940， p.276， pl.2，五gs.1-9， 11， 20， 21， pl.3，五gs.36， 
47-49， 54. 
Terebratella bouchardi D旦vidson，1852， p.367 (fide Hatai， 1940); Davidson， 1852， pl.14，五gs.
4-7 (fide Hatai， 1940). 
Dimensions (in mm) :-Specimen L邑ngth Height Depth Valve 
no. 38-14a ca. 57.0 ca. 58.0 ca. 21.0 ventral 
no. 38-14b ca. 55.0 ca. 58.0 ca. 31.0 dorsal 
no. 2804-8 29.5 28.9 12.2 intad 
no. 24-1a ca. 33.5 29.5 10.5 ventral 
no. 24-1b 35.8 28.2 11.0 ventral 
no. 24-1c 36.0 25.5 13.5 mtact 
Remarks :-Abundant well preserved and partly fractured specimens were col-
ledted from several localities in the present area. 
Geologicωzd geograjうんた distribution:-Miocene to Recent. Gulf of Tartiary， 
Tsingtao and Shantung， China， Hokkaido， Tsugaru Strait to Chiba on the Paci五c
side， Korea Strait north to the Tsugaru Strait on the Japan Sea Side (fide Hatai， 
1940). 
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Occurrence :-Loc 3 (abundant)， Loc. 5 (few) and Loc. 6 (few) of the Nakano‘ 
kawa formation; Loc. 26 (common) of the Chinkope formation. 
'11erebrcttαliα グθul(li(Dall)， 1891 
Pl. 7， fig.7. 
Terebratella gouldi Dal!， 1891， p.167， pl.4，五gs.4， 5; Pilsbry， 1895， p.153， pl. 11，五gs.7， 8.
Terebratalia gouldi， Dal! 1895， p.729， pl.7，五g.5; Hayasaka， 1922， p.150， pl.7，五g.5; Nagao 
and Sasa， 1934， p.232; Nomura and Hatai， 1936b， p.178， pl.18，五gs.14， 15， p.192， pl.19，五gs
10-12; Hatai， 1936c， p.305， pl. 35，五g.27; Hatai， 1940， p. 285， pl.7， figs. 23， 24; Makiyama， 
1958， pl.49，五g.4
Terebratulina quantoensis Y okoyama， 1910， p.2. pl. 5， figs. 4-9; Y okoyama， 1920， p.183， pl.19， 
figs. 19-24; Hayasak九 1922，p. 148， pl.7，五gs.23， 24 
Remarks :-An intact and a fractured specimens are in the collection. 
Geologic and geographic distribution :-Miocene to Recent. Coast of Kii， 
north of T okyo Bay on the Paci五c，and Japan Sea and Hakodate in the Japan Sea 
side. Probable extending further southward in deep water (fide Hatai， 1940). 
Occurrence :-Loc. 5 (rare) and Loc. 6 (rare) of the Nakanokawa formation. 
Genus (ブoptothY1'isJackson， 1916 
Typε-species; Terebratula grayi Davidson， 1852. Recent， Kore乱 Strait
Ooptothyγis g1"αy'l (Davidson)， 1852 
Pl. 5， fig. 5. 
Terebratula (Waldheirnia) grayi， Re巴ve，1850， vol. 13， pl.2，五gs.5a-c. 
Waldheimia grayi， Adams， 1853， p.99 (.fide Hョt旦i，1940); D品vidson，1871， p.304， pl. 31，五gs.
7， 8 (.fide Hatai， 1940); Davidson， 1887， p.54， pl.10， figs. 1-4; Tokunaga， 19J6， p.69， pl.4，五gs
8a-b. 
Eudesia grayi， Pilsbry， 1895， p.152; Yokョy旦mョ， 1922， p.199， pl.17， figs. 11， 12， 
Waldhωnia elong碍taTokunag九 1905，p. 69， pl.4，五gs.9a-b. 
Pereudesia grayi， Hayasaka and Nomura， 1922， p.29. 
Pereudesia grayi var. transversa Hayasaka， 1922， p.154， pl.8，五gs.13， 1. 
Terebratalia s川 ithi，Hayasaka， 1922， p.151， pl.8， fig. 6 (non Arnコld，19臼9).
Te陀ちはtaliasmithi var. breuis Hayasak司 1922，p. 151， pl.8，五g.7. 
Coρtothyrゴssinanoensis Kuroda in Honma， 1930， p.89， pl.13， figs. 117， 118. 
COlりtothyrisgrayi aomoriensis， Hayasaka， 1932， p.9， pl.1，五gs.5a-b， 6， 7.
Coρtothyris grayi， Nomura and Hatai， 1934， p.13， pl.1，五gs.1-8; Hatai， 193Gb， p.81， pl. 14， 
五gs.11-14， 18， 19; Nomura and Hatai， 1937， p. 144， pl. 21，五gs.1， 2; Hatai， 1940， p. 302， pl.
3，五gs.17， 50， 53， 55-60， pl.4， figs. 43， 48; Taki and Oyama， 1954， pl.37， figs. 11， 12. 
Dimensions (in mm) :-Specimen Length Width Depth Valve 
no. 74-7a 22.5 6.0 dorsal 
no. 74-7b 30.3 33.1 10.0 ventral 
Remarks :-Two rather swollen and isolated dorsal and ventral valves are in 
the collection. 
Geologicωzd geogralりんicdistribution :-Miocene probably Oligocene to Recent. 
Kyushu to the Tsugaru Strait of the Japan Sea， Hokkaido， south to central Japan 
on the Pacific side of Japan (fide Hatai， 1940). 
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List of the fossil localities 
1. Kuromatsunai area 
A. Horizon III， Soibetsunga印 aformαtion.Late Pliocene. 
Loc. no. 1: River cli百 ofthe Soibetsu-gawa， 900 m SW of Nakanokawa railway 
station， Kuroma討tsuna司i
E . . 
B. Horizon Iラ Nα知:nokawαformαtion. Early Pliocene. 
Loc. no. 2: Stream clif of the Yunosawa， 1，900 m SW of Nakanokawa railway 
station， Kuromatsunai-cho， Suttu-gun. Lat. 420 41' 30" N.， Long. 1400 16' 10" 
E 
Loc. no. 3: River cli旺ofthe Soibetsu-gawa， 2，700 m SW of Nakanokawa railway 
station， Kuromatsunai-cho， Suttu-gun. Lat. 420 40' 55" N.， Long. 1400 16' 50" 
E. 
Loc. no. 4: Stream cli旺ofthe Kaigarazwa， 3ラOOOmSWW of Kuromatsunai raiway 
station， Kuromatsunai-cho， Suttu田gun. Lat. 420 39' 30" N.， Long. 1400 16' 25" 
E. 
Loc. no. 5: Stream cli旺ofthe Nakanokawa， 3，000 m SW of Kuromatsunai raiway 
station， Kuromatsunai-cho， Suttu-gun. Lat. 420 38' 55" N.， Long. 1400 16' 
30" E. 
Loc. no. 6: Railway-cutting， 1，000 m S ofthe Kuromatsunai railway station， Kuro-
matsunai-cho， Suttu-gun. Lat. 420 39' 25" N.ラ Long.1400 18' 10" E. 
Loc. no. 7: River clif of the Byakutan-gaw孔 1，500m E of Byakutan， Kuro-
matsunai-cho， Suttu-gun. Lat. 420 42' 25" N.， Long. 1400 18' 55" E. 
Loc. no. 8: River cli旺ofthe tributary of Yunosawa， 3，200 m SWW of Nakano四
kawa railway station， Kuromatsunai-cho， Suttu-gun. Lat. 420 41' 15" N.， Long. 
1400 15' 20" E. 
C. Horiwn 1， Kaigar.めuchico九glomerate慨 emberof the Naka;ηokα~wa 
formation. Early pliocene. 
Loc. no. 9: Road side cli妊， 300 m N of Neppu， Kuromatsunai-choヲ Suttu-gun.
Lat. 420 41' 20" N.， 1ρng. 1400 18' 10" E. 
Loc. no. 10: River clif of the Neppu-gawa， 1，250 m NEE of Kuromatsunai rail目
way station， Kuromatsunai-cho， Suttu-gun. Lat. 420 40' 20" N.， Long. 1400 
19' 20" E. 
Loc. no. 11: River side clif of the Shubuto-gawa， 1，900 m SEE of Nakanokawa 
railway station， Kuromatsunai-cho， Suttu-gun. Lat. 420 39' 40" N.， Long. 1400 
19' 35" E. 
Loc. no. 12: River cli丘 ofthe Shubuto四gawa，250 m W of Nakazato， Kuro-
matsunai 
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Loc. no. 13: River clif of the Shubuto-gawa， 750 m S of Nakazato， Kuromatsu-
nai-cho， Suttu-gun. Lat. 420 38' 45" N.， Lοng. 1400 19' 55" E. 
Loc. no. 14: River clif of the Shubuto-gawa， 200 m W of Kaigarabuchi， Kuro-
matsunai-cho， Suttu-gun. Lat. 420 38' 15" N.， 1400 20' 15" E. 
Loc. no. 15: River side cli百ofthe Utasai-gawa， 1，100 m E of Warabitai railway 
station， Kuromatsunai-cho， Suttu-gun. Lat. 420 37' 55" N.， Long. 1400 19' 
35" E. 
Loc. no. 16: Stream cli旺ofthe Kaigarazawa， 3ヲ000m W of Kaigara， Rankoshi-
muraフ Isoya-gun. Lat. 420 44' 45" N.， Long. 1400 24' 10" E. 
I. Setana area 
A今 HorizonII， Chin長opeformation. Early Pliocene. 
Loc. no. 17: River cli妊 ofthe Toshibetsu-gawa， 750 m SW of Pirika railway 
sUltion， Imagane-cho， Setana-gun. Lat. 420 27' 55" N.， Long. 1400 11' 45" 
E 
Loc. no. 18: River cli妊ofthe Toshibetsu-gawa， 2，000 m SW of Pirika railway 
station， Imagane“cho， Setana-gun. Lat. 420 27' 25" N.， Long. 1400 11' 00" E. 
Loc. no. 19: River cli旺ofthe Toshibetsu-gawa， 1，300 m NE of Hanaishi railway 
stationラ Imagane-cho，Setana-gun. Lat. 420 27' 25" N.， Long. 1400 10' 45" E. 
Loc. no. 20: River cli旺ofthe Pon-Shibunnai-gawa， 500 m SE of Tsuribashi， Ima-
gane-cho， Setana-gun. Lat. 420 25' 20" N.， Long. 1400 09' 40" E. 
Loc. no. 21: Road side clif， 500 m N of Maruyamaラ Kitahiyama-cho，Setana-gun. 
Lat. 420 24' 25" N.， Long. 1390 55' 0" E. 
Loc. no. 22: Road side cli旺， 250 m N of Maruyama， Kitahiyama-cho， Setana-gun. 
Lat. 420 24' 05" N.， Long. 1390 55' 00" E. 
Loc. no. 23: Road side clif， 150 m N of Maruyama， Kitahiyama-cho， Setana-gun. 
Lat. 420 23' 50" N.， Long. 1390 54' 55" E. 
Loc. no. 24: Road side cli旺， 750 m S of Maruyama， Kitahiyama-cho， Setana-gun. 
Lat. 420 23' 30" N.， Long. 1390 54' 50" E. 
Loc. no. 25: Road side clif， 1，000 m SE of Maruyama， Kitahiyama-cho， Setana司
gun. Lat. 420 24' 00" N.， Long. 1390 54' 50" E. 
B-1. Horizon 1， Hanαishi conglomerαte member of the Chinkope 
formatio九 EarlyPliocene. 
Loc. no. 26: River cli旺ofthe Toshibetsu-gawa， 100 m N of Pirikabashi， Pirika， 
Imagane-cho， Setana-gun. Lat. 420 28' 35" N.， Long. 1400 11' 40" E. 
Loc. no. 27: River cli丘 ofthe Toshibetsu-gawa， 750 m S羽T of Pirika railway 
stationフ Imagane-cho，Setana-gun. Lat. 420 27' 55" N.， Long. 1400 11' 55" E. 
Loc. no. 28: River cli旺 ofthe Toshibetau-gawa， 1，100 m SE of Pirika railway 
station， Imagane-cho， Setana-gun. Lat. 420 27' 45" N.， Long. 1400 11' 35" E. 
Loc. no. 29: River cli百ofthe Toshibetsu-gawa， 1，800 m SW of Pirika railway 
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station， Imagane-cho， Setana-gun. Lat. 420 27' 25" N.， Long. 1400 11' 15" E. 
Loc.日o.30: River cli百ofthe Toshibetsu-gawa， 1，000 m NEE of Hanaishi railway 
station， Imagane-cho， Setana-gun. Lat. 420 26' 40" N.， Long. 1400 10' 15" E. 
Loc. no. 31: River cli旺 ofthe Toshibetsu-gawa， 500 m W of Hanaishi railway 
station， Imagane-cho， Setana-gun. Lat. 420 26' 35" N.， Long. 1400 09' 50" E. 
Loc. no 32: River cli旺 ofthe Toshibetsu-gawa， 550 m SW of Hanaishi railway 
station， Imagane-cho， Setana-gun. Lat. 420 26' 25" N.， Long. 1400 09' 45" E. 
Loc. no. 33: River cli丘atHanaishi railway-bridge， Imagane-cho， Setana-gun. Lat. 
420 26' 05" N.， Long. 1400 09' 40" E. 
Loc. no. 34: Eastern Entrance of the Hanaishi匂tunnel，1，800 m Sw of Hanaishi 
railway station， Imagane-cho， Setana-gun. Lat. 420 25' 50" N.， Long. 1400 09' 
05" E. 
Loc. no. 35: River clif of the Toshibetsu-gawa， 750 m S of Tsuribashi， Imagane-
cho， Setana-gun. Lat. 420 24' 05" N.ヲ Long.1400 09' 15" E. 
Loc. no. 36: River clif of the Toshibetsu-gawa， 1，200 m SSE of Tsuribashi， Ima司
gane-cho， Setana-gun. Lat. 420 24' 55" N.， Long. 1400 09' 10" E. 
Loc. no. 37: River cli旺 ofthe Toshibetsu-gawa， 1，500 m S of Tsuribashi， Ima-
gane-cho， Setana田gun. Lat. 420 24' 45" N.， Long. 1400 09' 15" E. 
Loc. no. 38: River Cliff of the Toshibetsu-gawa， 2，00 m S of Tsuribashi， Ima-
gane-cho， Setana-gun. Lat. 420 24' 40" N.， Long. 1400 08' 45" E. 
Loc. no. 39: Road side cli札 1，200m NNW of Kitatoyotsu railway station， Osha司
manbe-cho， Yamakoshi-gun. Lat. 420 25' 30" N.， Long. 1400 18' 23" E. 
B-2. HorIzon M， Kaigarabαshi sαndstone member of the 
Kunnui formation. Earl~ッ Miocene.
Loc. no. 40: Road side clif， 150 m N of Kaigarabashi， Imagane-cho， Setana-gun. 
Lat. 420 26' 55" N.， Long. 1400 10' 20" E. 
Loc. no. 41: River cli旺ofthe Hidarimata-gawa， 400 m SSW of kaigarabashi， 
Imagane白cho，Setana-gun. Lat. 420 35' 00" N.， Long. 1400 04' 15" E. 
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Explanation of Plates 
Plate 1 
Fig. 1. Chlamys daishakaensis Masuda and Sawada X 1/2. right valve Loc. no. 16， Kaigara-
buchi conglomerat巴 memberof the Nakanokawa formation， Plioccne 
Fig. 2. Chlamys tamurae Masuda and Sawada X 1. right valve. Loc. no. 23. Chinkope for-
mation， Plioccne 
Fig. 3. Swiftoρecten swiftii (Bernardi) X 1.5 right valve. Loc. no. 3. Nakanokawa formation， 
Pliocene. 
Fig. 4. Chlamys osugii Kubotョ X 1. right valve. Loc. no. 16. Kaigarabuchi conglomerate 
member of the Nakanokawa formation， Pliocene 
Fig. 5. Chlarnys otulwe Masuda and Saw且daX 1. right valve. L口c.no. 41. Kaigarabashi sand-
stone member of the Kunnui formation， Miocen巴.
Figs. 6-7. Chμmys otukae Masuda and Sawada X 1. right valve. Loc. no. 41. Kaigarabashi 
sandstone member of the Kunnui formation， Miocene 
Figs. 8-9. Chlamys ni}ψonensis Kuroda X 1. ri只htvalve. Loc. no. 1. Soib巴tsugawaformation， 
Pliocene. 
Fig目 10. Placopecten wakuyaensis M乱suda X 1. left valve. Loc. no目 40.Kaigarabashi sand-
stone member of the Kunnui formation， Miocene. 
Fig. 11. Patinopect例 yesso削 sis(}ay) X 1. left valve. Loc. no. 3. Nakanokaw且 formation，Plio-
cene. 
Fig. 12. Chlamys kumanodoensis Masuda X 1. right valve. cardinal area. Loc. no. 49. Kai-
garabashi sandstone member of the Kunnui formation， Miocene 
Figs. 13-14. Monia umbonata (Gould) X 1. left valve. 13; external surface， 14; internal sur-
face. Loc目 no.6. Nakanokawa formation， Pliocene. 
Figs. 15-16. Papyridea (Fi叫んia)kurodai Hatai and Nisiyama X 1. right valve. Loc. no. 3. 
Nakanokawa formation， Pliocene 
Fig. 17. Mitrella (Mitrella) burchardi (Dunker) X 3. apertural view. Loc. no. 3. Nakanokawa 
formation， Pliocene. 
Fig. 18. Barbitonia arthritica (Bernardi) X 1. juvenille form. apertural view. Loc. no. 3. 
Nakanokawa formation， Pliocene. 
Figs. 19-20. Scala (Boreoscala) yαbei echigonurn (Kanehara) X 1. 19; apertural view， 20; dorsal 
view. Loc. no. 33. Hanaishi conglomerate member of the Chinl王opeformation， Pliocene. 
Figs. 21-22. Granotorna kotakae Sawada， n.sp. X 2. 21; dorsal view， 22; ap巴rturalview. Loc 
no. 39. Hanaishi conglomerate member of the Chinkope formation， Pliocene. 
Fig. 23. [-[emithyris psitac'ea woodwardl: (A. Adams) X 1ふ ventralview. Loc. no. 3. Nakano-
l王awaformation， Pliocene 
Fig. 24. Terebraωlia coreanica (Adams and Reeve) X 1ふ dorsalview. Loc. no. 6. Nakano-
kawa formation， Pliocene. 
Figs. 25-26. Placopecten setanaensis (Kubota) X 1. 25; right valve， 26; left valve. Loc. no 
40. Kaigarabashi sandstone member of the Kunnui formation， Miocene. 
Figs. 27-28. Liocyma fli日正、tuosa(Gould) X 1. left valve. Loc. no. 4. Chinkope formation， Plio-
cene 
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Plate 2 
Fig. 1. Buccinum leucostoma Lischk巴 x1. dorsal view. Loc. no. 39. Hanaishi conglomerate 
member of the Chinkope formation， Pliocene. 
Fig目 2. Placopectenωakuyaensis Masuda x 1.right valve. Loc. no. 40. Kaigarabashi sand-
stone member of the Kunnui formation， Miocene. 
Fig. 3. Swiftopecten swφu (Bernardi) X 1. left valve. Loc. no. 3. Nakanokawa formation， 
Pliocene. 
Fig. 4. Chlamys kagamianus (Y okoyama) X 1. left valve. Loc. no. 40. Kaigarabashi sandstone 
member of the Kunnui formation， Miocene 
Fig. 5. Turritella (Neohaustator) fortilir叫 ahabei Kotaka X 1. apertural view. Loc. no. 33. 
Hanaishi conglomerate m巴mberof the Chinkope formation， Pliocene. 
Fig. 6. Oenopota kagana toyotsuensis Sawada， n. subsp. X 2. ap巴rturalview. Loc. no. 39. 
Hanaishi conglomerate member of th巴 Chinkop巴 formation，Pliocene. 
Fig. 7. Cli・'nocardiumcaliJもrniense(Deshayes) X 1. right valve. Loc. no. 3. Nakanokawa for-
mation， Pliocene. 
Figs. 8-9. 1'，ψtunea iwaii Hatai， Masuda and Suzuki X 1. 8; apertural view， 9; dorsal view. 
Loc. no. 22. Chinkope formation， Pliocene 
Figs. 10-11. Bittium yakoyamai Otuka X 3. 10; dorsal view， 11; apertural view. Loc. no. 39. 
Hanaishi conglomerate member of the Chinkope formation， Pliocene. 
Figs. 12-13. Trophonoρsis (Boreotrophon) sasae Sawada， n. sp. X 1ふ 12;dorsal view， 13; 
apertural view. Loc. no. 39. Hanaishi conglomerate member of the Chinkope formation， 
Pliocen巴
Figs. 14-15. Antψμnes contraria (Y okoyama) X 1. 14; apertural view， 15; dorsal view. Loc. 
no. 20. Chinkope formation， Pliocene 
Fig. 16. Cerithium kochi Philippi X 2. apertural view. Loc. no. 4. Nakanokawa formation， 
Pliocene. 
Fig. 17. Cerithium kochi Philippi X 1.5. apertural view. Loc. no. 3. Nakanokawa formation， 
Plioc巴ne.
Figs. 18-19. Volutomitra hαtaii Sawada， n.sp. X 5. 18; apertural vi巴w，19; dorsal view. Loc. 
no. 39. Hanaishi conglomerate member of the Chinkop巴 formation，Pliocene 
Figs. 20-21. Plic;グususyanamii (Y okoyama) X 1.5. 20; apertural view， 21; dorsal view. Loc. 
no. 3. Nakanokawa formation， Pliocen巴.
Fig. 22. 2¥今tilusgrayanus Dunker X 1/2. left valve. Loc. no. 1. Soibeltsugawa formation， 
Pliocene. 
Fig. 23. Yoldia (Cnesteri門l羽z口削Z
ti口n，Pliocene. 
Fig. 24. Scala (Boreoscala) aomo門(ensis(Iwai) X 1. apertural view. Loc. no. 16. Kaigarabuchi 
conglomerate member of the Nakanokawa formation. Pliocene 
Fig. 25. Barbitonia arthritica (Bernardi) X 1.5. juvenille form. dorsal view. Loc. no. Nakano-
kawa formation， Pliocene. 
Fig. 26. Monia macroschisma ezoana (Kanehara) X 1. left valve. Loc. no. 1. Soibetsugawa 
formation， Pliocene. 
Fig. 27. Venericardia (Cyclocardia) crebricostata (Krause) X 1. right valve. Loc. no. 3. Naka-
nokawa formation， Pliocene 
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Plate 3 
Fig. 1. Nanaochlamys notoensis (Y okoyama) X 1. left valve. Loc. no. 40. Kaigarabashi sand司
stone member of the Kunnui formation， Mioce立e.
Figs. 2-3. Astarte (Tridonta) bor.叫ん's(Schumacher) X 1. right valve. Loc. no. 1. Soibetsugawa 
formation， Pliocene. 
Fig.4. Sw杭opectens叩 ifti(Bernardi) X 1ふ rightvalve. Loc. no. 3. Nakanokawa formation， 
Pliocene 
Fig. 5. Patinoρecten yessoensis (Jay) X 2/3. left valve. Loc. no. 3. Nakanokawa formation， Plio-
cene. 
Fig. 6. Chlamys osugii Kubota X 1. left v昌lve.L口c.no. 16. K且igarabuchiconglomerat巴 mem-
ber of the N旦kanokawaformation， Pliocen巴.
Fig.7. Oeηopota kuromatsuηαiensis Sawada， n.sp. X 2. Paratype. dorsal view. Loc. no. 7. 
Nakanokawa formation， Pliocene. 
Fig. 8. Turritella (Neohaustator) fortilirata habei Kotaka X 1. dorsal view. Loc. no. 3. 
Hanaishi conglomerate member of the Chinkope formation， Pliocene. 
Figs. 9-10. Turritella (Neohaustator) niPponica Y okoyama X 2. 9; apertural view 10; dorsal 
view， Loc. no. 7. Nakanokawa formation， Pliocen巴
Figs. 11-12. Hemithyris psitacea woodwardi (A. A.Jams) X 1. 11; lateral view， 12; ventral 
view. Loc. no. 6. Nakanokawa formation， Pliocene. 
Fig. 13. Patinoρecten kagamianus (Yokoyama) X 1/2. right valve. Loc. no. 40. Kaigarab旦shi
conglomerate member of the Kunnui formation， Miocene 
Figs. 14-15. Cre.ρidula grandis Middendorff X 1. 14; dorsal view. 15; apertural view. Loc 
no. 3. Nakanokawa formation， Pliocene. 
Plate 4 
Figs. 1-2. Nucella cfr. freycinetti (D巴shayes)X 2. juvenille form. 1; dorsal view， 2; ap巴rtural
view. Loc. no. 3. Nakanokawa formation， Pliocene. 
Figs. 3-4. Chlamys chinkopensis Masuda and Sawada， X 1. 3; right valve， 4; left valve. Loc. 
no. 32. Hanaishi conglom巴ratemember of the Chinkope formation， Plioc巴日巴.
Figs. 5-6. Venericardia (Cyclocardia) crebricost，αta (Krause) X 2. right valve. Loc. no. 4. Chin-
kope formation， Pliocene. 
Fig. 7. Chlamys islandica erythrocomaω(Dall) X 1. left valve. Loc. no. 38. Hanaishi con-
glomerate member of the Chinkope formation， Pliocene. 
Fig. 8. Ditto. X 1. right valve. 
Fig.9. Lτtirus (?) sp. X 2. ap巴rturalview. Loc. no. 4. Nakanokawa formation， Pliocene. 
Fig. 10. Antiplanes (Rectiplanes) sαnctaiioannis (Smith) X 1. apertural view. Loc. no. 31. 
Hanaishi conglomerate member of thc Chinkope formation， Pliocene. 
Fig. 11. Cl;山 m)lsゐishakaensisMasuda and Sawada X 1/2. left valve. Loc. no. 14. Kaigara司
buchi conglomerate member of the Nakanokawa formation， Pliocenc. 
Figs. 12-13. Glycymeris (Glycymeris) yessoensis (Sowerby) X 1. left valve， 12; external surface， 
13; internal surface. Loc. no. 1. Soibetsugawa formation， Pliocene. 
Fig. 14. Patiηopecten yessoensis (Jay) X 1. right valve. Loc. no目 3.Nakanokawa formation， 
Pliocene. 
Figs. 15-16. Homalotoma amusitatum (Gould) X 2. 16; apertural view， 15; dorsal view. Loc. 
no. 6目 Nakanokawaformation， Pliocen巳白
Fig. 17. TU7γitella (Neohaustator) fortilirata habei Kotaka X 1. Loc. no. 33. Hanaishi con-
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glomerate member of the Chinkope formation， Pliocene. 
Fig. 18. Chlamys tamurae乱1asudaand Sawada X 1. left valve. Loc. no. 23. Chinkope for-
mation， Pliocene. 
Figs. 19-20. Oenojうotakuromatsunaiensis Sawada. n. sp. X 2. Holotype， 19; dorsal view， 20; 
apertural view. Loc. no. 7. Nakanolωwa formation， Pliocene 
Fig. 21. Oenojうotakurornatsunaiensis Sawada， n.sp. X 2. Paratype， apertural view. Loc. no. 7. 
Nakanokawa formation， Pliocene. 
Plate 5 
Figs. 1-2. Callithaca (Protocallithaca) ac長zrnsi(Reeve) X 1. left valve. Loc. no. 3. Nakanokawa 
formation， Pliocene. 
Fig. 3. Hernithyrisρsitacea woodwardi (A. Adams) X 1. dorsal view. Loc. no 6. Nakanokawa 
formation， Pliocene 
Fig. 4. Latirus (7) sp. X 2. dorsal view. Loc. no. 4. Nakanokawa formation， Pliocen巴.
Fig.5. COjうtothyrisgrayi (Davidson) X 1. ventral view. Loc. no. 40. Kaigarabashi sandstone 
member of the Kunnui formation， Miocen巴
Figs. 6-7. Arnathina nobilis (A. Adams) X 1.5. 6; apertural view， 7; dorsal view. Loc. no. 4. 
Nakanokawa formation， Pliocene. 
Figs. 8-9. Ezocallista brevisiphonata (Carpenter) X 2/3. left valve. Loc. no. 3. Nakanokawa 
forrnation， Pliocene. 
Figs. 10-11. Stisula (Stisula)叫んzlinensis(Schrencl王)X 2/3. left valve. Loc. no. 3. Nakano-
kawa formation， Pliocene. 
Fig. 12. Scala (Bor印刷la)yabei echigonum (Kan巴hara) X 1.5. ap巴rturalview. Loc. no. 3. 
Nakanokawa forrnation， Pliocene. 
Figs.13-14. Tectonatica janthostoma (Deshayes) X2. 13; apertural view， 14; dorsal view. 
Loc. no. 7. Nakanok乱waformation， Pliocene. 
Figs. 15-16. Littorina (Littorivaga) brevicula (Philippi) X 3. 15; dorsal view， 16; apertural 
view. Loc. no. 3. Nakanokawa formation， Pliocene. 
Fig. 17. Ant必lanes(Rectψゐnes)sancωiioannis (Srnith) X 1. dorsal view. Loc. no. 31. Hanaishi 
conglomerate member of出eChinkope forrnation， Plioc巴ne.
Figs. 18-19. Hin叫 (Tritonella)japonica (A. Adams) X 3. 18; apertural view， 20; dorsal view 
Loc. no. 4. Nakanokawa forrnation， Pliocene. 
Fig. 20. Ezocallista brevisithonata (Carpenter) X 2/3. right valve. Loc. no. 3. Nakanokawa 
formation， Pliocene. 
Plate 6 
Figs. 1-2. Monia macroschisma (Deshayes) X 1. 1; left valve， 2; right valve. Loc. no. 1. 
Soibetsugawa forrnation， Pliocene. 
Figs. 3-4. Arca boucardi Jousseaurn X 1ふ rightvalve. 3; external surface 4; internal sur-
face. Loc. no. 4. Nakanokawa formation， Pliocene. 
Figs. 5-6. Plectodon (Plectodon) ligula (Yokoyama) X 3. left valve. 5; external surface， 6; 
internal surface. Loc. no. 1. Soibetsugawa formation， Pliocene. 
Figs. 7-8. Limotsis tokaiensis Y okoyarna X 1.5. left valve 7; external surface， 8; internal 
surface， Loc. no. 20. Chinkope forrnation， Pliocene. 
Figs. 9-10. Venericardia (Cycloc.ωψa)ρaucicostata (Krause) X 1.5. right valve. 9; external 
surface， 10; internal surface. Loc. no. 39. Hanaishi conglomerate member of the Chin-
kope forrnation， Pliocene. 
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Figs. 11-12. Venericaldia (Cyclocardia) paucicostata (Krause) X 1ふ leftvalve. 11; external 
surface， 12; internal surface. Loc. no. 39. Hanaishi conglomerate m巴mberof the Chin. 
kope formation， Pliocene 
Fig. 13. Venericardia (Cyclocardia) crebricostata (Krause) X 1. right v乱Ive.Loc. no. 4. Naka-
nokawa formation， Pliocene. 
Figs. 14-15. Venericardia (Cyclocardia) crebricostata (Krause) X 1. left valve. Loc. no. 4. 
Nakanokawa formation， Pliocene. 
Figs. 16-17. Lucinoma annulatum (R巴巴ve)X 1ふ 16; right valve. 17; left valve. Loc. no. 3. 
Nakanokawa formation， Plioc巴ne.
Fig. 18. Asωrte (Tridonta) alaskensis Dall X 1ふ rightvalve. Loc. no. 22. Chinkope forma-
tion， Pliocene. 
Fig. 19. Macoma (Macoma) incongrua (v. Martens) X 1. left valve. Loc. no. 33. Hanaishi 
conglomerate member of the Chinkope formation， Pliocene. 
Fig. 20. Chlamys arakaωai (Nomura) X 1. left valve. Loc. no. 40. Kaigarabashi sandstone 
member of the Kunnui formation， Miocene. 
Fig. 21. Chlamys kurnanodoensis Masuda X 1. right valve. external surface， Loc. no. 40. 
Kaigarabashi sandstone member of the Kunnui formation， Miocene. 
Fig. 22. Chlamys kurnanodoensis Masuda X 1. right valve. Loc. no. 40. Kaigarabashi sand-
stone member of the Kunnui formation， Miocen巴.
Fig. 23. Chl.σmys kumanodoensis Masuda X 1. left valve. external surface. Loc. no. 40. Kai-
garabashi sandstone m巴mberof the Kunnui formation， Miocene. 
Fig. 24. Chlamys cosibensis iYokoyama) X 1. right valve. Loc. no. 40. Kaigarabashi sandstone 
member of the Kunnui formation， Miocene. 
Figs. 25-26. Felaniel.σusta (Gould) X 2. left valve， 25; internal surface， 26; external surface 
Loc. no. 6. Nakanokawa formation， Pliocene. 
Fig. 27. Patinopecten tokyoensis (Tokunaga) X 1.5. left valve. Loc. no. 1. Soibetsugawa forma-
tion， Pliocen巴
Fig. 28. Admete japoni叫んschkei(Yokoyama) X 2. apertural view. Loc目 no.3. Nakanokawa 
formation， Pliocen巴
Fig. 29. Asωrte (Tridonta) borealis (Schumacher) X 1. right valve. Loc. no. 4. Nakanokawa 
formation， Pliocene. 
Figs. 30-31. Acila (Truncacila) insψ1Is (Gould) X 2. right valve. 30; external s山 face，31; 
internal surface. Loc. no. 6. Nakanokawa formation， Pliocene. 
Fig. 32. Eocylichna musashiensis (Tokunaga) X 3. apertural view. Loc. no. 3. Nakanokawa 
formation， Pliocene. 
Plate 7 
Fig. 1. Patino戸ctentok附 αgai(Y okoyama) X 2/3. left value. Loc. no. 27. Hanaishi conglom-
erate member of the Chinkope formation， Pliocene 
Fig. 2. Amathina nobilis (A. Adams) X 1.5. lateral view. Loc. no. 4. Nakanokawa formation， 
Pliocene 
Fig. 3. Buccinurn leucostorna Lischke X 1. apertural view. Loc. no. 39. Hanaishi conglomerate 
m巴mberof the Chinkope formation， Pliocene. 
Figs. 4-5. Trophonopsis (Austrotrophon) candelabrurn Reeve X 1. 4; apertural view， 5; dorsal 
view. Loc. no. 39. Hanaishi conglomerate member of the Chinkope formation， Pliocene 
Fig. 6. Saxidornus purpuratus (Sowerby) X 1. left valve. Loc. no. 4. Chinkope formation， 
Pliocene. 
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Fig. 7. Terebratalia gouldii (Dall) x 2. dorsal view. Loc. no. 6. Nakanokawa formation， Plio-
cene. 
Figs. 8-9. Astarte (Tridonta) borealis (Schumacher) x 1.left valve. Loc. no. 1. Soibets時 awa
formation， Pliocene 
Fig. 10. Patinopecten yessoensis (Jay) X 2/3. right valve. Loc. no. 3. Nakanokawa formation， 
Pliocene. 
Figs. 11-12. Liocyma fiuctuo幻 (Gould) X 1. right valve. Loc. no. 4. Chinkope formation， 
Pliocene. 
Figs. 13-14. My山 lora1りroxima(Smith) X 1ふ rightvalve. Loc. no. 3. Nakanokawa formation， 
Pliocene 
Fig. 15. Solctcllina (Nuttallia)戸tri(Bartsch) x 1.right valve. Loc. no. 3. Nakanokawa for-
rnation， Plioc巴ne.
Figs. 16-17. Turbo sp. X 1. 16; ap巴rturalview， 17; dorsal view. Loc. no. 22. Chinkope for-
mation， Pliocene. 
Fig. 18. Patinopecten tOkYOCI山 s(Tokunaga) X 1.5. right valve. Loc. no. 1. Soibetsugawa for-
rnation， Pliocene 
Figs. 19-20. Amathina nobilis A. Adams X 3. 19; dorsal view， 20; lateral view. Loc. no. 3. 
Nakanokawa forrnation， Pliocene. 
Fig. 21. Patinψecten tokyoensis (Tokunaga) X 1/2. r叫1tvalve. Loc. no. 1. Soibetsugawa for-
rnation， Pliocene. 
Figs. 22-23. Macoma (Macoma) tokyoensis Makiyama X 1. left valve. Loc. no. 4. Chinkope 
formation， Pliocene 
Plate 8 
Fig. 1. ShowTng the alternation of the green tu任 andthe small scale alternation of gray 
coloured sandstone and gray coloured siltstone of the Kunnui formation， along the 
railway side cutting of the Setana line， about 4 km W of Kayano， Yarnakoshigun. 
Fig. 2. The crushed zone of the Shirno-Hakairnappu fault (th巴 leftside) cutting the Kuro-
rnatsunai formation， about 200 m NE of the Meppu Mine， Imagane-cho， Setana-gun 
Fig. 3. The cross-bedded coarse grained sandstone of the Kaigarabuchi conglomcrate rnember 
。fthe Nakanokawa forrnation and the gravel bed of the lower terrace deposits (the up-
permost part of the clif) exposed along the Shubuto-gawa， 200 rn W of Nakaz乱to，
Kuromatsunai-cho， Suttsu-gun. 
Fig. 4. The clino-unconformity between the Kaigarabuchi conglomerate member of the 
Nakanokawa formation and the Garogawa andesitic agglomerate member of the Kuro-
rnatsunai forrnation 0 bserved at the cli紅 alongthe Warabit乱i-zawa，a sma1l tributary of 
the Shamanbe-gawa， 500 rn SW of the vVarabitai r品ilwaystation of the Hakodate mai日
line， Kuromatsunai-cho， Suttsu-gun. 
Fig. 5. The clif showing the upper of the 'r-akurno forrnation. The alternation of gray 
coloured siltstone and sma1l scale alternation of gray coloured siltstone and dark gray 
coloured shale. The cli妊 facingthe Kami-Hakairnappu-gawa， about 1 km NNE of the 
Kita-Sumiyoshi railway station of the Setana line， Imagane-cho， Suttsu-gun. 
Fig. 6. The cli丘ofthe siltstone intercalating the thin layer of the coarse to medium grained 
sandstone of the Kuromatsunai formation， along the side of the Pirika-gawa 500 m SW 
of the Pirika railway station of the Setana line， Imagane.cho， Setana-gun 
Fig. 7. The Garogawa andesitic agglomerate member of the Kuromatsunai formation exposed 
along the road side about 4.5 km W of th巴Kuromatsunairailway station of the Hakodate 
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main line， Kuromatsunai-cho， Suttsu-gun. 
Fig. 8. The Kaigarabuchi conglomerate member of the Nakanokawa formation exposed along 
th巴 roadside clif， 600 m N of Neppu， Kuromatsunai-cho， Suttsu-gun. 
Fig. 9. The Soibetsugawa formation exposed along the clif of the Soibetsu-gawa， 600 m SW 
of the Nakanokawa railway station of the Suttsu line， Kuromatsunai-cho， Suttsu-gun. 
Fig. 10. Chlamys daishakaensis Masuda and Sawada in the Kaigarabuchi conglomerate mem-
ber of the Nakanokawa formation exposed along the river side clif of the Soibetslト
gawa， 100 m SW of Kaigarabuchi， Kuromatsunai-cho， Suttsu-gun. 
Fig. 11. The squeezed out structure preserved in the Kaigarabuchi conglomerate member of 
the Nakanokawa formation， exposed in the clif of the Soibetsu-gawa， about 3.5 km SE 
of the Nakanokawa railway station of the Suttsu line， Kuromatsunai-cho， Suttsu-gun. 
Fig. 12. The Hanaishi conglomerate member of the Chinkope formation exposed along the 
clif of the Toshibetslトgawa，1 km SW of the Pirika railway station of the Setana line， 
lmagane-cho， Setana-gun. 
Fig. 13. The same locality as shown in Fig. 9. 
Fig. 14. The pectinid fossils in the Kaigarabashi sandstone member of the Kunnui formation 
exposed along the road side cutting， about 3.5 km uppers仕eamof the junction of the 
Meppu-gawa， a tributary of the Toshibetsu-gawa， Meppu-kukaku， lmagane-cho， Setana-
gun. 
Fig. 15. The Kaigarabuchi conglomerat巴 memberof the Nakanokawa formation exposed 
along the clif of the Shubuto-gawa， 500 m S of Nakazato， Kuromatsunai-cho， Suttsu-
gun. 
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